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Abstract 

Single cell analysis is an emerging field requiring a high level interdisciplinary collaboration 

to provide detailed insights into the complex organisation, function and heterogeneity of life. 

This review is addressed to life science researchers as well as researchers developing novel 

technologies. It covers all aspects of the characterisation of single cells (with a special focus 

on mammalian cells) from morphology to genetics and different omics-techniques to 

physiological, mechanical and electrical methods. In recent years, tremendous advances have 

been achieved in all fields of single cell analysis: 1. improved spatial and temporal resolution 

of imaging techniques to enable the tracking of single molecule dynamics within single cells; 

2. increased throughput to reveal unexpected heterogeneity between different individual cells 

raising the question what characterizes a cell type and what is just natural biological variation; 

and 3. emerging multimodal approaches try to bring together information from 

complementary techniques paving the way for a deeper understanding of the complexity of 

biological processes. This review also covers the first successful translations of single cell 

analysis methods to diagnostic applications in the field of tumour research (especially 

circulating tumour cells), regenerative medicine, drug discovery and immunology. 
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I. Introduction: Motivation for single cell analysis 

Eukaryotic cells may spend their lives as single individuals; however they have evolved to 

cooperate closely to form tissues and whole organisms, plants or animals. Conversely, single 

cell analysis often focuses on individual cells split apart from their tissue of origin. Despite 

the fact, that this is an artificial situation, single cell investigations gain a special eligibility in 

raising awareness for small, but substantial differences of single cells in a population of 

apparently identical cells. Furthermore, single cell investigations play an important role in 

unravelling mechanistic details of intracellular processes. When we study single cells and try 

to understand how they function as a biological system we can learn about biological system 

development, their growth and specialization as well as evolution of single cells and whole 

organisms. If we can understand biological phenomena at the molecular level, we might be 

able to understand how subtle differences in cellular phenotype induce biological phenomena 

such as learning and memory or how cell-specific changes lead to dysfunction and disease 

states, e.g., in cancer. In order to develop novel therapeutic interventions in response to single 

cell behaviour, it is important to understand the relationship between biological heterogeneity 

and signalling pathways. These might involve rare but important events as well as rare cell 

types, such as stem cells or progenitor cells. Quite often this can lead to a range of questions, 

for example: 1. what are the important features of a cell? 2. which properties determine the 

cell type? 3. are the observed differences between two individual cells just the natural cellular 

variability? 4. are these two similar appearing cells already destined to move in different 

developmental directions? and 5. how large have the differences between two cells to be in 

order to assign them to a different cell type? A vast variety of analytical methods and 

approaches have been developed to study single cells in order to probe their morphological 

and physiological characteristics, gain molecular, genomic, transcriptomic and quantitative 

biochemistry information and even monitor their dynamic changes under simulated close-to-

in vivo conditions. Also, within fully functional organisms, single cells can be identified and 

tracked which shall ultimately allow studying single cells in their natural, unperturbed 

environment. 

A challenge for single cell studies is the small size of a single cell. Analytical techniques 

therefore must be able to work with very little sample input. Nevertheless, in order to achieve 

enough data for significant statistics, they should manage high throughput, and of course – to 

be affordable in many laboratories – they should not be expensive. In the last few years 

tremendous advances could be achieved in all fields of single cell analysis. In this review, we 
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will present the techniques that are currently available for single cell analysis and highlight a 

few of those recent developments. A wide range of reviews already exists for the different 

techniques. This review article is not an exhaustive review citing all available references but 

shall give an overview of the possibilities and maybe create some interest among researchers 

to try another technique to gain complementary information for their question of interest. 

Cited review articles and a few original articles shall provide further information for the 

interested reader. The review is focused on the analysis of mammalian cells, leaving out most 

of the exciting work done with other eukaryotic cells (such as yeast) or studies on prokaryotic 

cells. Furthermore, for detailed isolation techniques to retrieve single cells the reader is 

referred to other recent reviews covering this topic.  

 

II. Overview of technologies and methods 
A single cell is a complex system which comprises of several different organelles and 

components. A schematic of a typical eukaryotic cell from human/animals is shown in Figure 

1. When studying single cells a lot of different information from the cell is of interest, e.g., 

morphology, genotype, the molecular phenotype and various other physiological parameters 

and metabolic actions.  

Morphological characteristics, “how the cell looks like”, can be assessed using a variety of 

different imaging methods. Many of those methods go way beyond just depicting size and 

shape of the cell, but can reveal fine structure and even metabolic actions (section III). 

Imaging methods can be divided into label-free methods which use internal contrast of the 

sample and contrast-enhanced methods where a specific label, such as a fluorophore or 

radioactive label is introduced into the cell. Table 1 groups the different imaging techniques 

according to this criterion.  

The oldest label-free technique is optical microscopy (as long as no dyes are involved to stain 

special organelles, see section III.1). Different types of scanning probe microscopy generate 

the image by scanning the surface of the cell with a small probe utilizing different sensing 

mechanisms (see section III.2). Electron (section III.3) and X-ray microscopy (section III.9) 

reveal the fine structure of cell organisation using electrons or X-rays. Different types of 

linear and non-linear vibrational spectroscopy (section III.4 and 5) make use of specific 

photon-matter interactions to generate information-rich images and mass spectrometry 

(section III.7) creates chemical specific images from the mass information of liberated ions 

from the sample.  
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The most prominent example for contrast-enhanced methods is fluorescence microscopy with 

its various special techniques (see section III.8). However, also in simple optical microscopy 

the contrast can be enhanced by using special dyes, which e.g. accumulate in the nucleus or 

other cellular organelles. Nuclear magnetic resonance imaging (section III.6) often utilizes 

paramagnetic metal particles to enhance contrast. Another criterion how to divide imaging 

techniques is whether they are destructive or non-destructive. This is especially important if 

several analysis techniques shall be combined to obtain a more complete picture of the cell of 

interest (see section III.10).  

The widely established omic-technologies, i.e. genomics, transcriptomics, proteomics and 

metabolomics have tremendously advanced within the last years, making it possible to apply 

those techniques to the small sample volume contained in a single cell for deeper insight into 

structure, function, and dynamics on a single cell level (section III & V). 

Other physiological parameters, such as ion concentration, mechanical or electrical properties 

are also essential for a proper function of cellular processes and correct interactions. A vast 

variety of techniques has been developed to probe those properties and will be discussed in 

section VI.  

Ultimately, all the knowledge and insights gained from single cell analysis will find 

application in the study of more complex systems, such as tissues or full organs, where the 

individual cells act in their natural environment in close interaction and cooperation with all 

the other cells of the same tissue or organ. A few examples of what is already possible now 

will be given in section VII.  

Despite all the advances in single cell research there are still only a few examples of 

information gained being used in clinical diagnostics. However, it is expected that upon 

further progress in automation, throughput and general understanding of cellular 

heterogeneity, several interesting applications in different fields of medicine, such as 

immunology, regenerative medicine, cancer research or drug discovery, will emerge. (section 

X) 
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III. Far more than morphology: Dynamic at the imaging front 
Imaging techniques available for the analysis of single cells do not only yield morphological 

information and answer questions such as “What does the cell really look like?” and “What 

shape has the nucleus?” but also provide quantitative analysis of chemical species inside 

subcellular compartments, give molecular details of cellular processes and functions such as 

growth and death as well as interactions. Imaging techniques aim to detect, identify, visualize 

and track the spatial distribution of molecules. The interpretation of such changes in structure, 

organization and activity gives a deeper understanding of cellular processes. Imaging 

techniques can be divided into direct imaging techniques where intrinsic properties are probed 

without the need for labels (e.g. Raman spectroscopic imaging) and indirect imaging 

techniques which achieve higher contrast by the application of labels (e.g. fluorescence 

microscopy). Imaging probes can be photons, charged particles, such as electrons, atoms as 

well as sound waves. 

In the recent years imaging techniques have been extended and improved to give better 

resolution, both in space and time. A variety of different methods is now available to study 

morphology and function, both qualitatively, but also quantitatively 1. The combination of 

complementary imaging techniques can greatly amplify available information on structural 

features and allows the dynamic visualization of morphological changes. 2 

III.1 Optical microscopy – with and without contrast 

The oldest method to obtain morphological information from a cell is to investigate it with 

incoherent white light. From the transmitted and reflected light portions a white light image 

can be obtained. Such an image depicts reality, however in a filtered, often reduced, and thus 

imprecise, changed way. It is necessary to be always aware of this limitation. In order to 

visualize a single cell magnification is needed. Consequently, imaging techniques usually rely 

on a microscope setup in some way. 

Due to its simplicity the most abundant way to get an impression of a cell is to place the 

culture flask on an inverted microscope and have a look at it. Usually, the cell’s shape will 

uncover immediately if there is a mesenchymal or an epithelial cell present. Often, also the 

nuclear shape is of interest, e.g. for the differentiation of the leukocyte subtype. Living cells 

are only thin optical objects and therefore, the contrast is not very high. This can be overcome 

by staining the sample prior to observation or by using optical contrast methods, such as 

interferometry (e.g. differential interference contrast (DIC) 3 or quantitative phase imaging. 4 
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Phase measurements can be carried out in the full field mode, i.e. providing simultaneously 

information from the whole image field. This allows for spatial and temporal investigations 

with time resolution of a few milliseconds. Several label-free, multi-focus imaging methods 

rely on phase measurements, such as digital holographic microscopy (DHM), Fourier phase 

microscopy (FPM), diffraction phase microscopy (DPM), spatial light interference 

microscopy (SLIM), just to name a few. 4 

III.2 High resolution morphology: Electron microscopy (EM) 

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) has become a powerful tool for characterizing 

structures ranging in size from cells and viruses to small molecular complexes with almost 

atomic resolution in 3D and to link this information to the macroscopic properties. 5 

Information on specifically bound elements like phosphorus, calcium and iron in 

compartments within sectioned cells can be gained by recording electron energy loss spectra 

(EELS) at each point of the sample. 6 

Vitrification can preserve biological cells in their near-native, hydrated environment. 

Automated low dose imaging is necessary to avoid irradiation damage. 7 Cryo-electron 

microscopy (Cryo-EM) is the method of choice for investigating radiation-sensitive 

specimens such as single cells. 8-13 In the process the biological sample is studied in a 

transmission electron microscope under cryogenic conditions. Macromolecular structures 

inside the cell can be revealed in 3D with a spatial resolution of 4 nm, providing an 

unprecedented insight into the cellular organization. 7 Cryo-EM can be further sub-divided 

into cryo-electron tomography, single-particle cryo-electron microscopy and electron 

crystallography.5 Hybrid approaches of these techniques and X-ray crystallography as well as 

nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy emerge and provide complementary 

information.  

Further sample preparation techniques and instrument modifications for high sensitivity and 

good contrast as well as post-image processing procedures have been reviewed recently. 7  

In the publicly available repository Electron Microscopy Data Bank (EMDB; 

http://emdatabank.org/) 3D electron microscopic data of macromolecular complexes and cells 

can be found with a spatial resolution of 2 to 100 Å.  

 

III.3 Scanning probe microscopy 

There exists a vast variety of scanning probe microscopy techniques that all have in common 

that a physical probe (a kind of “tip”) is moved over the sample surface and records the 
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surface characteristics. Some of those techniques, such as atomic force microscopy, can 

achieve a very high spatial resolution. Others, such as electrochemical scanning probe 

techniques can provide information on mass transfer 14. Four examples of scanning probe 

microscopy techniques are presented below.  

III.3.1 Atomic force microscopy (AFM) 

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) once developed as a high-resolution imaging tool of non-

conducting surfaces has become a unique analysis method 15. AFM overcomes the limited 

resolution of optical microscopy as well as the limited applicability of electron microscopy. 

The latter requires vacuum conditions and, therefore, is not appropriate for the investigation 

of biological samples in their native environments. In contrast, AFM can measure living cells 

directly in their culture medium without the need of cell fixation or staining. Imaging of cell 

surface morphology and membrane structure is possible as well as are investigations of 

dynamic processes involving molecules, organelles and other structures in living cells and 

interactions at the single-molecule and single cell level 16. The measurements are based on 

physical interaction between a nanometer sized tip and the sample. The tip with its contact 

area of a few square nanometers is attached to the cantilever. This cantilever or the sample is 

moved in xy-direction via a piezoelectric scanner. A laser beam focused on the end of the 

cantilever is then reflected onto a photodiode detector. Due to the bending of the cantilever in 

response to the surface topography the detected laser beam moves and can be detected with 

pico Newton sensitivity. As a result, a topographic map of the surface is constructed. 

Generally, a resolution as high as 0.1 nm in lateral and 0.01 nm in vertical direction for 

molecular or even atomic imaging can be achieved 16. Due to the fact, that unfixed 

mammalian cells are very large and soft, the resolution of AFM cell images is limited to 

approximately 50 nm 16. Achieving a high spatial resolution down to the single-molecule level 

on living mammalian cells is still a challenge. 

Improvements of the temporal resolution were made by the development of high-speed AFM. 

This nano-dynamic visualization technique is capable of observing structure dynamics and 

dynamic processes at a sub-second to sub-100 ms temporal resolution and a 2 nm lateral and a 

0.1 nm vertical resolution17. The high-speed AFM imaging studies cover a wide range of 

dynamic molecular processes and structure dynamics, e.g. structure dynamics of proteins in 

action, self-assembly processes, dynamic protein–protein and protein–DNA interactions, 

diffusion processes, and molecular processes associated with enzymatic reactions 17. 

To overcome the lack of biochemical specificity of the conventional AFM topographic 

imaging specific antibodies or ligands can be conjugated to the tip enabling the detection and 
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localization of single molecular recognition sites. Thereby, adhesion force mapping and 

dynamic recognition force mapping are possible. For details see the review by Hinterdorfer 

and colleagues 18.   

Due to the open AFM setup, combinations with other tools for imaging and functional assays 

are possible. To select specific components in the heterogeneous cell for AFM 

characterization, AFM is usually combined with optical microscopy. Fluorescence 

microscopy is often used for investigations into clinical drugs. Combinations with several 

advanced optical spectroscopic methods gained impact, e.g. super-resolution imaging and 

enhanced Raman spectroscopy, allowing for real-time characterization of the molecular 

composition as well as structural changes. 16 

In the last years rapid progress has been made in AFM imaging of single cells to provide new 

information on cell surface structure, track the cellular dynamic process, evaluate drug 

activities and investigate mechanisms of drug action. For detailed information see the reviews 

by Shi and co-workers 16 and Dufrêne et al. 15. 

Besides AFM imaging, AFM force mode has overcome some limitations and is capable of 

gaining quantitative information on cellular interactions at the single-molecule level. Studies 

concerning sample stiffness and viscoelasticity, cell adhesion, signal transduction and 

receptor mapping were made 19.  

III.3.2 Scanning ion conductance microscopy (SICM)  

Scanning ion conductance microscopy (SICM) is another scanning probe technique that can 

surmount the light diffraction limit and visualize the topography and local changes of living 

cells.20 An electrolyted-filled nanopipette scans the sample and the ion current is measured. If 

the nanopipette is close to the cell surface, a non-conducting surface, the ion flow from the 

pipette opening is hindered. This relationship between resistance (ion current) and distance 

can be used to generate a three-dimensional topographical image of the sample surface. 

Different scanning modes have been developed which differ in speed and surface roughness 

that can be captured by this technique without destroying the probe 20. The spatial resolution 

depends on the opening diameter of the nanopipette (resolution is roughly 3/2 of the diameter 
21) and values as low as 5 nm have been reported. Detailed three-dimensional SICM images 

enabled investigation of the morphological response of living cells on different stimuli, such 

as cytokines, corticosteroids, nanoparticles, shear stress or even surface changes after 

stimulated exocytosis. From the 3D image of the cell also information on the cell volume and 

volume changes can be gained. 20 The electrical distance control in SICM avoids mechanical 

damage of very soft and delicate samples such as living cells and unlike with AFM, it is 
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possible to image very fine and lose structures of cells, such as cell extensions, without any 

distortion. 22  

SICM can be combined with various other detection methods and act as a multifunctional 

tool: combination was reported with optical methods such as scanning near field techniques, 

fluorescence microscopy and even FRET; as well as with electrochemical recordings, such as 

patch clamp and ion-selective microelectrodes. Single-molecule fluorescence microscopy and 

SICM can reveal information on protein functions 20 as well as insights into cell membrane 

organization and function. 23 Combination of SICM and FRET can be used to elucidate 

pathophysiological mechanisms as was done to gain insights into the role of the redistribution 

of the β2-adrenergic receptor in heart failure 24 Combination with patch clamp with two glass 

pipettes can be used to generate functional maps of ion channels. 25 When the same pipette is 

used to first scan the cell surface with high topological resolution, and then for ion channel 

recording it is called "smart patch clamp” as the nanodomain for creating the seal with the 

surface can be chosen with high precision. 26  

The scanning tip can further be utilized to deposit molecules onto the surface or modify the 

local ion concentration. Such biochemical applications of SICM have been reviewed 

elsewhere. 27, 28 

III.3.3 Atom probe tomography (APT) 

Atom probe tomography (APT) provides three-dimensional maps of ion compositions and 

was classically used to map metals and semiconductors with a sub-nanometer resolution. 

Recently, Narayan et al. were able to record cellular ions and metabolites from unstained, 

freeze-dried mammalian cells. Thereby, the reconstructions of cellular sub-volumes at high 

resolution revealed a surprising amount of spatial heterogeneity of specific chemical species 

within the cell 29. APT is based on the field evaporation. Thereby, ions are desorbed from a 

needle-shaped sample by application of a very intense electrical field of several volts per 

nanometer under vacuum and at cryogenic temperatures, followed by the detection with a 

single-ion sensitive detector. The combination of APT with time-of-flight measurements 

allows the chemical identification of these detected ions in a mass spectrum.  

III.3.4 Scanning electrochemical microscopy (SECM)  

Scanning electrochemical microscopy (SECM) is suitable to monitor the electrochemical 

events on or in close proximity to a surface. Although, SECM cannot provide the same 

topographical resolution as atomic force microscopy or scanning electron microscopy, it is a 
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powerful analytical tool for the imaging of surface topography and the mapping of 

electrochemical activity of living cells on a sub-µm scale 30. 

The key element of SECM is a small scaled electrode serving as a mobile probe and recording 

changes in electrochemical potential. This so-called ultramicroelectrode is characterized by its 

enormous sensitivity (enabling the detection of even trace amounts of analytes), its short 

response time and the high spatial resolution. It consists of an electroactive material (e.g., 

carbon, platinum, gold) and can have different shapes (e.g. disks, rings, bands, cylinders, 

spheres, hemispheres) depending on the application. Due to the electron transfer reactions of 

the detected analytes at well-defined potentials the electrochemical detection is highly 

specific. The small size of the electrode, which ranges from micrometers to nanometers, 

allows for an unhampered approach to cells and provides high lateral resolution for imaging 
31.  

Different imaging modes can be used, e.g. constant-height and constant-current mode. 

Constant-height mode imaging is the traditional scanning mode where the distance between 

the tip and the sample is stable and the tip scans across the surface in the xy plane. However, a 

feedback-based guidance system is required to maintain this distance. In the constant-current 

mode the device attempts to maintain a constant current by changing the substrate to tip 

distance. For more details see the review by Bergner et al. 30  

The use of ultramicroelectrodes to study single cells requires appropriate dimensions, stability 

during the whole experiment, high analyte sensitivity and selectivity and a high signal-to-

noise ratio. Furthermore, biomolecules from the cell culture medium or even cells themselves 

can bind irreversibly to the electrode and consequently reduce the sensitivity. These 

requirements and handling problems still hold potentials for improvements. 

SECM offers several advantages compared to other methods: (1) in contrast to fluorescence 

microscopy (section III.8) no staining or labelling is required and (2) unlike the AFM probe, 

the SECM probe does not need to touch the cell, thus time-lapse measurements without 

mechanically scratching the cell are possible 30, 32. Nevertheless, most SECM imaging 

experiments were conducted with the addition of a certain redox mediator which is usually 

non-physiologic and undesired. However, Zhang and co-workers introduced dissolved oxygen 

as the redox mediator in the medium solution which provides an opportunity of label-free 

imaging of cellular morphology. 32 Quantifying the flux of molecules entering or leaving a 

cell, studying ion transport in channels, probing the local electrochemical reactions at and 

inside living cells are possible application fields of SECM. Furthermore, membrane 

permeability and the presence of metabolites can be detected and enzymatic activities can be 
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evaluated 31, 33. Zhao and colleagues successfully detected reactive oxygen species (ROS) 

released from living macrophages 34 as well as single human bladder and kidney epithelial 

cells 35 by means of SECM. Real-time filming of the movement and morphological changes 

of living cells was performed via time-lapse SECM 32. For a detailed insight into the 

application of SECM see the following reviews 30, 31, 33. 

In addition, simultaneous investigations of (living) samples are possible by combining SECM 

with other biosensing techniques. Microfabrication techniques hold promise in supporting 

SECM-based investigation by providing fluidic-based culture platforms that can control cell 

environments at well-defined length scales. Integration of an inverted fluorescence 

microscope allows simultaneous or subsequent evaluation of the state of the cells following 

SECM measurements 31.  

SECM in combination with optical microscopy is a powerful analytical tool to receive 

multidimensional information on complicated cellular processes. Therefor, integration into 

optical fibre probes, near-field optical microscopes, atomic force microscopes and confocal 

(laser) microscopes is carried out. The construction of a smaller optical fibre probe will enable 

electrochemical and optical imaging with nm-resolution 33.  

III.4 Raman spectroscopic imaging 

Raman spectroscopic imaging is a hyperspectral imaging technique that can provide 

information-rich chemical images in a non-invasive and non-destructive manner. Raw data of 

Raman spectral images include spatial xy-information as well as a spectral dimension which 

gives the vibrational signature of the overall molecular composition, e.g. from proteins, 

nucleic acids, lipids, carbohydrates and inorganic crystals. Addition of a spatial z-component 

is also possible. Spectra from different points of an image can be acquired in point, line or 

map mode depending on the applied optics and the capacity of the detector, which allows for 

different temporal resolution. The Raman effect is based on inelastic photon scattering of 

incoming monochromatic laser light on molecular vibrations. As almost all molecules are 

Raman active, no external label is required. However, since Raman scattering is a very rare 

event, detection of Raman spectra requires highly sensitive detectors. Although the technique 

had long been applied in chemical research, it was introduced only in 1990 for studies on 

single cells.36 Raman spectra from mixed samples such as biological cells are very complex 

and require statistical analysis for meaningful interpretation. Up to now, Raman spectroscopy 

is an uncommon method in cell biology, but slowly entering the field. Improvements in 

detector technology 37 and data evaluation procedures led to some interesting Raman-based 

studies during the last decade which should further increase its relevance in single cell 
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research in future. Raman micro-spectroscopy could depict cell morphology and 

compartments such as nucleus, cytoplasm and vesicles.38 Cytochrome dynamics have been 

studied during apoptosis.39 Lipid droplet dynamics and composition were addressed in 

hepatocytes40 as well as hepatic stellate cells41. With the help of Raman spectroscopy is 

possible to distinguish different cell types and build classification models which can assign 

the cell type based on the spectral characteristics 42-45. For such single cells classification 

models, it is important to perform proper sample size planning and take random testing 

uncertainty into account. 46 Furthermore, Raman spectroscopy was used to identify 

pathological states of the cells, follow differentiation, transformation and viability as well as 

provide insights into metabolism and chemical reactions 42, 47, 48. Also single cells in the tissue 

surrounding could be identified by means of Raman spectroscopy in combination with 

statistical analysis methods 49. 

In combination with microfluidic Raman spectroscopy can be used to sort individual cells 

(Raman activated cell sorting, RACS). 50, 51 However, the achieved throughput is by far less 

than for fluorescence activated cell sorting (FACS) (see also section VIII.3).  

One reason for that is the inherently weak Raman scattering efficiency. Several methods have 

been developed to increase Raman signal intensity. In resonance Raman spectroscopy the 

wavelength of the Raman excitation light matches with an electronic transition of the 

molecules of interests. The Raman bands of the vibrations that couple to that electronic 

transition experience an increase in intensity by 4-6 orders of magnitude. 50 Resonance Raman 

spectroscopy was used to study hemoproteins and monitor oxygenation state of red blood 

cells. 52 Furthermore, the technique was utilized to follow beta caroteine loaded nanoparticle 

uptake in living cells as possible drug carriers 53 as well as to follow differences in 

internalization via patch clamp between free haemin and peptide capped haemin into living 

HEK cells. 54  

Another method which can increase the observed Raman signal intensity is surface-enhanced 

Raman spectroscopy (SERS). In the close vicinity to a rough metal surface (mostly gold and 

silver are used), an increase in intensity of up to 14 orders of magnitude is reported. 50 The 

used nanoparticles play a crucial role. 55 They can be functionalized and their uptake by single 

cells can be tracked.56 Surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy has been used to detect cancer 

cells and investigate treatment efficiency. 3. Multiplexed optical sensing using SERS was 

reviewed by Rodriguez-Lorenzo et al. 57  

If the SERS-active particle is reduced to a single tip and combined with an AFM (see section 

III.2.1) one can speak of tip-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (TERS). By means of TERS 
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the surfaces of single cells can be investigated with a high spatial resolution (down to 10-20 

nm) 58 

 
The complementary vibrational spectroscopic imaging technique, IR absorption 

spectroscopy, uses light in the mid IR region to characterize the sample. The diffraction 

limited resolution is on the order of a few micrometers, the same size as single cells. 59 

Therefore, IR spectroscopy is mainly used to study large cells, such as skin fibroblasts, giant 

sarcoma cells 60 and oral mucosa cells 61. Using single spot measurements from individual 

cells it is possible to follow cell-cycle dependent variations 62 and conformational changes in 

DNA 63. Furthermore, IR spectroscopy is successfully applied to identify single cells in tissue 

slices 64. 

 

III.5 Nonlinear optical imaging 

A thousand-fold improvement in the Raman signal intensity can be reached by generating 

coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering (CARS). Thereby, a target molecule is irradiated 

via two short-pulse laser beams (pump and Stokes beam). The frequencies of these beams 

must be tuned so that the frequency difference corresponds to a vibration of the target. In that 

case, coherently vibrating molecules in the sample volume will scatter the probe beam, 

resulting in a coherent signal 65, 66 . This multiphoton process offers intrinsic three-

dimensional sub-µm resolution and an image contrast, which is obtained from inelastically 

scattered light by the vibrations of endogenous chemical bonds 67 

CARS is suitable to examine live cell dynamics with its high chemical specificity and its 

label-free and non-invasive character. However, the complexity and the high costs of the laser 

systems prevented a widespread application of CARS microscopy so far.  

The major asset of CARS is the delivery of high signal intensity from lipid C-H bond 

stretches. Therefore, the majority of CARS applications involve lipid imaging and lipid 

quantification which have been real challenges in analytics before. This is because lipid-

specific markers for fluorescence microscopy are difficult to produce and the labelling 

process often affects lipid localization and function. 67 Although, at first glance, the analytical 

focus of CARS microscopy on lipids may seem like a limitation, the ability to image them has 

provided valuable insight into a numerous diversity of biological processes in which lipids 

play an important role, e.g., in biological membranes, as energy storage molecules or as 

messengers in cell communication. 43, 65 Lipid vesicles inside HeLa cells, membranes of lysed 

erythrocyte cells, the growth of lipid droplets in live adipocyte cells, the organelle transport in 
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living cells as well as lipid storage in the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans have been readily 

visualized by CARS microscopy. The composition and packing of individual cellular lipid 

droplets has also been imaged using multiplex CARS microscopy. For more details see the 

review by Krafft et al. 43 

In addition, by tuning the CARS laser into amide I vibration, protein distributions in epithelial 

cells were visualized. Using the OH-stretching vibration of water, cellular hydrodynamics 

have been investigated with sub-second time resolution. The C-D stretching vibration also 

gives raise to a strong signal. Therefore, deuterium labels are used in many CARS 

experiments. 43 Furthermore, monitoring of dynamic cellular processes, such as lipid 

metabolism and storage, organelle movements, tracking of molecules within cells and 

imaging of exogenously added probes or drugs have been successfully accomplished. 65  

The CARS setup can be combined with other methods, e.g. microfluidic devices (CARS flow 

cytometry) 43 or two-photon fluorescence microscopy. These multimodal instruments pave the 

way for further applications. 67 

Stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) is another label-free imaging method, which overcomes 

some limitations of CARS microscopy. It is characterized by an energy difference between 

pump and Stokes photons, which is resonant to the vibrational frequency of a special chemical 

bond in the molecule. Following, non-linear interaction the excitation of that molecular 

vibration is stimulated. This is accompanied by energy transfer from the pump beam to the 

Stokes beam resulting in the intensity loss of the pump beam and the intensity gain of the 

Stokes beam. In case that the energy difference between the two laser beams does not match 

with the target molecule vibrational frequency, a non-resonant background appears. 68  

SRS allows imaging of biological molecules in living cells with a high resolution, sensitivity 

and speed. Lipid measurement, drug delivery monitoring and tumour cell detection are only 

some of the application fields of SRS. 68 This year Wei and colleagues demonstrated for the 

first time imaging of newly synthesized proteins in live mammalian cells with high spatial–

temporal resolution via SRS combined with metabolic incorporation of deuterium-labelled 

amino acids. Importantly, this method can readily generate spatial maps of the quantitative 

ratio between new and total proteomes.69 

Second harmonic imaging microscopy of biological specimens exploits a nonlinear optical 

effect known as second harmonic generation (SHG), where the energy of the incident 

photons is scattered via a process of harmonic upconversion, instead of being absorbed by a 

molecule.70 In detail, an intense laser beam passes through a polarisable material with a non-

centrosymmetric molecular organization. A nonlinear mixing of the excitation light then 
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results in the generation of a wave at twice the optical frequency.67 SHG strongly depends on 

the polarization state of the laser light and the orientation of the dipole moment in the 

molecules that interact with the light.71 It is a label-free technique, which is typically used to 

detect collagen in the extracellular matrix. A major disadvantage of SHG microscopy is that 

the signal from cellular components is generally weak. However, second harmonic generation 

imaging can reveal the non-centrosymmetric and inhomogeneous structure of the object.71 

Reshak and co-authors detected strong SHG from the granal regions in the starch free 

chloroplasts of single cells. Upon illumination the chloroplasts changed their orientation, 

which affected the SHG signal.71 So far, only a few studies of SHG on single eukaryotic cells 

exist. 

III.6 Nuclear magnetic resonance imaging (NMRI) 

Nuclear magnetic resonance imaging (NMRI) represents a further non-invasive imaging 

method. This technique is based on the molecular fingerprint resulting from the chemical 

shifts of resonance frequencies of nuclear spins within a strong magnetic field. 72 Therefore, 

NMRI is well suited to follow nanoparticles for cell localization in organs and tissue. Specific 

molecular probes that concentrate on target cells after their injection into living organisms can 

be localized via targeted NMRI, e.g., antibodies linked to ultra-small super-paramagnetic iron 

oxide nanoparticles that bind to tumour cells. 73, 74 The first NMR microimages of single cells 

were obtained from frog ova with a spatial resolutions in the order of magnitude of 10 µm 75 

due to a combination of small-diameter radio frequency coils and high magnetic field. In 2000 

Grant and colleagues demonstrated for the first time the feasibility of NMR spectroscopy to 

localize osmolytes and metabolites within single neural cells from the sea hare Aplysia 

californica
76. Lee et al. acquired compartment-specific spectra of an oocyte from Xenopus 

laevis and monitored the uptake kinetics of an externally applied drug into the individual 

subcellular compartments in vivo
77. Technical improvements, such as small-volume NMR 

probes, and an accompanying enhancement of the detection limit enables the investigation of 

samples with the sizes of typical eukaryotic cells. 73 

III.7 Mass spectrometry imaging (MSI) 

Another label free method for successful chemical characterization is mass spectrometry 

imaging (MSI), which is well suited to image and profile individual cells and subcellular 

structures. Similar to other imaging techniques, e.g. Raman mapping (section III.4), one 

spectrum is acquired at each point of a spatially defined grid. In MSI this spectrum contains 
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mass information from that particular spot. Ion images showing the distribution of the 

selected peak can be generated by applying mass filters to the collected mass spectra.2 

MSI offers several advantages compared to other imaging techniques: (1) it has a high 

chemical specificity; (2) no pre-selection or even knowledge of the analytes is necessary prior 

to the analysis and, (3) the number of co-registered ion images is, in theory, only limited by 

the number of distinct detected ions and the resolution of the spectra. 78 Nevertheless, mass 

spectrometry is an invasive method necessitating further advances in sample preparation and 

data analysis as well as sensitivity improvement for cell-scale experiments. 

For an extensive review concerning mass spectrometry imaging of single cells see the one of 

Lanni and co-authors78 or the one of Masyuko et al.2 

To answer the broad range of analytical as well as biological and biomedical questions 

secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) and matrix assisted laser desorption/ionization mass 

spectrometry (MALDI MS) are the two most established mass spectrometry techniques to 

obtain morphology related chemical information from single cells.79 SIMS is a surface 

analysis method providing chemical information from the first few nanometers of the sample 

surface. SIMS can routinely reach the highest spatial resolution at the sub-micron level (< 50 

nm) in comparison to other MSI techniques. In addition, it delivers useful quantitative 

information. 80 Thereby, the detectable ions are limited to a small mass range of a few 

hundred Dalton. With this technique it is possible to localize analytes in two- as well as three 

dimensions within single cells. 78 

SIMS can be divided into dynamic and static SIMS. Dynamic SIMS is usually combined with 

other high-resolution imaging techniques, e.g. electron-, atomic force- and fluorescence 

microscopy.78 High-resolution mapping of endogenous and exogenous ions and molecules 

provides unique insights into single cells: the localization of proteins and nucleic acids by 

detecting elemental sulphur and phosphorus is possible81 as well as the localization of iron in 

diseased cells (which found applications in Alzheimer research) 82, 83. Due to the detection of 

endogenous inorganic ions, e.g., Na+ and Cl-, information on the physiological state of the cell 

including mitosis, membrane potential and transport can be derived. 84 Furthermore, 

localization85 and evaluation86 of the efficiency of pharmaceuticals as well as direct cancer 

detection87 are possible. For detailed insights into the applications and capabilities of dynamic 

SIMS the interested reader is referred to the article by Chandra in “The Encyclopedia of Mass 

Spectrometry” 84.  

Static SIMS (also known as time-of-flight (TOF) - SIMS) is conveniently combined with a 

TOF analyzer acquiring full mass spectra for each pixel. Static SIMS is characterized by an 
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undamaged surface after measurement due to a limitation of the primary ion fluence of less 

than 1013 ions per cm2. Due to this static limit, the application to cellular imaging is confined 

to membrane-localized molecules including membrane phospholipids88 and other small 

molecules, e.g. cholesterol and vitamin E78.  

One of the most important efforts was achieved by Steinhauser and colleagues, who 

developed multi-isotope imaging mass spectrometry. This SIMS-based technique applied to 

individual cells from diverse organisms (Drosophila, mice, humans) allowed the measurement 

of stable isotope-containing functional tracers. Subcellular spatial resolution and quantitative 

information are among to the methodological achievements of this work. 89 

Matrix assisted laser desorption ionization (MALDI) MS is well-established for tissue-based 

studies, but has become routine for subcellular investigations. Usually, ultraviolet lasers are 

used for laser desorption ionization. 2 MALDI MS is the most versatile and easy-to-use MSI 

technology in order to identify the molecular signature of pathological phenomena 90. This 

technique offers a large mass range, a high sensitivity for detection of analytes and is also 

suitable to investigate complex mixtures. Thereby, the sample preparation is easy, although 

the lack of appropriate matrix application methods, which limits the resolution of imaging, 

leaves room for improvements91-94. For MALDI MS measurements the sample is embedded in 

a matrix of organic substance crystals or liquid crystals and scanned by a focused, pulsed or 

continuous laser beam. The analyte molecules are (1) desorbed due to the energy absorption 

by the matrix, (2) ionized, (3) extracted from the source, (4) analyzed by their mass-to-charge 

ratio, and finally (5) detected. Thereby, a localization of metabolites, proteins, peptides and 

lipids as well as DNA and RNA is possible. MALDI MSI was successfully applied in single 

cell and organelle profiling studies (reviewed by Lanni et al.78). Improvement of the spatial 

resolution for cellular and sub-cellular investigations was one the main challenges in the last 

few years. Optimizations in the instrumental setup of MALDI MSI achieved a routine 

working resolution between 4 and 7 µm. 95-98 Spengler and Hubert were able to reach an 

imaging resolution between 0.6 and 1.5 µm via SMALDI (Scanning microprobe MALDI).99 

The capability of SMALDI was shown by imaging human renal carcinoma cells with a 

resolution of 2 µm and detecting masses up to 5 kDa100. Combination of MALDI MSI with 

other methods, e.g., Raman spectroscopic imaging, infrared imaging or Fourier transform ion 

cyclotron resonance MS, would truly benefit MALDI MSI informative value 90. Also, 

combination of other MS-based techniques, e.g., matrix-free laser desorption/ionization MS, 

with fluorescence and Raman microspectroscopy gains relevance, as it was shown by a 

multidimensional chemical analysis of Euglena gracilis and Chlamydomonas reinhardtii.101  
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Furthermore, three-dimensional cross-sectional images of rat brain and plant tissues could be 

constructed by laser ablation electrospray ionization (LAESI) MS combining two-dimensional 

lateral imaging with depth profiling. Shrestha et al. demonstrated in situ cell-by-cell imaging 

of plant tissues. Chemical imaging of the metabolite cyaniding (purple pigmentation in onion 

epidermal cells) using single cells as voxels reflects the spatial distribution of biochemical 

differences within a tissue.102 

In addition, scanning near-field optical microscopy (SNOM) MS, laser ablation-inductively 

coupled plasma (LA-ICP) MS and nanostructure-initiator mass spectrometry (NIMS) have a 

high potential as future methods for subcellular investigations since they work under 

atmospheric conditions and are therefore capable to image living cells78.  

III.8 Fluorescence microscopic imaging 

Fluorescence microscopic imaging is a commonly used approach to visualize cells and 

organelles, and to study intracellular interactions. A wide range of organic fluorophores and 

fluorescent proteins is available that can be selectively inserted into a cell or even expressed 

therein. During the last years also luminescent heavy metal complexes 103 and quantum dots 
104 were made biocompatible to be used in live cell imaging. Quantum dots have the 

advantages of being chemical and photo-resistant reporters with a narrow and tuneable 

emission ranging from UV to NIR. 104 They could even be used for single biomolecule 

tracking inside living cells. 105 

Two main challenges are faced in the field of fluorescence-based microscopy. On the one 

hand high spatial resolution is of importance if nearby molecules inside or on top of the cell 

shall be separated. On the other hand temporal resolution is limiting if dynamic events in 

living cells are of interest. An essay emphasizing critical aspects for live cell imaging was 

published recently by Sung106. 

III.8.1 Confocal Laser Scanning Microscopy (CLSM)  

To achieve spatial resolution in z-direction confocal laser scanning microscopes either 

equipped with a single pinhole or a scanning disk for faster data acquisition are still widely 

used. The principle of confocality is based on the conjugation of the sample plane, where 

incoming light from the objective is focused and a pinhole in its optical plane, where emitted 

light from the sample plane arrives. The review by Stehbens et al. 107 describes recent 

developments of confocal imaging setups.  

An intriguing recent application is the detailed observation of lamina associated domains 

(LADs), the missing of their heritability and their spread after mitosis. LADs are sites of 
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contact between DNA and nuclear lamina. Imaging is based on enzymatic adenine-6-

methylation in DNA in case of its contact with the lamina and subsequent fluorescence-

labelling by the fragment of another enzyme. The modifications work as an event memory. 

Both active proteins are only expressed after transfection. While the authors state randomness 

of LAD establishment, the study also points to possible influences of LADs in gene 

regulation.108 This represents another hint for the plasticity the cell type concept has to fulfill. 

Others concentrated e. g. on the elucidation of the moment of nuclear pore formation during 

reestablishment of the nuclear envelope. Evidence was found that all components join in the 

nascent envelope and therefore, against the assembly or maintenance of a prepore complex at 

endoplasmatic reticulum membranes.109 

Also in the field of cytoskeletal research confocal LSM still reveals valuable information. 

Dunsch and collegues e.g. reported on spindle orientation during mitosis depending on a 

special dynein light chain110. 

III.8.2 Revealing of molecular interactions: FRET and FLIM 

Fluorescence or Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) experiments have been applied 

to study inter- or intramolecular interactions since decades 111, 112. For a recent review read 

e.g., the one by Zadran et al.113. FRET exploits a radiationless process transferring energy 

collected via excitation from an electronic ground state to the first excited state by a first 

fluorophore, called the donor, to a second fluorophore, called the acceptor, which emits a 

photon while relaxing back to its electronic ground state. The photon emitted by the acceptor 

is red shifted compared to the photon that would have been emitted by the donor without the 

occurrence of FRET. Donor and acceptor constitute a FRET pair. There are several 

requirements to be fulfilled for FRET to happen. First of all, the emission spectrum of FRET-

donor and the excitation spectrum of FRET-acceptor have to overlap. There are several FRET 

pairs commercially available. For a list of widely used fluorescent proteins, represented also 

in FRET pairs see Wiedenmann et al.114. In addition, the orientation of the transition dipole 

moments of the FRET pair influences FRET efficiency. Illustrative DFT calculations 

concerning several FRET pairs where published by Ansbacher and colleagues115. Finally, the 

characteristic making FRET a valuable tool for interaction studies is its distance sensitivity. 

Since the efficiency of FRET decreases proportional to the sixth power of the distance 

between donor and acceptor, FRET is known to occur only within a molecule distance of 1 to 

10 nm. Nowadays, FRET is applied to whole cells to study e.g. HER2-EGFR dimerization116 

or spatio-temporal kinase activity117. Cyan fluorescent protein (CFP) – yellow fluorescent 
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protein (YFP) FRET tools were presented furthermore, to sense cellular energy state via 

adenosine triphosphate (ATP) recognition.118, 119 Notably, ATP action as an energy transition 

quencher is disputed by a more recent work assigning the ATP effect rather to interaction of 

ATP and the FRET-donor.120 The adaptability of FRET experiments is still limited due to 

strict spectral requirements for fluorophore combinations challenging the synchronous 

detection of parallel events in the cell. Methods like compartmentalization or the coupling of 

one donor to different acceptors to overcome these confinements are discussed in a recent 

review by Depry et al.121. Geißler and co-workers even described the possibility to distinguish 

acceptor emissions of five different FRET acceptors in one experiment by employment of a 

single donor (Tb complex) for energy transfer and advanced spectral crosstalk correction, 

although not in single cells but in serum.122 Ouyang and colleagues were able to study Src 

kinase and MT1-MMP activation simultaneously upon stimulation in living HeLa cells using 

two completely different FRET pairs.117 

FRET enables not only the detection of the fluorescence of an acceptor fluorophore that has 

not excited by the incident laser beam but also shortens the time the donor is in the excited 

state. This results in a decrease of its fluorescence life time. Thus, interaction can also be 

concluded from changes in donor fluorescence life time when an acceptor is e.g. coupled to an 

enzyme substrate or a receptor ligand. Studies of intra-molecular changes in living cells are 

also possible. As an example, the epidermal growth factor receptor conformations in free and 

ligand-bound form were examined only recently to address its ability of self-inhibition.123  

The fluorescence lifetime is sensitive to changes in the molecular environment. Thus, 

information on ion concentrations, pH-values or oxygen presence can be derived from a 

change in fluorescence lifetime. The possibility to distinguish several fractions of a certain 

fluorophore inside one cell makes fluorescene lifetime imaging microscopy (FLIM) 

especially advantageous. 124 For a detailed description of FLIM and further exemplary 

applications in living cells see Sun et al.125. For an overview of different FLIM techniques and 

their microscope implementation see Becker. 124  

III.8.3 Following motion inside the cell: FRAP and FCS 

Fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) allows time resolved observation of 

molecule dynamics. It requires the molecule of interest to be tagged or fused to a fluorophore 

and the photobleaching with intense (laser) light of a region of interest. After the bleaching 

event, reoccurrence of fluorescence in that area is detected. Furthermore, it is possible to flip 

the experiment around by bleaching an area adjacent to the observed field and to follow 
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fluorescence loss postbleaching. For a review covering the fundamentals of FRAP see the one 

by Reits and Neefjes126. For a critical, more recent review with focus on nuclear protein 

dynamics the one by Mueller et al.127 is recommended. Recently, FRAP e.g. served to 

visualize H-Ras exchange in free diffusion between B- and T-lymphocytes via membranes of 

tunnelling nanotubes128 or heat shock factor 1 dynamics129. Advancement in measurement 

precision by combining FRAP and fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) was 

described by Im and colleagues130. Both techniques complement each other with respect to 

sensitivity and speed of the detectable reaction kinetics.129, 130  

In brief, for FCS a defined volume, the focal volume, is laser illuminated and the resulting 

fluorescence is detected continuously. Fluctuations in the fluorescence read out over time 

allow for the calculation of the diffusion coefficient of the fluorescing particle. Binding events 

and dissociation constants can be concluded from FCS measurements, in addition. For an 

exhaustive description of the FCS principle the review of Elson is recommended 131. FCS is 

beneficial for single cell application, as is demonstrated by a number of FCS-based studies on 

molecule mobility, e.g. on nuclear receptor DNA binding132 or signal transducer activity in 

cellular stress response129 as well as on apoptosis onset based on caspase activity 

assessment133, 134. A dual-colour version of FCS is fluorescence cross-correlation 

spectroscopy (FCCS). For FCCS measurements two spectrally distinct fluorophores are 

required. Diffusion dynamics are measured for each of the fluorophores as in conservative 

FCS. However, the results are cross-correlated afterwards, thus, revealing simultaneous or 

independent movements. The fluorophores can ,e.g., be situated at two members of a protein 

complex or both on one target molecule of an enzyme on the different sides of the restriction 

site. Transcription factor association135 or enzyme activities136, 137 were studied that way. For a 

review on FCCS, dealing also with further examples, see the one by Bacia et al.138 

III.8.4 Super-resolution fluorescence microscopy  

Confocal laser scanning microscopy is limited in lateral and axial resolution by diffraction. 

However, quite often it is of interest to observe also smaller structural detail and features in a 

cell. Several microscopy techniques evolved to gain resolution beyond the diffraction limit. 

Stimulated emission depletion (STED), structured illumination microscopy (SIM), photo-

activated localization microscopy (PALM) and stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy 

(STORM) are famous representatives. For a generalized application oriented review the ones 

by Ball et al.139 and Schermelleh et al. 140 are suggested. 
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Spatially addressed modulation:  

Stimulated emission depletion (STED) 

In STED de-excitation of fluorophores is exploited by de-exciting a ring-shaped area using 

stimulated emission and detecting remaining spontaneous fluorescence in the avoided central 

space afterwards. A lateral resolution down to 50 nm was reported by Jans et al. 141. However, 

due to point by point scanning and fluorescence detection the acquisition of a STED image is 

time consuming.142 The panel of applicable fluorophores is limited as well.142 A related 

methodology exploits reversible saturable optically linear fluorescence transitions 

(RESOLFT) using special photo-switchable fluorophores which can be kept in the non-

fluorescent state for prolonged time, thus allowing for lower laser intensity for the on to off-

switch. 3. STED was applied to study neuronal architecture events on synapses.143, 144 

Distribution of TOM20, a component of the translocase of mitochondrial outer membrane 

(TOM) complex, was addressed by Wurm and colleagues. They found it clustered and in 

varying quantity depending on cell position in a colony.145 In a recent contribution by Jans 

and co-workers the resolution capacity of STED served to study the organization of MINOS 

complexes in mitochondria. The authors report on highly ordered mitofilin, MINOS1 and 

CHCHD3 structures.141 TOM20 and MINOS abundance differences with respect to 

mitochondrial nuclear distance were uncovered in either study.141, 145 For a review concerning 

STED and further high resolution microscopy techniques see Tønnesen & Nägerl146 or Lidtke 

& Lidtke147. 

 

Structured illumination microscopy (SIM) 

Another approach to improve the spatial resolution in light microscopy is pursued by SIM. 

For this full-field fluorescence method structured excitation light, exhibiting spatially varying 

intensity is used instead of homogenous illumination. Multiplicative meeting of incoming fine 

structured light with the fine structural details of the sample leads to specific patterns of 

emitted fluorescence, called Moiré fringes. Back calculation of the originally light emitting 

sources, meaning sample structure, from the measured data is possible as far as enough 

images under different illumination conditions are available. The required number of images 

depends on the pattern of the excitation beam. Each image has to be acquired with a different 

phase of the excitation light.148 A two fold increase in resolution compared to wide-field 

imaging was simultaneously achieved in lateral and axial dimension.140, 148 A resolution of 50 

nm in a fluorescent bead sample has been shown for saturated SIM which involves a non-

linear modulation pattern.149, 150 For a review of super-resolution microscopy methods 
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containing especially informed knowledge on SIM see the one by Schermelleh, Heintzmann 

and Leonhardt.140 3D-SIM led to unprecedented accuracy in replication foci quantification, 

revealing a three to five fold higher number than CLSM-based counting and a decrease in 

amount during cell cycle S phase.151 Moreover, stratification between space occupied by 

nuclear pore complexes, nuclear lamina and chromatin was visualized impressively, pointing 

furthermore to a strict separation of nuclear pores and chromatin.152 In addition, perfect 

matching of 3D-SIM and fluorescence in situ hybridization has been shown by Markaki and 

co-workers who report on diverse examples concerning the spatial extend of heterochromatin 

interaction in interphase.153 

Stochastic modulation: Point-localization super-resolution microscopy  

The term point-localization super-resolution microscopy or pointillism – as suggested by 

Lidke et al. 154- comprises amongst others PALM and STORM. The techniques share the 

strategy of repeated stochastic fluorophore activation followed by wide field image 

acquisition and calculation of exact fluorophore positions from a set of such images acquired 

from the same field but with stochastically varying fluorophores in the “on” state. These 

calculations are based on precise fits of detected single molecule emissions. As a review 

focusing on point-localization super resolution microscopy strategies and their background 

that also contains application examples the one of Sengupta et al. 155 is recommended. 

A derivative method introduced by Dertinger et al.156 is super-resolution optical fluctuation 

imaging (SOFI) which relies on flickering fluorophores. For SOFI a number of images have 

to be acquired as well. In SOFI higher-order fluctuation statistics is exploited without the need 

to localize individual molecules. A simple variance projection is an example of a SOFI image 

of order two. SOFI was already shown to improve resolution and contrast and to suppress 

background in living HeLa cells also in a two-colour version.157
  SOFI typically works with 

relatively dense concentrations of simultaneous emitters, but yields only moderate resolution 

(100nm typically). Accepting the confinement of several possible solutions for molecular 

assignments in dense data led to the development of 3B (Bayesian analysis of blinking and 

bleaching) which enables live cell imaging of podosomes at 0.5 Hertz with a resolution of 

around 40nm 158. Using the example of those small podosomes (diameter 0.5-2µm), which sit 

like small “adhesive bowls” on the outer membrane of macrophages, Figure 2 illustrates the 

spatial resolution power of a few of the introduced high resolution approaches compared to 

widefield microscopy and confocal laser scanning microscopy.  
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III.8.5 Hyperspectral fluorescence imaging 

While the techniques described above are suitable to achieve a spatial resolution down to 50 

nm (lateral resolution achieved by STED)141, they suffer from time consuming pointwise 

fluorescence detection (CLSM, STED) and the necessity of repeated image acquisition (SIM, 

PALM, STORM, SOFI), respectively. If different fluorophores are of relevance, acquisition 

time raises accordingly and in addition, due to the necessity of mechanical configuration 

switches. Acquisition of hyperspectral image maps overcomes this problem. Hyperspectral 

means the detection of spectral regions covering emission ranges of different fluorophores on 

a CCD (charge coupled device) at ones instead of a narrow part to avoid overlap of emission. 

Information about the presence of a certain fluorophore at a point has to be derived from 

deconvolution afterwards. Uhr and co-workers employed a hyperspectral imaging device for 

quantitative assessment of 10 independent markers in individual breast tumour cells from 

solid tumour tissue as well as circulating tumour cells. A tumour molecular signature for solid 

tumour is stated.159 An image mapping spectrometer for fluorescence measurements avoiding 

the scanning obligation was described by Gao and colleagues160. It enables to acquire maps 

with 285 x 285 pixels at a time rate of 7,5 frames per second (fps). Simultaneously, the full 

spectral information (60 channels with an average sampling interval of 3.3 nm) is projected 

from each sampled pixel position onto a large format CCD detector. Thus, data acquisition at 

a single moment in time results in a 3D matrix (data cube) containing x- y- and λ-

information.160 In a recent contribution Elliott and colleagues report the use of an adapted 

version to study intracellular cAMP and Ca²+ concentration dynamics simultaneously in living 

representatives of a pancreatic β-cell line at 2 fps upon glucose stimulation. They reveal anti-

correlation of the concentration oscillations of these signal transducers.161 As an additional 

advantage, Leavesley and colleagues state the superiority of hyperspectral fluorescence 

detection compared to the narrow band mode with respect to sensitivity and specificity of 

GFP positivity determination of single cells against highly fluorescent background in 

pulmonary tissue.162 

III.8.6 Total Internal Reflection Fluorescence Microscopy (TIRFM) 

A possibility to study the distribution of molecules in- and outside the cell body is total 

internal reflection fluorescence microscopy (TIRFM). It is based on light refraction at the 

interface of media with unequal optical density. If the incident beam passes from the medium 

with higher refractive index to the one with lower refractive index, there is a certain critical 

angle depending on these refractive indices from which any light can pass 3. Nevertheless, a 
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non-propagating electromagnetic field exists, the evanescent wave, which excites 

fluorophores close to the phase border. Since the field strength decreases rapidly with the 

distance to this border excitation within the field is highly selective avoiding out of plane 

fluorescence reliably.3, 163
  Several of the afore described super-resolution microscopy 

techniques are applied preferentially in TIRFM mode because of the accompanying improved 

signal to noise ratio. 3, 157
  Due to the same effect TIRFM is restricted to studies of cell surface 

molecules as E-cadherin164 or intracellular events taking place close to165, 166 or at the cell 

membrane like vesicle fusion on the other hand. Synaptosomal-associated protein (SNAP) 

dynamics involved in exocytosis for instance where addressed by Wang et al. in an approach 

combining FRET and TIRF.167
  For further insights and recent instrumental advances as well 

as more application examples see the section dedicated to TIRFM in the comprehensive 

review by Stender et al.3  

 

III.9 Imaging techniques just around the corner: SPRI, XRM, XAS, XRF 

Despite of the impressing insights super-resolution fluorescence microscopy, electron 

microscopy and the other previously described advanced imaging techniques revealed up to 

now, each of them suffers from its own limitations. A step further or deeper always promises 

interesting new aspects – there is an unlimited demand for improvements and new 

developments. That is why two not that established single cell imaging techniques shall be 

shortly presented here. 

A method promising to observe single cell reactions in real time and to be furthermore 

applicable in medical diagnosis is surface plasmon resonance imaging (SPRI). The surface 

plasmon resonance effect, the attenuation of light reflection at a phase border, results from 

resonance of an evanescent wave with a metal plasmonic field. A simple SPR setup might 

consist of a prism with a gold film on top. The evanescent wave develops if light passes from 

a medium with higher refractive index at an angle above a critical angle to a medium with 

lower refractive index. The plasmon is derived from electron gas movements in the metal 

layer. SPR happens at a specific angle of incoming light beam and phase border, the 

resonance angle. This resonance angle is highly sensitive to changes at the surface disturbing 

the plasmon which was exploited for long time in binding assays. 168 Capturing of cells based 

on surface molecule expression was described. 169 Recently the capability of SPR 

measurements to sense variations in single cell refractive index was reported and different 

SPRI devices were described 170, 171. A review concerning the technique and its potential for 

allergy tests is available from Yanase et al. 168 
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Insights into the presence, distribution and oxidation state of trace metals can be derived from 

X-ray microscopy (XRM), thus X-ray absorption measurements (XAS) and X-ray 

fluorescence (XRF). 172 Due to the availability of synchrotron radiation sources and 

improvements in X-ray optics, it is now possible to address subcellular compartments. XAS is 

based on the ejection of an electron from an atom shell at a certain energy amount which is 

reflected in the absorption spectrum. To enforce such an event sufficiently high energies are 

needed. The resulting electron hole is refilled by an outer shell electron which leads to 

element characteristic X-ray fluorescence (XRF) in addition. XAS can be operated in 

transmission or fluorescence mode. 173, 174 XAS images providing 50 nm lateral resolution and 

visualizing several organelles without the addition of contrasting chemicals have been 

published. 175 Further advances might be associated with the inset of nanoparticles 176 and 

lensless setups 177. XRM convinces with respect to resolution, intrinsic contrast and 

tomographic capabilities. 178 However, X-rays will always be harmful for live. Thus, 

prolonged live cell studies stay unfavourable. 

 

III.10 Multimodal imaging: correlating results from different 

approaches 

Electron and X-ray microscopy allow high spatial resolution and excellent intrinsic contrast; 

however, sample cells do not survive these procedures. Raman spectroscopy and MSI datasets 

brim over from chemical information; but it is necessary to assign biological relevance to the 

detected changes in chemical composition. The diverse fluorescence based microscopy 

techniques deliver colourful images; however, they rely on artificial labelling and are blind 

for non-labelled subcellular morphologies. The question arises, if the image they depict is the 

truth? 

Apart from the development of new and advanced methods in order to visualize finest 

structures and detect minimal molecule traces in front of overwhelming noise multimodal 

imaging approaches prosper. Multimodal imaging is the combination of at least two imaging 

techniques usually in a sequential manner. 2 That way, information derived from the cell is 

amplified at the one hand and integrated at the other one. Multimodal imaging faces its own 

complications. First of all, the desired techniques need to be compatible with respect to 

sample preparation requirements. Anyway, this will be often achieved by a reasonable 

technique flow. A fluorescence label will interfere with Raman measurements but a Raman 

measured sample is still suited for fluorescence staining. In general, the more invasive or even 

destroying method has to be applied as the final one. In contrast, the assignment of 
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corresponding datasets derived from different imaging approaches is inevitable. The 

development of automated registration algorithms is challenging due to varying 

magnifications, fields of view and underlying physics for the differing imaging techniques. 2, 

179 Nevertheless, successful correlation of live cell confocal fluorescence imaging and SEM is 

described in a recent publication by Murphy et al. 179 Their multimodal approach alleviates 

feature identification in large data amount SEM stacks by registration of SEM data with 

fluorescing particles. Compatibility of Raman spectroscopic imaging and MSI was described 

by Li et al. 180 A recent review on correlative imaging focusing on the complementarities of 

the latter techniques is available by Masyuko et al. 2  

IV. Mapping the genome - tracing back the cell origin 
The advent of DNA sequencing methods to identify the order of presence of the four different 

bases in DNA molecules opened the possibility to unfold the whole genome sequence of an 

organism. This facilitates the study of evolutionary relationships, genetic diseases and 

variations, and functional assignments of genes based on predicting their confirmation from 

their amino acid sequence. Genome sequencing of single cells only arose few years ago with 

the availability of less expensive and high throughput next generation sequencing techniques. 

Although mainly used to determine the diversity of non-culturable microorganisms in 

environmental samples 181, single cell genotyping can identify abnormal, mutated cells in a 

tissue or organism, which has a great potential for some diagnostic applications, especially to 

identify cancer cells or genetic defects in oocytes and sperms used for in vitro fertilization. 

The main difference of single cell genome sequencing in comparison to sequencing a cell 

population is that the cells need to be isolated and that the genome needs to be amplified to 

obtain enough DNA for the sequencing process. This is usually done by multiple 

displacement amplification (MDA) that uses the DNA polymerase from phage Phi29 to copy 

the DNA with high fidelity182 . 

New technologies, such as combination of sequencing with microfluidics, allow sequencing at 

a subcellular scale, for example by separating two homologous copies of one chromosome 

from a cell in the metaphase, in order to determine different allele variations and meiotic 

recombinations183. For cancer diagnostics based on single cell genotyping, genome copy 

number quantification can reveal clonal subpopulations184 , and sequencing of certain genes 

known to be often mutated in a special cancer type, can help to advance cancer diagnosis 

based on single cells185 . In this regard exome sequencing is especially useful, as it allows 

studying more cells in a shorter time due to sequencing of only the protein-coding exon 
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regions of a gene. This makes it a convenient tool to study cancer development and the 

tumour biology in special cancer types in order to find common biomarkers and to identify 

frequently and less frequently occurring mutations186, 187.  

 

V An even deeper look at the molecular phenotype of a cell  

Classically, the phenotype is known to comprise all the visible values of attributes of an 

individual in contrast or reflection of its genotype (see section III), where these attributes are 

coded. Visible characteristics of cells enable to separate them into groups, as epithelial or 

mesenchymal or, with more specificity, e.g. as glial or neuronal. More pronounced 

discrimination by presence or absence of certain molecules e.g. multi-drug resistance 

transporters, is also common and is especially important in pathology. However, the more 

molecular analysis techniques advance and the higher the throughput, the more attractive a 

separation according to the molecular phenotype becomes. The molecular phenotype, for the 

purpose of this review, is regarded as the sum of information concerning the presence of 

specific molecules (e.g. proteins, mRNA) as well as its overall chemical composition 

available for an individual cell. 

Differential expression of genes gives rise to the diversity of cellular phenotypes. The 

presence or absence of their expression products - mRNA and proteins – is of special 

importance to characterize the molecular phenotype. With respect to mRNA studies, 

polymerase chain reaction (PCR), a technique well known from multi-cell analysis, has been 

adapted to be performed on single cell level. Advances in RNA sequencing and fluorescence 

in situ hybridization (FISH), however, make these approaches serious concurrence 

technologies. Improvements in spatial and temporal resolution in fluorescence detection 

systems have been achieved for RNA FISH and for the analyses on protein level, enabling 

new insights into cell cycle, signalling, behaviour and further more. Accordingly, proteomic 

and metabolomic information become more and more accessible even though, they are hard to 

assess on single cell level because their constituents cannot be amplified as easily as nucleic 

acids.188  

A broader aspect, the overall chemical composition, is covered in the advancing field of 

biophotonics (section III). Spectroscopic data contain a spectral fingerprint of the cell, which 

also takes into account further cellular components as lipids in particular. In addition imaging 

of larger scenes with single cell recognition is possible. 
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V.1 Single cell gene expression analysis 

The first step from genome to phenotype occurs at the level of transcription by copying the 

genetic information into a transportable messenger ribonucleic acid (mRNA) molecule. This 

mRNA then exits the nucleus and enters the translationary machinery of ribosomes in the 

cytoplasm in order to be used as a template for protein synthesis. This process is known as 

translation. Altogether, this gene expression process is pretty complex and the object of 

regulation at different levels and at several time points in various cell types underlining the 

importance to study gene expression on the single cell level. 

There is a number of reviews concentrating on gene expression analysis at the single cell 

level, e.g., the ones by Tischler and Surani 189 or Stahlberg and Bengtsson 190 are 

recommended. 

Multicellular organisms and tissues of higher animals are composed of many different cell 

types with the same genetic information but highly specialised in function. Thus, all these 

cells differ more or less in phenotype, making it necessary to study them on a single cell level 

to assess their function in the tissue and to understand the effects of stimuli from other cells 

(of same and different) types in the surrounding tissue. However, there are substantial cell-to-

cell variations in gene expression even in cell populations of unicellular organisms with the 

same genotype.191 These variations have been first observed in bacteria, but later also in 

eukaryotic cells. The variations can be described as the result of (1) extrinsic stochasticity, 

which is variation due to different activities of different regulatory molecules, and (2) intrinsic 

stochasticity, which is noise from gene expression itself due to random effects.192 

Stochasticity has been analysed in eukaryotic cells as well, and this revealed that gene 

expression frequencies and intensities can differ a lot between different eukaryotic genes. 191, 

193, 194 Thus, single gene expression analysis is of utmost importance to identify gene 

regulatory networks by studying which genes are correlated in expression.195 This cannot be 

achieved by whole cell population or tissue analysis because the signal derived from 

individual cell expression patterns will be averaged. RNAs expressed only in a few cells will 

be diluted so that their presence might not even be detected, thus making it difficult to 

elucidate co-regulation patterns.196 

Single cell gene expression analysis is probably the easiest approach to obtain a 

comprehensive picture of the molecular phenotype of a single cell. This is due to the 

availability of very sophisticated and sensitive methods for the detection of RNA and the 

possibility to amplify the RNA amount in order to detect even low abundance RNA species.  
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In principal gene expression analysis can include a) the detection of certain mRNA species or 

the whole transcriptome in order to know which genes are transcribed in a certain cell type 

under certain conditions, b) the study of gene regulation to elucidate the connections of 

different regulatory proteins and gene sequences (such as transcription factors, microRNAs, 

epigenetics) in a cell and identify how they interact in order to influence gene expression, and 

c) the analysis of translation of mRNAs to proteins which reveals posttranscriptional 

regulation and numbers of proteins that are produced from one mRNA copy. This is important 

for functional validation of gene expression.  

Already on mRNA level several methods can be used for single cell gene expression analysis 

that deliver quantitative and qualitative information about the presence of certain or all 

transcripts and that use different approaches (Table 2). 

 

Reverse transcription quantitative real time PCR (RT-qPCR) and hybridization 

microarrays 

Single cell RT-qPCR is a highly sensitive method that in principle allows for the detection of 

only one mRNA molecule. The method is quite suitable for the quantification of certain, 

selected mRNA species in many different single cells due to its high reproducibility and wide 

dynamic range.190, 195 The cells are lysed, then, the released mRNA is transcribed into an 

identical DNA copy (cDNA) by reverse transcriptase, and finally, the cDNA is hybridized to 

a primer allowing its exponential amplification through DNA polymerase. The amplified 

DNA is detected in “real-time” by monitoring a fluorescence signal, either from a fluorescent 

intercalator or specific fluorescent tag. Since the resources and technical know-how for qPCR 

are widely established in many laboratories, RT-qPCR on single cells can be easily applied 

without high costs and efforts. For single cell analysis careful work is especially essential and 

any contamination in sample preparation must be avoided for an exact mRNA quantification 

due to the presence of only few mRNA molecules in one cell. Cell lysis should be efficient 

with maintaining the integrity of the RNA at the same time, and any RNA degradation in the 

lysate should be avoided by the use of efficient RNAse inhibitors. Further, reverse 

transcription should be efficient to make sure that all mRNAs get copied to cDNA, and it 

must be ensured that no primer-dimers are formed or unspecific amplificates are produced 

during to PCR, since they can obscure the exact quantification because of the low detection 

limit.190, 195 Essential information for publication of qPCR results is given in the MIQE 

guidelines. 197 
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An important drawback of single cell RT-qPCR in comparison to whole cell population RT-

qPCR is the fact that due to the non-correlated and highly variable expression of different 

genes in different cells normalization to reference genes cannot be applied. This makes 

accurate quantification for comparison between different cell types difficult. A solution could 

be the addition of a known concentration of spike reference mRNA190.  

Further, with single cell RT-qPCR only 5 to 10 genes can be analysed in one cell without pre-

amplification due to the relatively small sample size.190 This might be overcome in future by 

using digital PCR. With that method single cDNA molecules can be detected. The sample 

from a single cell is diluted within miniaturized microfluidic devices to yield either one strand 

or no cDNA in one cavity where sensitive, automatic and reliable high-throughput PCR is 

carried out. 198 Another recent advancement of expression analysis aims at the transcriptome-

wide analysis of the gene expression profiles by incorporating an universal PCR priming 

sequence via tagged priming and template switching.199  

To date, microarray analysis offers a good way to study thousands of different mRNA species 

in one cell at the same time. This usually occurs through hybridization of the cDNA to 

specific oligonucleotide probes bound on a chip, and the resulting fluorescence-signal as read-

out for quantification. Compared to PCR the disadvantages are possible cross-hybridizations 

and the low dynamic range, which can lead to falsification of the results.196 For both PCR and 

hybridization microarray, the need for pre-designed oligonucleotides and a priori knowledge 

about the mRNA sequences makes it difficult to detect unknown RNA species as well as 

alternative splice variants that are only expressed under certain conditions.196  

 

RNA Fluorescence In-Situ Hybridisation (FISH) 

The principle of FISH is to hybridize a fluorescently-labelled oligonucleotide probe to nucleic 

acids, DNA or RNA. As for PCR a nucleotide sequence unique for the gene or gene product 

of interest compared to the rest of the genome or transcriptome is required for a successful 

FISH experiment. Specificity results from probe-target complementarity, thus, the definite 

base pairing between adenine and thymine on the one hand and guanine and cytosine/uracil 

on the other hand known from DNA amplification and its transcription into RNA is exploited. 

Possibilities to label probes directly or indirectly are diverse.200 Originally FISH was 

developed to visualize certain DNA regions; oligonucleotides spanned several hundreds of 

basepairs (bp) for this purpose. In this field it rapidly evolved to paint whole chromosomes.201 
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Concerning mRNA analysis the key argument striking for FISH against PCR-based strategies 

is the delivery of spatial information. mRNA tracking from nascence to degradation would be, 

in principle,  possible that way and it also makes single cell resolution an intrinsic feature.  

RNA and DNA FISH can be performed next to each other, and also a combination with 

immunofluorescence labelling is possible. In a recent contribution Chatre and co-workers 

studied mitochondrial diversity in mammalian cells with respect to transcription and 

replication in that way and reported remarkable differences not only between individual cells 

but even between several mitochondria in one cell 202. This gives an intriguing proof for the 

relevance of down-sizing experimental setups to single cell resolution. 

The detection capacity of RNA FISH had been very limited until the end of the last century, 

due to fluorescence background noise. Singer and colleagues were the first who labelled short 

oligonucleotide samples (~ 50 bp) with up to five fluorophores to increase the number of 

fluorophores on a single mRNA target in order to detect it above the background.203 However, 

the technique suffered from reduced binding specificity resulting from the high fluorophore 

load relative to the number of nucleobases and a difficult separation of completely 

fluorophore-conjugated oligonucleotides against only partly conjugated ones.204 In 2008 Raj 

and colleagues described the possibility to shorten the oligonucleotide strand further, down to 

~ 20 bp. This allowed the hybridization of even more probes to one target mRNA and 

therefore, the coupling of only one fluorophore to the 3’ end of each probe. The reliability of 

probe binding was remarkably improved that way and diffraction limited single transcript 

visualization became reality. The simultaneous analysis of the expression of three different 

gene transcripts as well as the applicability in whole organisms was shown by these 

authors.205 Sample barcoding, as suggested by Singer and co-workers, could further increase 

simultaneous detection capacities.200, 203 Nowadays, single molecule RNA FISH serves to gain 

insights into reprogramming of fibroblasts to stem cells206 or to assess stem cell markers in 

mouse intestine 207, just to name a two examples. Nevertheless, the shortness of recent 

oligonucleotide strands impairs hybridization selectivity. This is because of the increased 

probability of binding to highly similar or even identical nucleobase sequences in mRNAs 

belonging to different genes. The problem of high sequence similarity is circumventable to 

some extend by locked nucleic acids (LNA).208 An approach to separate targets with single 

nucleotide difference was described by Larsson and colleagues209. The detection of single 

miRNA with a single single-labelled LNA probe has also been reported.208 For more detailed 

information on single transcript FISH the review by Itzkovitz  and van Oudenaarden is 

recommended.204  
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Fluorescent protein-based strategies 

By using fluorescent fusion proteins, gene regulation mechanisms in living cells can indirectly 

be assessed over time. One example is the genetic engineering of fluorescent proteins that are 

fused to a repressor protein and a target protein, respectively. The regulation of the expression 

of the target gene by that repressor protein can then be investigated by following the 

fluorescent signal intensities.210 Not only transcriptional regulation but also local translational 

regulation can be analyzed by using fluorescent protein engineering technology. Transfection 

of cells with mRNAs encoding fluorescent proteins can reveal the translational activity of 

these mRNAs in certain subcellular regions in polarized cell types. 196 

However, fluorescent fusion proteins tend to diffuse rapidly in the cytoplasm and can have a 

high stability, thus, making it difficult to study the temporal and spatial behaviour of gene 

expression in specific subcellular regions.211, 212 Firefly luciferase offers a good alternative 

due to its short half-life making it very suitable to monitor fluctuations in gene expression. 212 

Further, novel techniques were developed that allow direct fluorescent measurement of gene 

expression of single mRNA molecules.211 Such a technique is the MS2 tagging system, a 

reporter system using transfection of a cell with two plasmids: one plasmid codes for the 

fluorescent-tagged capsid protein of the MS2 virus and the other plasmid contains the gene of 

interest with MS2 binding sites that allows binding of the MS2 protein to the RNA stem loop 

structure of the binding site.211-213 Another example is the hybridization of mRNA using 

molecular beacons, single-stranded oligonucleotides tagged with a fluorophore and a 

quencher, that separate and thus give a fluorescent signal as soon as the oligonucleotide binds 

to the target RNA.211, 214 Further, modified and new, improved fluorescent proteins with 

higher stability, less cytotoxicity, photoswitchability and near infrared excitation wavelength 

have been developed in the recent years allowing to monitor gene expression in vivo212. 

Together with the advancements in super-resolution microscopic techniques below the 

diffraction limit (see section III.8.4), these methods have great potential for high-resolution 

single-molecule studies in order to analyse the dynamics of gene regulation in single cells in 

the future. 

 

RNA-sequencing 

RNA sequencing (RNA-Seq) with the currently available next-generation sequencing 

approach is probably the method of choice to analyze the complete transcriptome of a single 

cell 196, 215. To ensure that no sequences are missed the RNA must be pre-amplified either 
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through exponential amplification by PCR or through linear antisense amplification using 

primers with a binding site for T7 polymerase that ensures the maintenance of the relative 

mRNA amount. 215 Although the computational analysis and sequencing chemistries still need 

to be improved, the existence of specific algorithms for RNA-Seq data analysis already allows 

the extraction of usable information from the data.196, 215 This and the additional functional 

validation of the transcriptome data are important for future applications such as the 

identification of potential therapeutic drug targets for the treatment of certain diseases 215, 216 

or dissecting the transcriptome heterogeneity of mouse oocytes in order to understand the 

underlying developmental biology for advancements in stem cell research. 217 Furthermore, 

molecular labelling of each single mRNA in a sample with unique molecular identifies 

(UMIs) allows absolute and exact quantification of all mRNA copies by RNA sequencing 

because the quantitative information is reliably maintained during amplification by PCR.218 

This efficient combination of qualitative and quantitative mRNA determination holds the 

potential to powerfully advance transcriptome analysis in single cells. 

 

Integration of gene expression analysis approaches 

Currently, a decision has to be made between high-dimensional information on gene 

expression (array-based strategies or RNA-sequencing) where the cell has to be destroyed in 

advance and spatially resolved data on mRNA presence (RNA FISH or fluorescent protein-

based approaches), that detect only few mRNA species at a time. Transcriptome wide and 

spatial information are combinable only if several cells are included, either in a bottom-up or 

a top-down way. Bottom-up means to start with knowledge on a confined number of 

transcripts and to build up a whole network, e.g., relying on interactions in a signalling 

cascade. While top-down refers to the in depth study of several transcripts whose relevance is 

concluded from transcriptome wide information derived at the beginning. For a confrontation 

of both strategies see Tischler and Surani 189. 

Gene expression analysis on the single cell level was shown to advance studies that correlate 

small genetic variations with gene expression differences by showing differences not only 

between but even in the same individual 219 or that directly assess small nucleotide variations 

in RNA transcripts to analyze allele expression differences in single cells220. Ultimately, this 

may help to understand individual differences in organ functions and associated diseases.  
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V.2 Single cell proteomics  

Although measurement of mRNA can already give a good hint on the protein expression 

diversity in a cell, it cannot tell about the quantity, location, protein-interactions and post-

translational modifications of proteins 221. This can be realized by the direct measurement of 

the protein composition in a cell. Whereas plenty of methods are available for efficient cell 

population protein analysis, single cell protein analysis is much more difficult, because of the 

small amount of proteins in a single cell that needs highly sensitive methods for detection. 

Especially the elucidation of the whole proteome is challenging due to its high complexity 

resulting from different organelle locations of the proteins (membrane-bound, nuclear, 

cytosolic proteins etc.), diverse post-translational modifications, protein translocations, and 

differing levels of activity 221. 

Probably the most suitable method to analyse the whole proteome in this regard is mass 

spectrometry (MS), since it is label-free and can basically detect all proteins, post-

translational modifications and peptides in one cell 221, 222. In addition, MS-based proteomics 

allow the identification of endogenous protein interaction and modification during signalling 
223. For example, MALDI-MS (section III.7) and electrospray MS (see also section V.4) have 

been used for the analysis of certain proteins or peptides in single cells already. 224-226 Though, 

mass spectrometry has the disadvantage that it is not sensitive enough yet to allow detection 

of low abundance proteins. However, this can be improved by selective enrichment of cell 

subpopulation or cell fractionation, for example using microfluidics or FACS (see also section 

VIII.3/4). 221, 222. Progress has been reported with respect to the successful proteome analysis 

of such pre-sorted subpopulations to answer specific questions (see Altelaar et al. 222 for a 

review of the studies). 

Methods that employ separation of proteins are readily used on bulk protein samples; however 

they are difficult to apply on small protein samples from single cells. Microfluidic and 

capillary electrophoresis are able to overcome this problem 221, and successful attempts in this 

direction have been made, e.g. there are microfluidics available now to quantify low-

abundance proteins. 227  

In contrast to proteomics, studying single proteins in single cells is more advanced: methods 

like flow cytometry or mass cytometry use specific antibodies and allow to study several 

proteins at one time (see also section VIII.3). Fluorescence-based arrays with antibodies 

bound to the surface can bind several proteins at the same time. This has been used to 

quantify intracellular signalling proteins in a cancer cell line 228 or to detect cytokines secreted 

from single cytotoxic T cells and other cells 229, 230 or mononuclear cells 231. Further, a 
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combination with microfluidics to allow trapping, lysis and protein measurements in one 

system has been established and optimized recently as so called microfluidic antibody capture 

chips 232, 233.  

In contrast to whole proteome studies, there are already numerous and multifaceted studies on 

the analysis of only a few, specific proteins in single cells. Those examples won’t be 

discussed here, instead the reader is referred to the review of Wu and Singh.221 

V.3 Single cell metabolomics 

 
Single cell metabolomics addresses fundamental biological questions and is capable to 

observe metabolic phenomena in heterogeneous cell populations 234, 235. The cell metabolome 

usually includes all intracellular and membrane-localized small molecules/metabolites with a 

molecular mass less than 1 kDa, e.g. lipids and carbohydrates. The metabolits can be 

exogenous, originating from outside the cell (as known as xenobiotics), or endogenous. 

Metabolites are involved in many intracellular functions and provide information of the 

physiological condition of the cell. Over the past few years metabolomic approaches 

developed rapidly and a number of useful databases, which store, manage and analyse the 

metabolomics data, occurred. The review by Go provides an overview of the recent progress 

in databases employed in metabolomics. 236 The most common techniques to measure the 

untargeted metabolome of tissue and other biological samples is the separation combined with 

mass spectrometry (MS) and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy 237. Beside 

these detection techniques, the analyte extraction from the target cell becomes a crucial 

experimental step 73, because there is only a minute quantity of analytes in a single cell. Even 

the detection limit has been lowered from femtomoles to a low attomole range for single cell 

metabolomics 238. Quantification is still problematic due to the need of conserving the original 

metabolome, which is often difficult because of the presence of enzymes in the sample and 

the fast metabolic turnover rates. 239 Microfluidics, gas and liquid chromatography and 

capillary electrophoresis as separation techniques in combination with detection methods like 

(laser induced) fluorescence or MS are the most promising techniques for single cell 

metabolome studies.  

Mass spectrometry (MS) is an indispensable research tool in metabolite and peptide 

characterization. The capability to detect metabolites on a single cell level was partially 

described in section III.7 concerning mass spectrometry imaging (MSI) techniques. The 

workflow during MS measurements is almost the same: The analytes are transferred into the 

gas phase, ionized, separated and analysed by their mass-to-charge ratio and finally detected. 
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In addition to MSI methods, great affords in recent metabolomics studies based on MS 

techniques were made (reviewed by several authors73, 234, 237). Furthermore, Heinemann and 

Zenobi give an interesting overview of the current MS-based approaches for single cell 

metabolomics relating to their advantages and disadvantages 239.  

One example for the increasing capability of single cell metabolomics via MS was shown by 

Nemes and co-workers by combining intracellular small volume samples with capillary 

electrophoresis (CE) and electrospray ionization (ESI) MS analysis. Thereby, over 300 

distinct peaks were obtained in individual neurons. Furthermore, the identification of 36 

intracellular metabolites and their quantitative analysis highlights the versatility of this 

technique240. For a detailed description of the CE-ESI-MS measurements of multiple 

metabolites including classical neurotransmitters (e.g. acetylcholine, histamine), energy 

carriers (e.g. adenosine) and osmolytes (e.g. betaines) among others in individual neurons 

from the sea slug (Aplysia californica) and rat (Rattus norvegicus) see the protocol from 

Nemes et al.241 Intracellular sampling and high resolution ESI-MS detection of metabolites 

from single plant cells was done by Lorenzo Tejedor et al. 242 Oikawa demonstrated the utility 

of a large single cell model for an investigation of the metabolome and determined functional 

changes in the metabolite profiles of subcellular regions via CE-MS.243 For more details 

concerning CE-MS see the review by Klepárník. 244 

In addition, flow cytometry (FC) with an extremely high throughput in single cell 

measurements in combination with MS detection offers the possibility to increase the number 

of independent measurement channels237. Mass cytometry, FC- Inductively coupled plasma 

(ICP)-MS, can use molecular probe labels containing rare earth elements245. Recognition of 

proteins with specific antibodies containing these elements, e.g. ytterbium 171 or neodymium, 

and their analysis via ICP-MS allows cellular antigen detection. Furthermore, a simultaneous 

quantitative analysis of more than 34 parameters, e.g. binding of 31 antibodies246, cell 

viability, DNA content, and relative cell size at up to 1000 cells/s becomes possible237. Mass 

cytometric detection of metabolites as well as drugs including cases where the marker atom is 

incorporated into the analyte molecule itself, instead of in the affinity probe247. 

The combination of microfluidic devices and MS is seen as the method with the highest 

potential to deliver relevant data for systems biology. Thereby, single cell organisms are 

processed on the microfluidic chip for a quenching, lysis, and separation of the metabolites 

from the other cell components. Afterwards, a transfer to the MS devise takes place. Coupling 

of the microfluidic device to an ESI-MS is also possible. 239 The newest approach is the single 

cell elemental analysis via femtosecond laser ionization time-of-flight MS. 248 
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Following mass spectrometry (MS), nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy is the 

second most common technique to detect metabolites, however, so far mainly established for 

multicell analysis. Nevertheless, NMR can also be applied in vivo 72, 249. The minimal sample 

preparation offers high-throughput studies. By its information-rich, reproducible and highly 

reliable character it is also capable to detect low-molecular-weight metabolites. For more 

details concerning metabolomics by NMR spectroscopy see the following reviews by Zhang 

et al. 250 and Gebregiworgis and Powers.251  

However, due to its relatively low sensitivity NMR spectroscopy has reduced application 

possibilities on single cells. The studies by Grant et al.252 and Lee et al.253, which were 

already mentioned in the section III.6 concerning NMR imaging, are the most prominent 

investigations of NMR spectroscopy applied on single cells. Furthermore, achievements with 

new small-volume probe technologies, e.g. microcoils and microslot waveguide probes, 

enhance the detection limit and therefore potentially allow the characterization of cell-sized 

samples 73. In conclusion, further efforts are needed to render NMR metabolomics 

applications of single cells.234  

Furthermore, fluorometric metabolomics assays exist, which are generally based on the 

presence of fluorescent tags and a readout with an established technique, e.g. with 

fluorescence microscopy. The key advantages of fluorescence detection of intracellular 

metabolites include the high sensitivity, the capability to perform concentration dynamic 

studies, the nondestructive character and the high-throughput. Nevertheless, only a few 

metabolites can be analyzed directly in single cells by autofluorescence. In most of the cases a 

difficult labelling is required limiting the application capability. Especially fluorescent probes, 

which are expressed in living cells, can lead to an alteration of the native physiological status 

on the metabolome level of the cell - a further limitation of its applicability. Although 

nanosensor probes can be specific for different analytes, the number of simultaneously 

detectable components is limited as well. 234  

Electrochemical detection shows a high sensitivity making it capable for single cell analysis, 

even for quantitative studies. A label-free detection of intracellular and extracellular 

metabolites is possible. However, only electroactive species can be analyzed, which makes 

the electrochemical methods applicable only to targeted studies of metabolites in single cells. 

Nevertheless, monitoring of various physiological processes, e.g. release of catecholamines 

and oxygen, could be measured.234 

Autoradiography and spectroscopic methods (Fourier transform infrared and Raman 

spectroscopy, see section III.4) are also applicable to analysis metabolites in single cells. 
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In summary, single cell metabolomics is still at the beginning of development and no in 

routine used method, as it is for macroscopic samples. Overcoming the listed limitations is the 

main challenge for highly sensitive, comprehensive and quantifiable single cell metabolomics 

assays. In most of the cases different techniques are available and can be also combined. One 

example is the detection of nitric oxide (NO), which is involved in a wide range of biological 

functions. There is an increasing interest in following nitric oxide synthases (NOS) activity 

directly by monitoring NO production, its function and metabolism 254. Therefore, 

fluorescence imaging, CE–laser induced fluorescence and NO selective electrodes were 

successfully used for single cell NO production. Other methods, e.g. chemiluminescence, gas 

and liquid chromatography-MS were also applied, but are not as commonly employed for 

cellular and subcellular NO levels. In addition, the analytical techniques complement each 

other, e.g. electrochemical detection was combined with fluorescence imaging to study NO 

production in living systems with spatial and temporal specificity 254. 

VI. Cell physiology and mechanics 
Biophysical properties of cells can serve as label-free markers of the cells’ physiological state. 

Understanding the changes in biophysical properties in single cells can contribute to 

understand human diseases. 255 

 

VI.1 Electrical properties 

Electrical properties of a cell depend on the morphology of the cytoplasmic membrane, its 

lipid bilayer composition, thickness, and size as well as the ion concentration in the cell. Early 

models depicted the cells as a spherical body of cytoplasm confined by a thin dielectric 

membrane. 255 

Electrical properties of cells can serve as the basis for counting, trapping, focussing, 

separating and characterizing single cells. 255 Dielectric properties of a cell can be assessed in 

a non-invasive and label-free manner via alternating current (AC) electrokinetics and 

impedance measurements.255, 256  

AC electrokinetic methods study the behaviour of the individual cells in an inhomogeneous 

electrical field. The cells experience a force and move (dielectrophoresis, DEP). If the phase 

of the electrical field is anisotropic the cell will also experience a torque and start rotating 

(electrorotation, ROT).257 ROT is the only method which can determine intrinsic electrical 

properties of the cell such as specific membrane capacitance and cytoplasm conductivity and 

permittivity. 255 It was successfully applied to characterize leukocytes and human cancer 
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cells.255 Drawbacks of this technique are the slow speed (30 min per single cell) and the 

limitation to low conductivity sucrose buffer solution. Physiological buffers cannot be used 

due to their high conductivity. 255 

The principles of impedance analysis of particles and the state-of-the-art in the field of 

microfluidic impedance flow cytometry can be found in a review by Sun and Morgan258. 

Impedance analysis can be carried out on flowing as well as on trapped cells. The Coulter 

counter was the first cytometer which could count and size individual cells based on their 

electrical properties (different resistance than the surrounding conducting fluid). It is still the 

dominating approach in the field258 and was implemented into haematology analysers which 

are nowadays used in the clinics.255 Miniaturized microfluidic Coulter counter entering the 

market now. However, those are unable to characterize the cell’s electrical properties.  

Microfluidic single cell impedance flow cytometry can reveal physiological information such 

as viability and membrane potential changes 259 as well as membrane capacitance and 

cytoplasm conductivity.260 It has already been successfully used to obtain a differential count 

of leukocytes. 255, 261-263 However, up to now, it is difficult to correlate the observed electrical 

property changes to physiological changes in the cell. 255 

Microelectrical impedance spectroscopy (µ-EIS) probes the current response across a trapped 

cell.255 Different techniques have been developed to trap the cells. Dynamic monitoring of 

electrical properties of the cell during growth or interaction with other substances is possible 

using either a microhole chip design or microelectrodes where single cells are directly grown 

on electrode holes or the electrodes themselves, respectively. 264-266 Different designs of such 

electrode traps are also possible. 267 However, the obtained parameters still depend on 

electrode size, cell trapping mechanism, cell volume and interactions between the cells.255 

VI.2 Ion concentration, channel proteins and patch clamp 

The effective ion activity in and around a cell plays an important role in determining the 

membrane potential and the rate of physiological interesting reactions. Therefore, the cells 

have the ability to actively modify the ion distribution by membrane channels and 

transporters. There are different methods to determine the ion concentration and follow the 

ion transport across the membrane involving radio-labelled tracers, ion-sensitive fluorescent 

indicator dyes, and ion-selective microelectrodes. 268 Ion-selective microelectrodes are glass 

capillaries with an ion-selective liquid membrane at the tip. These electrodes can be placed at 

the cell surface or inserted into larger cells. In combination with vibrating probe technologies, 

these electrodes can be even used to measure net ion fluxes. 268 (see also section VI.3) For 
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small single cells ion-selective microelectrodes are not the method of choice, but rather 

fluorescent dyes are used instead.  

The gold standard method to study cellular ion channels is patch clamp which can provide 

highly accurate and rich information on ion channel activity and action potential via direct 

measurements. Whole cell patch clamp capacitance measurements can be used to study single 

exocytotic events in neuroendocrine cells, and was also combined with voltage clamp pulse 

stimulation and with stimulation by photorelease of caged calcium. 269 Further, ionic 

conductance in red blood cells was found to be mainly involved in pathophysiological 

scenarios.270 Many modifications of the original patch clamp technique led to improved 

efficiency and previously unavailable data which is extensively used in cardiac cellular 

electrophysiology. 271 The application of electrophysiological methods to study transporters in 

native cellular membranes was recently reviewed by Grewer et al. 272 In combination with 

perturbation deep mechanistic information can be obtained. 

In recent years, several attempts were carried out to improve throughput and make the 

technique available for characterizing drug – ion channel interactions. Innovative ‘lab-on-a-

chip’ microtechnologies that modify design, fabrication, as well as enable microfluidic 

integration have been reviewed by Yobas. 273 

VI.3 Assessment of further physiological properties 

For the sensing of biological relevant molecules such as O2, NO, H2O2, ascorbate, glucose, 

dopamine, glutamate and ethanol microelectrode based approaches have been developed. 274 

Further developments in this field do not only enable the determination of static 

concentrations, but also of the dynamic physiological flux. As this approach has been 

developed by several groups in parallel, it has many different names, such as vibrating probe, 

self-referencing microelectrode, microelectrode ion flux estimation and microelectrode flux 

estimation techniques.19, 275, 276 Different variants include self-referencing amperometry where 

the analyte is either reduced or oxidized and self-referencing biosensors where 

electrochemically coupled enzymes are involved. 277 

While the electrode based techniques are limited to detect concentrations in the close vicinity 

of the cell, intracellular probes based on luminescence quenching are available for the 

detection of oxygen concentrations as well.179 Very popular are luminescent metal (Pt, Pd, Ir, 

Ru) porphyrins whose luminescence lifetime and intensity can be quenched by molecular 

oxygen. 278 Also π-conjugated polymer nanoparticles have been proposed as fluorescent 

oxygen sensors. 279 These can be internalized into the cell by phagocytosis (especially 

investigated with macrophages), transport systems, such as microinjection, electroporation 280, 
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liposomal transfer, facilitated endocytosis 281, gene guns or with the help of special ligands 

that allow cell penetration 172, 282-284. Application examples as well as a discussion of 

advantages and shortcomings of the different techniques have been given by Dmitriev and 

Papkovsky. 278 Multichannel biochips are under development for a parallelization of these 

techniques with the aim of achieving a higher sensitivity 169. 

Calcium is an important mineral and calcium ions (Ca
2+

) play an important role as signalling 

“molecules”. Therefore, elaborate techniques exists that can reveal calcium concentration and 

distribution inside living cells using confocal and two-photon fluorescence imaging (section 

III.8). Small molecule fluorophores that can chelate calcium ions or genetically encoded 

calcium indicators based on green fluorescent protein (GFP) are typically applied. 285 Calcium 

imaging is especially used to study neurons and neural activity. An extensive review is given 

by Grienberger and Konnerth. 286 Successfully calcium imaging in whole organisms was 

demonstrated within the commonly studied model organisms (see also see also section VII) 

Danio rerio (zebrafish) 287 and Drosophila melanogaster (fruit fly). 288
  

Organic metal complexes have the potential to sense several other analytes as well. However, 

so far most of these studies were carried out under non-physiological conditions and cellular 

experiments have been limited to up-take experiments. 289, 290  

Maintaining the right pH in the cell and in the organelles is essential for the proper function of 

the cell. The intracellular pH can range from 4.7 in lysosomes to around 8 in mitochondria 
291, 292. Measurements of intracellular pH mostly utilize pH sensitive organic probes or 

fluorescent proteins that can be functionalized for specific cellular compartments. 292-294 

Another approach uses SERS nanosensors 295. 

Several other assays have been developed to detect and quantify analytes inside a single cell. 

The technology spectrum ranges from fluorescence to radiometric and enzymatic approaches 

employing different labelling and direct and indirect detection strategies. A detailed review of 

those techniques is beyond the scope of this review.  

VI.4 Cell mass and water content 

Refractometry, a technique relying on the refractive index, of a cell is done in a label-free 

way. In first approximation, the refractive index is dependent on the partial concentration of 

molecules in the cell. It has to be determined by a kind of titration of immersion liquid 

containing a known solid concentration against the cell compartment of interest. Under a 

phase contrast microscope the compartment will vanish as soon as the solid concentration in 

there equals that in the immersion liquid. Already in the 1950s refractive index measurement 

has been successfully introduced to cell biology for the study the cell mass and water 
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content.296 Thus the refractive index serves to assess key physiological parameters. 

Refractometry has received certain attention during the last decade. Hilbert phase contrast 

microscopy which is used to acquire the refractive index map has been coupled to confocal 

reflectance microscopy which serves to extract information about the physical thickness of the 

specimen in order to improve the accuracy of refractive indices.297 Furthermore, a 

tomographic three dimensional mode was introduced by Choi and co-workers that at the same 

time avoids keeping the cells in non-physiologic immersion substances.298 The possibility to 

assess the chromosome mass by a derivative optical tomographic approach in a quantitative 

manner has been described recently.299 Related to refractometry, Reed and colleagues 

implemented interference microscopy into this approach and studied the effect of drugs on a 

cancer cell line by quantifying the cell mass in a time dependent and high throughput 

manner.300 A different setup, called spatial light interference microscope, was used by Mir 

and colleagues to measure the cell mass in relation to the cell cycle. Their development is 

applicable as an ad-on for a commercial microscope system allowing for combination of mass 

assessment and fluorescence acquisition.301, 302 

Intrinsic physical properties of the cell, such as refractive index, composition, size, and 

deformability determine how a cell will react in an optical gradient field. Time-of-flight 

(TOF) optophoresis is used to probe the speed differences between different cells and by this 

to distinguish cell lines and drug-treated cells 142.   

Suspended microchannel resonators were developed to determine the mass of a bacterium in 

water with sub-femtogram resolution 303. Channel height limitations have been overcome so 

that now also eukaryotic cells can be weighted in such channels. Over 30 minutes the growth 

of individual cells (Saccharomyces sp. and mouse lympohblasts) could be followed by 

measuring the buoyant mass. Observing individual cells it was found that heavier cells grow 

faster than lighter cells. 304  

Furthermore, different mechanical resonator systems can be used to determine the mass of a 

cell placed on the surface of such a resonator 305. The density of a single living cell can be 

measured by recording the mass of the cell of interest in two fluids with different density. 255 

This was successfully applied to distinguish red blood cell associated disease such as malaria, 

sickle cell disease and thalassemia. 306 

VI.5 Mechanical properties 

Cellular membranes, the cytoskeleton composition (both, structural proteins and cytoskeleton-

associated proteins play a role) as well as size and density of the nucleus determine the 
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mechanical properties of the cell such as its deformability. Local measurement techniques, 

such as atomic force microscopy (AFM, see section III.2.1) 
307

, magnetic bead-based rheology 

or optical tweezers (see section VIII.1) 308, 309 and micropipette aspiration 310, 311 make it 

possible to probe mechanical properties of individual single cells also in liquids which 

resembles their natural environment. A summary of the functional range of different 

techniques to probe cellular mechanics is given by Loh et al. 312 A useful parameter to 

describe the elastic properties of cells is Young’s modulus which, however, is dependent on 

various other factors. Therefore, same experimental conditions are crucial for comparability 
313. Probing intrinsic biophysical markers, such as elasticity does not require costly labels or 

extensive sample preparation.  

Most research was done with cells for which deformability is of physiological relevance. 

Those are red blood cells (RBC), leukocytes and also cancer cells (potential circulating 

tumour cells) that have to squeeze through small blood vessels. Characterizing the cell’s 

stiffness and deformability might give insights into different cell states and several human 

diseases, such as cancer, malaria, leukaemia, sickle cell disease, sepsis, hereditary 

spherocytosis, and diabetes. 255 Several studies proved alterations in mechanical properties 

such as cellular deformability to be useful to differentiate non-malignant and malignant cells. 
313 

A simple way to squeeze cells is to force them through constriction channels which have a 

smaller diameter than the cells. High speed imaging can be used to follow transit time, 

elongation and recovery time. Electrical impedance measurements give transit time, 

impedance amplitude ratio and impedance phase increase. When only electrical readout is 

necessary the technique can be as fast as 100 cells per second. 255 Fluorescence measurements 

of labelled cells in the constriction channel can help to correlate mechanical deformability 

with already established cell surface markers. 255 One technical problem that might affect the 

measured values is that the friction between cell membrane and channel surface cannot be 

determined yet.  

In order to study the deformability of soft and flexible cell types like erythrocytes, fluid shear 

stress in larger capillaries can be used. 255 Furthermore, optical stretchers were used to 

characterize the deformability of RBCs 314, human cancer cell lines and patient’s oral 

squamous cells. 255 A dual beam trap acting as a cell stretcher was used to create controlled 

cellular deformation 315 and study the viscoelastic properties of the cell membrane in red 

blood cells. Malaria-infected RBCs were found to have increased rigidity due to the 

internalized parasite Plasmodium falciparum. 316  
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When hydrodynamic stretching is applied to the cells, they are completely surrounded by 

liquid and do not have contact to the channels. High strains can be exerted on the cells which 

are easy to visualize. Gossett et al. successfully demonstrated the potential of this technique 

for the characterization of pleural fluid to determine leukocyte activation and cancer 

malignancy. 317 However, costly and bulky high speed cameras are needed that produce huge 

image data which require high computational effort for data analysis. Other potential 

applications of mechanical biomarkers in medicine are summarized by Di Carlo 318. However, 

so far biomechanical markers hardly made it to clinical and biological applications. Further 

research needs to be done to better understand cell deformability changes as a function of 

environmental conditions and to improve the currently only poor correlation between cell 

deformability and the widely established biochemical markers. 255 Microfluidic developments 

will help to automate the analysis and enable high throughput. The different mechanical 

stimuli that can be implemented and probed in microfluidic systems to assess the cell 

deformability, including working mechanism, key observations and throughput have already 

been reviewed. 255, 319 They include, e.g., electroporative flow cytometry, DEP force as well as 

compressive forces applied through a thin membrane. The latter can be utilized to monitor cell 

viability and to induce mechanical lysis and in further modifications to reveal information 

about the viscoelastic properties of cells. 320 

The formation of bulges on the cellular membrane can be correlated to the cytoskeleton 

quantity inside the cell and used to distinguish breast cancer cells and normal cells 321.   

VI.6 Binding and intracellular interactions down to a molecular level 

In the previous sections a wide range of techniques has been already discussed that are able to 

investigate cell-substrate or intercellular interactions. Atomic force microscopy (AFM, section 

III.2.1) can measure inter- and intramolecular interaction forces with pico-Newton resolution. 

It could be successfully applied to measure interactions at the single-molecule level, e.g. to 

follow fibrinogen-platelet binding and fibrinogen-erythrocyte binding interactions which have 

relevance during cardiovascular disease. 322  

To monitor in vivo single molecule interactions, such as protein-protein interactions at the cell 

surface, single-molecule fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) (section III.8.2) and 

fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) (section III.8.3) can be used 323, 324. Further 

single-molecule mechanical assays are proposed to measure the in situ binding kinetics on the 

surface of live T cells. 325 
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An immunohistochemical method for the detection of proteins and protein interaction is the in 

situ proximity ligation assay (PLA). Affinity reagents, such as antibodies, with an amplifiable 

DNA reporter molecule are used to visualize the protein of interest. 326-328 Steps towards 

automation in microfluidics have been taken recently. 329 

Surface plasmon resonance (SPR) (section III.7) combined with a special sensor and detector 

can be used to study the cell’s response to stimuli, such as antigens, and follow the binding 

interactions. SPR imaging found already application for allergy screening by studying the 

response of human basophils to different antigens such as pollen antigens, mite antigens or 

sweat antigens 330 or by studying of rat basophilic leukaemia cell to immunoglobulin 

stimulation 171. 

Another emerging field are targeted nanomaterials that are equipped with organelle-specific 

carriers and an effector molecule, e.g. designed nanoparticles for drug delivery. Important 

questions arising with such nanodeliverers are: Are there specific binding interactions? Are 

other parts of the cell also interacting with the target? Confocal fluorescence microscopy 

(section III.6.1) and high resolution TEM (section III.4) were utilized to visualize the 

interaction between drug-loaded nanoparticles and cancer cell nuclei. 331 Many further 

examples of nanoparticle-cell interaction exist. 

A well-defined control can be gained over certain proteins such as light activated channels 

and enzymes by a technique called optogenetics. By genetic manipulation light-sensitive 

proteins are brought into the cell of interest which can then be switched on and off on a time-

range of milliseconds. This allows the perturbation and subsequent detailed analysis of 

physiological processes. 332 Optogenetics is now widely adopted in neuroscience. 333 

Microfluidic developments (see section VIII.4) enable the measurement of many interaction 

forces of all kind, especially mechanical interactions can be characterized easily. Traction 

forces on microposts arrays can be used to estimate the strength of mechanical cell-substrate 

interactions as a function of morphology. 255 Furthermore, cellular response to external and 

internal forces can be followed in a time- and space resolved manner.334, 335 Other 

microfluidic channels with fluid shear forces can be used to study adhesion forces of different 

cells, such as mammalian fibroblasts, activated and non-activated neutrophils and human 

breast cancer cells. 255 

A few other examples are given in other sections of this review (VI.2, VI.3, VIII) and can be 

found in the literature.  
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VII. The single cell in the multicellular organism 
In a multicellular organism single cells have to act on an advanced level of cooperation. Often 

synchronization is of highest relevance, e. g., for productive heart muscle contraction and 

relaxation. Deviations may occur between in vitro and in vivo findings. An example is given 

by Yoo and co-workers who described differences concerning in vitro data and results derived 

from Danio rerio in in vivo studies regarding the position of the microtubule organizing 

complex in migrating neutrophils.336 However, in agreement with in vitro data, recent 

publications bare intriguing variance in the molecular phenotype of cells belonging to the 

same tissue or sharing the same fate, respectively. Liu and colleagues described an approach 

based on mRNA recognition by fluorescence-labelled proteins to assess a cell position 

related gene expression heat map in Cenorhabditis elegans for 93 genes in 363 cells. They 

described differential gene expression between cells even belonging to the same syncytium in 

dependence of their respective lineages.337 The single molecule mRNA-FISH approach 

described in section V.1 was as well shown to work in Drosophila melanogaster and C. 

elegans.205 Variations in mRNA expression of a certain downstream effector (mec-3) for 

proper touch receptor neuron development in dependence of genetic background (alr-1 wild 

type and mutant) were studied in C. elegans larvae.338 

Visualization and tracking of single cells in organisms becomes possible with new 

development in microscopic technique called selective plane illumination microscopy 

(SPIM) and its derivatives. For a review concerning SPIM see Weber and Huisken339. Due to 

special objective configurations which illuminate only a single object plane at once, SPIM 

avoids photodamage. In addition, time consuming scanning is evaded or at least reduced in 

dependence of the beam shape. SPIM application, though, requires the samples to be as 

transparent as possible to minimize photon scattering. It has already been used for detailed 

observation and visualization of neuron outgrowth during C. elegans development.340 

Furthermore, Krzic and co-workers tracked several cells during D. melanogaster development 

for five hours covering two cell division cycles.341 Further improvements especially with 

respect to resolution, signal to noise ratio and artefact circumvention are highlighted in a 

recent contribution of Gao and colleagues describing their combinatorial approach of Bessel 

beam super-resolution structured illumination microscopy. They illustrate, e. g., in vivo 

karyotyping on the surface of a D. melanogaster embryo and mention the possibility to 

distinguish nuclei down to 20 µm in the sample.342  
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Single cell analysis in multi-cell surrounding mostly requires labelling of a cell type of 

interest. For a recent contribution reviewing several advanced labelling strategies see the one 

by Progatzky et al.343. 

Several intravital microscopy approaches were shown to be applicable for single cell 

observations as well. Especially two-photon microscopy gained relevance. It is based on the 

nearly simultaneous absorption of two photons by a single fluorophore. Both photons have to 

possess half of the energy that is necessary to raise an electron of the fluorophore to a higher 

energy level. Accordingly, photon wavelengths are doubled compared to single photon 

excitation of the same fluorophore. This has the advantage that the applied infrared 

wavelengths enable deep tissue penetration. The requirement of two photon absorption at 

once leads to intrinsic high confocality of two-photon fluorescence microscopy without the 

need for special optics.344 In particular cells of the immune system have been the objective of 

single cell two-photon fluorescence microscopy.345-347 As the basic review on two-photon 

laser scanning fluorescence microscopy the one by Denk et al.344 is suggested for further 

reading. Concerning single cell studies by intravital microscopy a comprehensive review by 

Weigert et al.284, containing a number of examples, is available and recommended.  

A technique improving penetration depth of imaging is photo-acoustic tomography (PAT). 

It is accordingly especially interesting for in vivo application. PAT exploits the transformation 

of an incoming electromagnetic wave to a density wave by an absorber, the opto-acoustic 

effect. A penetration depth of 5cm in tissue is enabled while a lateral resolution of less than 

1mm is retained. For less penetration depth single cell observations are generally feasible if 

contrast is sufficient. 348 So far, PAT demonstrated its use for real single cell studies 

especially with respect to erythrocyte observations. By PAT based flowoxigraphy real-time 

oxygen release from erythrocytes in mouse brain was observed. 349 For a review on PAT and 

its subdivisions to complement optical imaging see Wang 348. 

 

VIII Micromanipulation of single cells 

Most of the micromanipulation techniques of single cells employ some sort of microfluidics 

because this enables an automated and user-friendly manipulation 350. Quite often several 

manipulation tools are combined to comprehensively characterize and study single cells. 

Figure 3 schematises the most common applications which will be explained in more detail in 

the following paragraphs.  
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VIII.1 Trapping of single cells 

There exist several methods to trap cells in solution and to keep them stable in space. Those 

methods apply optical forces using lasers, acoustic or ultrasound waves, dielectrophoretic 

forces or magnetic fields as well as hydrodynamic flows. 351 

 

Optical traps and tweezers 

Lasers are able to exert forces in the range of femto Newtons to nano Newtons with a force 

resolution of 100 aN (sub-pN) and a time resolution in the range of µs. 142 These small forces 

are sufficient to manipulate inter- and intracellular processes and also to move microscopic 

cells. 142, 352, 353 In order to trap the cells, the surrounding medium should have a diffractive 

index less than that of the particle. 315 When applying lasers it is important to adjust the right 

parameters to avoid photodamage. Anaerobic conditions to avoid the formation of reactive 

oxygen species and the use of cold buffer to prevent heating effects were found to be 

beneficial. 142  

A single beam trap confines individual cells near the focus of the laser beam. Such traps can 

be easily combined with optical microscopy and various spectroscopic and optical imaging 

techniques such as fluorescence or Raman to further analyze the trapped cells. 315, 354 

However, often traps use IR light which is not so suited for optical analysis and therefore, a 

second lasers is still needed.142 Digital holographic microscopy was successfully applied to 

image optically trapped cells and to monitor their interaction with selectively moved particles 

with a temporal resolution of a few milliseconds. 355 

Dual fibre optical traps with two counter-propagating light beams cannot only trap larger cells 

than the single beam trap, but furthermore exert mechanical stress on the cells. Such traps can 

be easily implemented in microfluidic with orthogonal viewing. 315 This enables the study of 

mechanical properties of cells (section VI.2) or certain properties of cells under mechanic 

stress, such as, e.g., calcium signalling of human embryonic kidney (HEK) cells. 356 

Multiple optical tweezers can be combined to control the spatial position in 3D of hundreds of 

cells at a time to improve throughput. Methods to create multiple traps have been reviewed by 

Ramser and Hanstorp. 142 

Holographic optical tweezers can be used to create specific cell arrangements to study the 

influence of a certain position or interaction, 142 and to orient the cell or some of its 

organelles. It was, for example, possible to arrange the nuclei of different individual cells all 

in the same plane or move free-lying vesicles in the cytosol of NG-108 cells 357. Movements 

of beads functionalized with secretory molecules towards neural cells can be even used to 
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stimulate the neuronal growth. 358 In addition, single molecules (e.g. kinesin molecule) inside 

living cells can be monitored with optical tweezers. 359 

Not only lasers can be used to generate optical fields, but also arrays of gold micro-pads. 

When light couples to the surface plasmons, cells can be trapped with those surface plasmon 

tweezers. 360-363
 

 

Acoustic trapping  

Ultrasonic waves were also successfully used to position cells in the centre of microwells and 

further investigate them there. 364-366 

 

Other, non-optical trapping methods make use of the hydrodynamic flow (hydrodynamic 

trapping) which can be implemented in three-dimensional microfluidic system, or electric 

fields (Dielectrophoretic trapping, DEP). For the latter one, the electric field should not be 

too high in order to keep survival rates high. Magnetic tweezers employing magnetic 

nanoparticles can be used to manipulate individual molecules inside a single cell. 367 

 

VIII.2 Invasive manipulations 

Optical scalpels: Pulsed UV-laser or NIR laser light can be focused with high precision on 

certain organelles or even molecules. If the energy of the laser is high enough it can act as an 

optical scalpel which can knock out molecules or irreversible impair organelles.142 This was 

applied to damage DNA to study subsequently the DNA repair mechanisms, to photoporate 

cell membranes for transfection experiments (References in 142) and to disrupt individual 

mitochondria in living HeLa cells 368. Small holes in membranes induced by UV illumination 

can be used to study the diffusion of small fluorescent molecules and probe 

compartmentalization. Furthermore, targeted lysis of very small cell regions is possible with a 

high precision in space and time. 142 

Electroporation can be used to introduce foreign molecules (DNA, proteins) into cells by 

temporarily disrupting the cell membrane by a voltage shock 255 

Single cell lysis can be achieved by different stimuli: laser pulses, electrical pulses and other 

electrical pertubations, sonication, detergent/surfactant, and chemicals. The characteristics of 

those techniques regarding time, platform and denaturating influence on cellular structures 

and features have been reviewed by Brown and Audet.369 
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VIII.3. Separation and sorting 

Optical traps can be arranged to generate optical landscapes in which cells experience 

different optical forces according to their shape, size and refractive index. These forces can be 

used for passive, light-induced separation of cells. 142. This technique worked fine to separate 

red and white blood cells. For very similar cells the low sorting efficiency can be improved by 

binding dielectric microspheres to the cells of interest. 142 

 

Electrophoresis is an electrokinetic phenomenon exploiting the movement of dispersed 

particles in an electric field. This technique has been first employed to separate small 

molecules, but is now also used for single cell experiments and to profile the many different 

analytes in a single cell. 370 Parallel detection of more than one analyte is possible in a large 

dynamic detection range, opening the way to functional metabolomics studies. 371 

With capillary electrophoresis (CE) only low sample volumes are required and a fast and 

efficient separation of the components within single cells can be achieved.372 The technique is 

portable and very versatile and can be coupled with microfluidics. Common analysis methods 

used in combination with electrophoresis are fluorescence (laser-induced (native) 

fluorescence: CE-LINF and CE-LIF, respectively), electrochemistry (EC, amperometry, 

voltammetry, and conductivity), and mass spectrometric detection; less common methods are 

based on radionuclide and nuclear magnetic resonance.372 

 

Flow cytometry is a high throughput technique that uses cellular characteristics such as 

morphology or fluorescence (labels) to sort, count and purify cells and to determine the 

cellular phenotype. Detection is mostly done optically or electronically. Furthermore, flow 

cytometry enables quantitative analysis of protein expression, protein epitopes, protein 

phosphorylation state, nucleic acids, and ion concentrations in single cells. 373 However, only 

a snapshot in time is acquired, continuous monitoring of individual cells over time is not 

possible. Nevertheless, the high throughput of the technique enables to investigate the 

heterogeneity among a cell population. 374 Flow cytometry is already routinely used for 

diagnostics in haematology and immunology, as well as in cell-based basic research. Cell 

function and cell properties, such as abundance of special proteins 375, occurrence of reactive 

oxygen species, viability state and others can be determined.  

 
Fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) 
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The acronym FACS is a trademark and was introduced by the company Becton Dickinson, 

but is nowadays often used in a generic sense. 376 FACS uses the light scattering and 

fluorescence properties of the cells to sort them into subpopulations relying on user defined 

criteria374. Polychromatic flow cytometry uses more than 6 colours at the same time. 

Nowadays, with the help of fluorescence labels 18 different proteins per cell can be quantified 

at a rate of >10 000 cells/s. 377 This can yield deep insights into immune cell subpopulations 

and immune cell function.  

 
Magnetic affinity cell sorting (MACS)  

As FACS also the acronym MACS is a trademark (by the company Miltenyi). Instead of 

fluorescence labels magnetic beads are selectively attached to a specific antigen or cell 

surface marker of the selected cell subpopulation. The cell separation and purification can be 

carried out in positive selection mode (selected cells carry the bead) or negative selection 

mode (selected cells do not carry the bead). 

 

Single cell mass cytometry  

Mass cytometry is a relatively new version of flow cytometry that combines it with mass 

spectrometry. Theoretically, it is possible to differentiate 70 – 100 parameters in a quantitative 

and specific manner over a high dynamic range with high throughput (1000 cells per 

second).245, 377 Instead of fluorescence labels, purified, stable (non-radioactive) isotopes of 

non-biological, rare earth metals (typically lanthanides) are tagged to antibodies and/or DNA 

intercalators and used as reporters. For analysis, the cellular material of a single cell is 

nebulized and analyzed with a time-of-flight mass spectrometer. Unlike conventional flow 

cytometry methods, single cell mass cytometry is not suitable for work with living cells and it 

is impossible to recover live cells back after the mass cytometry experiment. Further 

comparison of fluorescence based and mass cytometry can be found in the review by Bendall 

et al. 377 Applications lie in the field of immunology, stem cell research and haematology.246 

VIII.4 From microfluidics to lab-on-a-chip 

Microfluidic systems usually consist of a structure of channels (typically in the micrometer 

range: 10-100 µm) that can be designed individually for each experiment and equipped with 

functional structures (capturing elements, antibodies, electrodes, etc.). Functional assays or 

the combination with other experimental cell analysis techniques are thus permitted. 142 
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Common names for these integrated microfluidic concepts are lab-on-a-chip systems or 

micro-total analysis systems (µ-TAS).  

Microfluidic systems have many advantages for single cells studies and therefore, have 

undergone a fast technical development during the last years. Only small sample volumes are 

necessary saving expensive reagents; increased (multi-step) integration and automation 

capabilities make the assays user friendly; fast response and increased sensitivity bring 

reliability and statistical information and environmental parameters (pH, salt concentrations, 

drugs, temperature and others) can be controlled precisely. 255, 373, 378 Ultimately, microfluidic 

systems might mimic certain in vivo situations in an in vitro setting. It is already possible to 

follow dynamic events and cell-cell interaction.   

Many of the single cell analysis techniques described in this review have been transferred into 

microfluidics where sub-cellular information can be analysed by various high-contents 

analysis methods under defined cellular environments and stimuli. 379, 380 Single cell gene 

expression measurements including measurements of expression dynamics, high-throughput 

single cell RT-qPCR, transcript multiplexing, single cell whole genome analysis, protein 

analysis, signalling response and growth dynamics analysis as well as biophysical 

measurements could be already successfully incorporated into microfluidics. 255, 373, 381 

Intracellular protein expression and the release of cytokines and effector molecules can be 

visualized by combining microfluidics with single molecule imaging, fluorescence imaging as 

well as with miniature antibody arrays. 228, 373, 382 This was shown first for bacteria but could 

be transferred to eukaryotic cells as well. Protein abundances were found to vary from 0.1 to 

104 molecules per cells. Furthermore, mRNA and protein abundances seemed to be rather 

uncorrelated indicating a rapid degradation of mRNA. The real-time monitoring of the release 

of signal molecules such as NO, insulin, Ca2+, neurotransmitters or histamine from single 

living cells in a microfluidic set-up has been reviewed. 383 Observations of single cells in 

microfluidic systems can further help to set up detailed kinetic models for cellular reactions 

and metabolics as was shown for the dynamics of glycolytic oscillations in single yeast cells. 
384 

In a special version of lab-on-a-chip technologies, called droplet microfluidic, single cells are 

encapsulated in individual liquid containers which can act as carrier as well as microreactors. 
385 Within those picoliter-sized droplets that can be generated within a few milliseconds with 

high monodispersity, otherwise undetectable signals of single cells, such as rare secretions, 

become concentrated to measurable levels. 385, 386  
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Despite all the progress, in most examples, sample preparation for microfluidic analysis is still 

carried out off-chip on the benchtop, requiring instruments such as centrifuges to separate 

cells from surrounding body liquids etc. 387 This extra working step requiring extra man 

power and causing irreproducibility in the results so far prevented the entry of microfluidics 

into routine diagnostics. First attempts to integrate all sample handling steps could be shown 

for RT-qPCR on microfluidic chips achieving a throughput of 300 cells/run 388 and for on-

chip cellomics.389 

Applications of lab-on-a-chip systems range from basic research in proteomics and 

immunocytometry to haematology, human haplotyping, drug discovery and development, 

biosensor applications as well as stem cell and cancer research. 373, 390 Clinical impact could 

be generated from predictive gene expression and intracellular signalling protein signatures. 

Furthermore, cellular heterogeneity could help to predict disease progression, optimal 

treatment strategy as well as patient survival and outcome for cancer patients. 373, 382 

Furthermore, the organization of cells in complex arrays for the creation of synthetic tissue 

seems possible. 142 

 
Microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) have been developed to study the 

mechanobiology of living cells in microengineered platforms under close to in vivo 

conditions. 311, 391 This shall help to elucidate underlying sensing mechanisms and force 

transduction of cells under various mechanical stimuli which can occur in a human body, such 

as muscle action, heartbeat, lung action or shear stress in blood vessels, but also during cancer 

cell dissemination. 311 Ultimately, this will lead to a more complete understanding of how 

cells function. Several strategies for cell-biomaterial interactions have been developed to 

assure biocompatibility of the MEMS material. 392, 393 Advancements in MEMS technology 

allow the fabrication of cell size matching devices such as microscale electrodes and arrays 

for precise manipulation with spatially and temporally variable stimuli and quantitative 

evaluation of cellular response. 311, 391, 394 

 

IX. Classification or what characterizes a cell type 
The amount of different data collectable from an individual cell is incredible. If the techniques 

available for in vitro studies are combined in a reasonable sequence, values on its mass, 

chemical composition and expression level of hundreds of genes are detectable. Making 

concessions at the number of gene products accessible time resolved studies on the impact of 

manipulations are possible. Thus the detailed molecular phenotype for each cell of interest is 
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available in principle. But what is the excess value? What one can conclude from high end 

statistical analysis? As discussed before, there is no cell like the other, there is always 

biological variation. This biological variation is observed for all measured parameters, like 

size, mass, gene expression patters with different amount of transcripts and synthesized 

proteins, as well as different levels of metabolites or the slightly different reaction on certain 

stimuli. This raises the questions, how big has the difference between two cells to be in order 

to define a new cell type? How big is the acceptable variation in morphology and phenotype 

within one cell type? What is just stochasticity, or noise, in gene expression due to different 

transcription rates, regulatory dynamics and genetic factors? 

For very different cells the belonging to different cell types is widely accepted, e.g., for 

healthy cells, that are integrated in the optimized function of the organism and tumour cells, 

that ill-behave and perturb normal function. Several analytical methods are currently 

researched and established to differentiate and sort such healthy and malignant cells based on 

relative drastic changes in metabolism and gene expression upon the acquirement of 

malignancy. Polymerase chain reaction (PCR, section V.1) 395, hybridization microarrays 

(section V.1) 396, hyperspectral imaging (section III.8) 159 Raman spectroscopy (section III.4) 
354 as well as refractometry (section VI.4) 397 were effectively applied for discrimination, to 

name just a few examples. 

The situation of differentiating cells into different cell types gets more complex if we have a 

closer look at, e.g., lymphocytes and their various subpopulations. Immunologists use 

different surface markers to distinguish a huge variety of different cell types based on 

different surface marker expression patterns. Variations and a high heterogeneity are also 

observed if the interaction of e.g. isolated and purified natural killer (NK) cells and target 

cells is investigated. While some NK cells exhibit high cytotoxic activity and killing 

efficiency others show less or even no killing activity. Based on the interaction behaviour the 

NK cells could be divided into further subgroups. 398 Up to now it is not clear what 

determines those activity differences on a phenotypic level.  

In order to elucidate the critical difference between two different cells and identify what is 

only a less important detail and could be assigned to biological variations, statistical data 

analysis methods can be applied to search for inherent structure in the data set. Unsupervised 

statistical algorithms, such as principal component analysis have been successfully applied to 

cluster results of single cell analysis methods, such as e.g. vibrational spectra and gene 

expression profiles. Looking at primary mouse astrocytes unsupervised analysis of gene 

expression profiles revealed two distinct astrocyte subpopulations. 399 In the same study, gene 
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correlation algorithms were used to identify differences in the activity of important 

transcriptional pathways. 

During lineage pursuance classification is also of interest, and was done in whole organism 

context in C. elegans based on gene expression analysis by Liu and colleagues 337 Again, the 

same intriguing question of single cell classification arises: How huge does the difference in 

molecular phenotype between two individual cells have to be, to assign them to be of unequal 

cell type? From the opposite perspective: Up to which degree of difference in molecular 

phenotype it is just a sign of variance of one cell type? Probably the answers to these 

questions won’t even be the same for each cell type. There may be cells of high specialization 

that are highly similar one to the other, inner ear hair cells might serve as an example. On the 

other hand, e.g., hepatic stellate cells are known for a dramatic phenotype transition when 

they switch from quiescence to activation which is reflected in gene expression400 and 

vibrational spectroscopy data41.  

So far, a convincing concept how to handle the cell type term in the classification context 

does not exist. It is expected, that with a better understanding of single cells, their 

organization and function, we may better define new markers and characteristics that allow 

classification of cell types and a sub-types.  

X. Single cell analysis for diagnostic use 
Single cell research shall not only bring new insights into the mechanisms of life, but there are 

also some hopes that the results could be utilized in medicine. The advantage of basing the 

diagnostics on single cell analysis is that only minimal sample (e.g., very tiny biopsy) is 

required from the patient and point-of-care devices for personalized medicine might become 

feasible. While some of the presented single cell analysis techniques are already quite 

advanced and are in or close to medical applications, such as single cell gene expression 

analysis (see section V.1), other techniques still struggle for medical relevance, such as the 

biomechanical markers (see section VI.2). Microfluidic developments, advances in imaging 

industry and hardware based image processing are expected to help with automated analysis 

and higher throughput providing the necessary statistical accuracy for an ultimate clinical 

diagnostic application. High expectations are also raised to integrated analysis techniques 

where two or more of the presented techniques are combined to provide an even deeper 

insight into the single cell characteristics.  

Key fields of application that can be seen from today are oncology, especially in the field of 

tumour diagnostics and circulating tumour cells, haematology, regenerative medicine (pre-
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implantation diagnostics and embryonic stem cell research), drug development and 

immunology. A few examples from those fields will be highlighted in the following. 

Circulating tumour cells (CTC) can be found in the peripheral blood of cancer patients with 

metastasising primary tumour. It was shown that the number of CTC can give valuable 

insights into disease severity; change in number can report the success of therapy, while the 

identity of the CTC could lead to the primary tumour. Different detection methods for CTC 

from blood have been developed within the last years. 401 Single cell polymerase chain 

reaction (PCR) (section V.1) can distinguish and determine different tumour cells such as 

CTC, but also cancer stem cells and thus, help to find the best therapy for the patient. One of 

the problems with CTC is that they are only present in low number in a heterogeneous sample 

(the patient’s blood) together with many other non-tumour cells. Therefore, high throughput 

techniques are needed. Statistically meaningful data require the analysis of large cell numbers. 

Lab-on-a-chip technology made huge advances in the last years and now allows efficient 

capture, separation, enrichment, detection and count of different CTC with high throughput 

rates and different subsequent analysis methods. 402-405 

Not only for freely circulating tumour cells which already exist in the single cell state, but 

also for solid tumours and tumour research, single cell analysis proofed to be beneficial and 

to hold clinical potential. For tumour diagnosis only a very small biopsy, which has only 

minimal impact on the patient, has to be taken if single cell analysis methods are employed 
195. Insights into tumour heterogeneity resulting from genetically and phenotypically different 

tumour cells can be gained by means of single cell gene expression analysis.195 Promising 

examples are the use of single cell analysis for the discrimination of colon cancer tissue from 

healthy epithelia by RT-qPCR 406, and the RNA-Seq transcriptome analysis of circulating 

tumour cells from solid melanoma. The latter study analyzed CTC heterogeneity and aimed to 

identify potential biomarkers 407. Different approaches for tumour analysis on the single cell 

level have been reviewed by Bendall and Nolan 408  

In regenerative medicine, the analysis of pluripotent stem cells that are used for 

differentiation into certain cell types for treatment of diseases is of utmost importance. It is 

necessary to check their homogenous differentiation into the desired phenotype.195 For 

example, concerning the heterogeneity among different neuronal progenitor cell types the 

transcriptome can give significant information about their cell fate and development. This is 

fundamental for the development of future stem cell based therapies. 409-411 Similarly, 

assessing the transcriptomal heterogeneity in single cells can be used to track and understand 

the regulation of the differentiation process of hematopoetic stem cells.412,413 Single cell PCR 
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is already widely used for pre-implantation genetic diagnosis to identify embryos with genetic 

diseases or abnormal chromosome numbers.195 Not only transcriptome based analyses find 

application, but also the real-time tracking and fluorescent ratio imaging of sperm motility 

and energetics are carried out in automated systems in human fertility clinics and animal 

breeding farms 414 Manipulation of single cells with optical tweezers is conceivable for in 

vitro fertilization, stem cell research, and single cell transfection. 142, 353 

Single cell analysis can also have an impact on drug discovery. Integrative ‘systems 

pharmacology’ strategies use the complex response (e.g. gene expression, metabolic states or 

cellular phenotype) of a single cell to understand the action of a drug. Bioinformatics methods 

are able to extract information about the drug’s targets, mechanism of action, metabolism and 

toxicity from these multi-parametric readouts in data-driven computational approaches. 415 

Single cell transcriptome analysis provides detailed new insights into intercellular variability 

of the RNA profiles and thus, helps to identify previously unrecognized drug targets. 215 For 

example, RNA-Seq transcriptome analysis of neuronal cells, which are highly specialized and 

polarized cells 196, is of great benefit for the field of neuropharmacology, because it can be 

used to identify new receptors and channels as potential drug targets in neurological diseases. 
216 

Also mechanical characteristics of a cell (see section VI.2), such as the simple deformability 

which can be probed label-free, i.e., without costly antibodies, have a high potential for drug 

discovery and personalized medicine. Measure of cytoskeletal integrity could enable 

screenings for drugs interacting with actin or tubulin of the cytoskeleton, as well as the 

detection of resistances against those drugs in biopsied samples.317
 

Applications of single cell analysis methods in the field of immunology comprise, amongst 

others, gene profiling of induced T or B cell subsets of the adaptive immune response for the 

discrimination of special vaccination-induced CD8+ T cell subpopulations.416 Furthermore, 

several flow cytometry based assays have been developed to determine the immune status of 

transplantation patients. 417 Research that could translate into a better understanding of the 

immune response and therefore, into the improvement of therapy designs, includes the study 

of the immune activity of single natural killer (NK) cells against target cells (virus-infected or 

cancer cells). Significant differences in the number of contacts between NK cells and target 

cells as well as in the killing efficiency could be revealed. However, those results are still 

waiting for an ultimate answer. 398, 418 
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XI. Conclusion 
Studying single cells offers valuable insights into spatio-temporal dynamics of biological 

processes and interactions, even down to the molecular level. An amazing variety of different 

techniques and methods already exists to visualize morphology, phenotypic characteristics 

and gain insights into the genome of a single cell. Despite all the advances, many interesting 

questions remain unanswered, such as detailed signal transduction or the exact role and timely 

arrangement of all the involved molecules, clusters and organelles in different interaction 

mechanisms. In order to answer those questions further technological development and 

advanced data evaluation strategies are required. The combination of different single cell 

analysis methods is evolving which can provide global, integrated and multi-parameter 

information from an individual single cell which is necessary to understand the complex 

organization of life. Microfluidic systems already bring together different sampling 

techniques to collect biophysical and biochemical information. Further promising 

combinations could involve super-resolution microscopy, and novel biochemical and single-

molecule kinetic measurements with an improved temporal resolution. In order to efficiently 

utilize all the different techniques a vivid interdisciplinary exchange among specialized 

scientists is required to enable the physicists and engineers to design valuable tools and 

devices which are able to answer the exciting biological questions of life scientists. Extensive 

computational effort is also required to extract the important correlation and information from 

the data flood and the noisy and complex signals that show such high cell-to-cell variations. 

System biologists will contribute valuable models that describe the complex interaction 

networks observed in the experiments and help to understand which parameters determine the 

reaction and in the end the fate of the cell. 

All future technological improvements have to bear in mind that the amount of sample from a 

single cell is limited, therefore, asking for sophisticated detection performance. In addition, 

since intrinsic variability between cells is large, high-throughput techniques are a pre-requisite 

for reliable conclusions to be made from the analysis of large numbers of individual single 

cells. Finally, the realization of single cell studies in the natural cell niche, such as within 

tissues, is desirable. 

Ultimately, the results from single cell research and analysis have great future potential for 

application in personalized medicine with new point-of-care devices that make use of novel 

prognostic and predictive biomarkers. This might help, for example, to identify key mutations 

in cancer genes or physiological parameters of certain disease states. 
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Figure captions 

Figure 1: Scheme of a single cell with its components (drawn not to scale) and an overview 

of the techniques that can be used to investigate and characterize the cell.  

 

Figure 2: Illustration of the spatial resolution of the different microscopy techniques using the 

example of the podosome ring of actin associated proteins in THP-1 cells (macrophages). The 

membrane-cytoskeletal protein vinculin was labelled with Alexa488 (A-C, E) or ATTO-647 

(D) for visualization. All scale bars are 2 µm. (Figure adapted from Walde et al. 419 and Cox 

et al 158). 

A: Widefield image of a macrophage. The cylindrical actin-rich podosomes (0.5-2µm in 

diameter) can be seen as bright circles against a blur background. (section III.8)  

B: Confocal image, as the podosomes are very thin structures with only minimal depth profile 

(they form a flat sample with all the podosomes close to the cover slide surface) the 

sectioning difference between widefield (A) and confocal (B) is relatively small. (section 

III.8.1) 

C: SIM image. (section III.8.4) 

D: STED image recorded on a commercial instrument. Even better resolution can be achieved 

with home-build STED systems. (section III.8.4) 

E: 3B image. No background fluorescence interferes with the signal from the podosomes. 

(section III.8.4) 

 

Figure 3: Overview of single cell microfluidics applications.  
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Table caption 

 

Table 1: Imaging methods grouped according to required contrast. 

 

Table 2: Performance parameters of gene expression analysis methods. 
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Table 1: Imaging methods grouped according to required contrast 
 
Label-free methods  

(internal contrast of the sample) 

Contrast-enhanced methods 

(specific label is applied) 

Optical microscopy (without stains)  Optical microscopy (with dyes to stain 
special organelles)  

Scanning probe microscopy  Fluorescence microscopy  
Electron microscopy  Nuclear magnetic resonance imaging with 

paramagnetic metal particles  
X-ray microscopy   
Linear and non-linear vibrational 
spectroscopy  
Mass spectrometry  
 
 
 
Table 2: Performance parameters of gene expression analysis methods. 

 
 
technique excessiblity of 

different transcripts 
information on 

spatial 

occurence 

single 

transcript 

sensitivity 

speciality 

RT-qPCR about 10 no yes equippement from large 

scale RT-qPCR applicable 

RNA-FISH less than 10 yes yes super resolution 

microscopy necessary for 

advanced studies 

hybridization 

microarray 

several thousands (pre-

amplifiaction assumed) 
no no transcripts of high 

sequence similarity hardly 

discriminable 

protein based 

strategies 

less than 10 yes yes transfection required 

sequencing whole transcriptome 

(pre-amplifiaction 

assumed) 

no no no pre-definition of 

relevant transcripts 

required 
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All aspects of the characterisation of single cells are reviewed: from morphology to genetics 

and different omics-techniques to physiological, mechanical and electrical methods, including 

microfluidics and applications. 
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Scheme of a single cell with its components (drawn not to scale) and an overview of the techniques that can 
be used to investigate and characterize the cell.  
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Illustration of the spatial resolution of the different microscopy techniques using the example of the 
podosome ring of actin associated proteins in THP-1 cells (macrophages). The membrane-cytoskeletal 

protein vinculin was labelled with Alexa488 (A-C, E) or ATTO-647 (D) for visualization. All scale bars are 2 

µm. (Figure adapted from Walde et al. 419 and Cox et al 158).  
A: Widefield image of a macrophage. The cylindrical actin-rich podosomes (0.5-2µm in diameter) can be 

seen as bright circles against a blur background. (section III.8)  
B: Confocal image, as the podosomes are very thin structures with only minimal depth profile (they form a 

flat sample with all the podosomes close to the cover slide surface) the sectioning difference between 
widefield (A) and confocal (B) is relatively small. (section III.8.1)  

C: SIM image. (section III.8.4)  
D: STED image recorded on a commercial instrument. Even better resolution can be achieved with home-

build STED systems. (section III.8.4)  
E: 3B image. No background fluorescence interferes with the signal from the podosomes. (section III.8.4)  
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Abstract 

Single cell analysis is an emerging field requiring a high level interdisciplinary collaboration 

to provide detailed insights into the complex organisation, function and heterogeneity of life. 

This review is addressed to life science researchers as well as researchers developing novel 

technologies. It covers all aspects of the characterisation of single cells (with a special focus 

on mammalian cells) from morphology to genetics and different omics-techniques to 

physiological, mechanical and electrical methods. In recent years, tremendous advances have 

been achieved in all fields of single cell analysis: 1. improved spatial and temporal resolution 

of imaging techniques to enable the tracking of single molecule dynamics within single cells; 

2. increased throughput to reveal unexpected heterogeneity between different individual cells 

raising the question what characterizes a cell type and what is just natural biological variation; 

and 3. emerging multimodal approaches try to bring together information from 

complementary techniques paving the way for a deeper understanding of the complexity of 

biological processes. This review also covers the first successful translations of single cell 

analysis methods to diagnostic applications in the field of tumour research (especially 

circulating tumour cells), regenerative medicine, drug discovery and immunology. 

Keywords 

Imaging, scanning probe microscopy, electron microscopy, Raman, NMR, mass spectrometry, 

fluorescence, super-resolution microscopy, TIRFM, ~omics (genomics, transcriptomics, proteomics, 

metabolomics), sequencing, , patch clamp, interaction, signalling, cell type, micromanipulation, 

trapping, sorting, microfluidics, lab-on-a-chip, AFM, SICM, APT, SECM, FRET, FLIM, FRAP, FCS 
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I. Introduction: Motivation for single cell analysis 

Eukaryotic cells may spend their lives as single individuals; however they have evolved to 

cooperate closely to form tissues and whole organisms, plants or animals. Conversely, single 

cell analysis often focuses on individual cells split apart from their tissue of origin. Despite 

the fact, that this is an artificial situation, single cell investigations gain a special eligibility in 

raising awareness for small, but substantial differences of single cells in a population of 

apparently identical cells. Furthermore, single cell investigations play an important role in 

unravelling mechanistic details of intracellular processes. When we study single cells and try 

to understand how they function as a biological system we can learn about biological system 

development, their growth and specialization as well as evolution of single cells and whole 

organisms. If we can understand biological phenomena at the molecular level, we might be 

able to understand how subtle differences in cellular phenotype induce biological phenomena 

such as learning and memory or how cell-specific changes lead to dysfunction and disease 

states, e.g., in cancer. In order to develop novel therapeutic interventions in response to single 

cell behaviour, it is important to understand the relationship between biological heterogeneity 

and signalling pathways. These might involve rare but important events as well as rare cell 

types, such as stem cells or progenitor cells. Quite often this can lead to a range of questions, 

for example: 1. what are the important features of a cell? 2. which properties determine the 

cell type? 3. are the observed differences between two individual cells just the natural cellular 

variability? 4. are these two similar appearing cells already destined to move in different 

developmental directions? and 5. how large have the differences between two cells to be in 

order to assign them to a different cell type? A vast variety of analytical methods and 

approaches have been developed to study single cells in order to probe their morphological 

and physiological characteristics, gain molecular, genomic, transcriptomic and quantitative 

biochemistry information and even monitor their dynamic changes under simulated close-to-

in vivo conditions. Also, within fully functional organisms, single cells can be identified and 

tracked which shall ultimately allow studying single cells in their natural, unperturbed 

environment. 

A challenge for single cell studies is the small size of a single cell. Analytical techniques 

therefore must be able to work with very little sample input. Nevertheless, in order to achieve 

enough data for significant statistics, they should manage high throughput, and of course – to 

be affordable in many laboratories – they should not be expensive. In the last few years 

tremendous advances could be achieved in all fields of single cell analysis. In this review, we 
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will present the techniques that are currently available for single cell analysis and highlight a 

few of those recent developments. A wide range of reviews already exists for the different 

techniques. This review article is not an exhaustive review citing all available references but 

shall give an overview of the possibilities and maybe create some interest among researchers 

to try another technique to gain complementary information for their question of interest. 

Cited review articles and a few original articles shall provide further information for the 

interested reader. The review is focused on the analysis of mammalian cells, leaving out most 

of the exciting work done with other eukaryotic cells (such as yeast) or studies on prokaryotic 

cells. Furthermore, for detailed isolation techniques to retrieve single cells the reader is 

referred to other recent reviews covering this topic.  

 

 
 

Figure 1: Scheme of a single cell with its components (drawn not to scale) and an overview of the 

techniques that can be used to investigate and characterize the cell. 

 

II. Overview of technologies and methods 
A single cell is a complex system which comprises of several different organelles and 

components. A schematic of a typical eukaryotic cell from human/animals is shown in Figure 

1. When studying single cells a lot of different information from the cell is of interest, e.g., 

morphology, genotype, the molecular phenotype and various other physiological parameters 

and metabolic actions.  

Morphological characteristics, “how the cell looks like”, can be assessed using a variety of 

different imaging methods. Many of those methods go way beyond just depicting size and 
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shape of the cell, but can reveal fine structure and even metabolic actions (section III). 

Imaging methods can be divided into label-free methods which use internal contrast of the 

sample and contrast-enhanced methods where a specific label, such as a fluorophore or 

radioactive label is introduced into the cell. Table 1 groups the different imaging techniques 

according to this criterion.  

The oldest label-free technique is optical microscopy (as long as no dyes are involved to stain 

special organelles, see section III.1). Different types of scanning probe microscopy generate 

the image by scanning the surface of the cell with a small probe utilizing different sensing 

mechanisms (see section III.2). Electron (section III.3) and X-ray microscopy (section III.9) 

reveal the fine structure of cell organisation using electrons or X-rays. Different types of 

linear and non-linear vibrational spectroscopy (section III.4 and 5) make use of specific 

photon-matter interactions to generate information-rich images and mass spectrometry 

(section III.7) creates chemical specific images from the mass information of liberated ions 

from the sample.  

The most prominent example for contrast-enhanced methods is fluorescence microscopy with 

its various special techniques (see section III.8). However, also in simple optical microscopy 

the contrast can be enhanced by using special dyes, which e.g. accumulate in the nucleus or 

other cellular organelles. Nuclear magnetic resonance imaging (section III.6) often utilizes 

paramagnetic metal particles to enhance contrast. Another criterion how to divide imaging 

techniques is whether they are destructive or non-destructive. This is especially important if 

several analysis techniques shall be combined to obtain a more complete picture of the cell of 

interest (see section III.10).  

The widely established omic-technologies, i.e. genomics, transcriptomics, proteomics and 

metabolomics have tremendously advanced within the last years, making it possible to apply 

those techniques to the small sample volume contained in a single cell for deeper insight into 

structure, function, and dynamics on a single cell level (section III & V). 

Other physiological parameters, such as ion concentration, mechanical or electrical properties 

are also essential for a proper function of cellular processes and correct interactions. A vast 

variety of techniques has been developed to probe those properties and will be discussed in 

section VI.  

Ultimately, all the knowledge and insights gained from single cell analysis will find 

application in the study of more complex systems, such as tissues or full organs, where the 

individual cells act in their natural environment in close interaction and cooperation with all 
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the other cells of the same tissue or organ. A few examples of what is already possible now 

will be given in section VII.  

Despite all the advances in single cell research there are still only a few examples of 

information gained being used in clinical diagnostics. However, it is expected that upon 

further progress in automation, throughput and general understanding of cellular 

heterogeneity, several interesting applications in different fields of medicine, such as 

immunology, regenerative medicine, cancer research or drug discovery, will emerge. (section 

X) 

 

Table 1: Imaging methods grouped according to required contrast 
 
Label-free methods  
(internal contrast of the sample) 

Contrast-enhanced methods 
(specific label is applied) 

Optical microscopy (without stains)  Optical microscopy (with dyes to stain 
special organelles)  

Scanning probe microscopy  Fluorescence microscopy  
Electron microscopy  Nuclear magnetic resonance imaging with 

paramagnetic metal particles  
X-ray microscopy  
Linear and non-linear vibrational 
spectroscopy  
Mass spectrometry  
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III. Far more than morphology: Dynamic at the imaging front 
Imaging techniques available for the analysis of single cells do not only yield morphological 

information and answer questions such as “What does the cell really look like?” and “What 

shape has the nucleus?” but also provide quantitative analysis of chemical species inside 

subcellular compartments, give molecular details of cellular processes and functions such as 

growth and death as well as interactions. Imaging techniques aim to detect, identify, visualize 

and track the spatial distribution of molecules. The interpretation of such changes in structure, 

organization and activity gives a deeper understanding of cellular processes. Imaging 

techniques can be divided into direct imaging techniques where intrinsic properties are probed 

without the need for labels (e.g. Raman spectroscopic imaging) and indirect imaging 

techniques which achieve higher contrast by the application of labels (e.g. fluorescence 

microscopy). Imaging probes can be photons, charged particles, such as electrons, atoms as 

well as sound waves. 

In the recent years imaging techniques have been extended and improved to give better 

resolution, both in space and time. A variety of different methods is now available to study 

morphology and function, both qualitatively, but also quantitatively 1. The combination of 

complementary imaging techniques can greatly amplify available information on structural 

features and allows the dynamic visualization of morphological changes. 2 

III.1 Optical microscopy – with and without contrast 
The oldest method to obtain morphological information from a cell is to investigate it with 

incoherent white light. From the transmitted and reflected light portions a white light image 

can be obtained. Such an image depicts reality, however in a filtered, often reduced, and thus 

imprecise, changed way. It is necessary to be always aware of this limitation. In order to 

visualize a single cell magnification is needed. Consequently, imaging techniques usually rely 

on a microscope setup in some way. 

Due to its simplicity the most abundant way to get an impression of a cell is to place the 

culture flask on an inverted microscope and have a look at it. Usually, the cell’s shape will 

uncover immediately if there is a mesenchymal or an epithelial cell present. Often, also the 

nuclear shape is of interest, e.g. for the differentiation of the leukocyte subtype. Living cells 

are only thin optical objects and therefore, the contrast is not very high. This can be overcome 

by staining the sample prior to observation or by using optical contrast methods, such as 

interferometry (e.g. differential interference contrast (DIC) 3 or quantitative phase imaging. 4 
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Phase measurements can be carried out in the full field mode, i.e. providing simultaneously 

information from the whole image field. This allows for spatial and temporal investigations 

with time resolution of a few milliseconds. Several label-free, multi-focus imaging methods 

rely on phase measurements, such as digital holographic microscopy (DHM), Fourier phase 

microscopy (FPM), diffraction phase microscopy (DPM), spatial light interference 

microscopy (SLIM), just to name a few. 4 

III.2 High resolution morphology: Electron microscopy (EM) 
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) has become a powerful tool for characterizing 

structures ranging in size from cells and viruses to small molecular complexes with almost 

atomic resolution in 3D and to link this information to the macroscopic properties. 5 

Information on specifically bound elements like phosphorus, calcium and iron in 

compartments within sectioned cells can be gained by recording electron energy loss spectra 

(EELS) at each point of the sample. 6 

Vitrification can preserve biological cells in their near-native, hydrated environment. 

Automated low dose imaging is necessary to avoid irradiation damage. 7 Cryo-electron 

microscopy (Cryo-EM) is the method of choice for investigating radiation-sensitive 

specimens such as single cells. 8-13 In the process the biological sample is studied in a 

transmission electron microscope under cryogenic conditions. Macromolecular structures 

inside the cell can be revealed in 3D with a spatial resolution of 4 nm, providing an 

unprecedented insight into the cellular organization. 7 Cryo-EM can be further sub-divided 

into cryo-electron tomography, single-particle cryo-electron microscopy and electron 

crystallography.5 Hybrid approaches of these techniques and X-ray crystallography as well as 

nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy emerge and provide complementary 

information.  

Further sample preparation techniques and instrument modifications for high sensitivity and 

good contrast as well as post-image processing procedures have been reviewed recently. 7  

In the publicly available repository Electron Microscopy Data Bank (EMDB; 

http://emdatabank.org/) 3D electron microscopic data of macromolecular complexes and cells 

can be found with a spatial resolution of 2 to 100 Å.  

 

III.3 Scanning probe microscopy 

There exists a vast variety of scanning probe microscopy techniques that all have in common 

that a physical probe (a kind of “tip”) is moved over the sample surface and records the 
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surface characteristics. Some of those techniques, such as atomic force microscopy, can 

achieve a very high spatial resolution. Others, such as electrochemical scanning probe 

techniques can provide information on mass transfer 14. Four examples of scanning probe 

microscopy techniques are presented below.  

III.3.1 Atomic force microscopy (AFM) 
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) once developed as a high-resolution imaging tool of non-

conducting surfaces has become a unique analysis method 15. AFM overcomes the limited 

resolution of optical microscopy as well as the limited applicability of electron microscopy. 

The latter requires vacuum conditions and, therefore, is not appropriate for the investigation 

of biological samples in their native environments. In contrast, AFM can measure living cells 

directly in their culture medium without the need of cell fixation or staining. Imaging of cell 

surface morphology and membrane structure is possible as well as are investigations of 

dynamic processes involving molecules, organelles and other structures in living cells and 

interactions at the single-molecule and single cell level 16. The measurements are based on 

physical interaction between a nanometer sized tip and the sample. The tip with its contact 

area of a few square nanometers is attached to the cantilever. This cantilever or the sample is 

moved in xy-direction via a piezoelectric scanner. A laser beam focused on the end of the 

cantilever is then reflected onto a photodiode detector. Due to the bending of the cantilever in 

response to the surface topography the detected laser beam moves and can be detected with 

pico Newton sensitivity. As a result, a topographic map of the surface is constructed. 

Generally, a resolution as high as 0.1 nm in lateral and 0.01 nm in vertical direction for 

molecular or even atomic imaging can be achieved 16. Due to the fact, that unfixed 

mammalian cells are very large and soft, the resolution of AFM cell images is limited to 

approximately 50 nm 16. Achieving a high spatial resolution down to the single-molecule level 

on living mammalian cells is still a challenge. 

Improvements of the temporal resolution were made by the development of high-speed AFM. 

This nano-dynamic visualization technique is capable of observing structure dynamics and 

dynamic processes at a sub-second to sub-100 ms temporal resolution and a 2 nm lateral and a 

0.1 nm vertical resolution17. The high-speed AFM imaging studies cover a wide range of 

dynamic molecular processes and structure dynamics, e.g. structure dynamics of proteins in 

action, self-assembly processes, dynamic protein–protein and protein–DNA interactions, 

diffusion processes, and molecular processes associated with enzymatic reactions 17. 

To overcome the lack of biochemical specificity of the conventional AFM topographic 

imaging specific antibodies or ligands can be conjugated to the tip enabling the detection and 
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localization of single molecular recognition sites. Thereby, adhesion force mapping and 

dynamic recognition force mapping are possible. For details see the review by Hinterdorfer 

and colleagues 18.   

Due to the open AFM setup, combinations with other tools for imaging and functional assays 

are possible. To select specific components in the heterogeneous cell for AFM 

characterization, AFM is usually combined with optical microscopy. Fluorescence 

microscopy is often used for investigations into clinical drugs. Combinations with several 

advanced optical spectroscopic methods gained impact, e.g. super-resolution imaging and 

enhanced Raman spectroscopy, allowing for real-time characterization of the molecular 

composition as well as structural changes. 16 

In the last years rapid progress has been made in AFM imaging of single cells to provide new 

information on cell surface structure, track the cellular dynamic process, evaluate drug 

activities and investigate mechanisms of drug action. For detailed information see the reviews 

by Shi and co-workers 16 and Dufrêne et al. 15. 

Besides AFM imaging, AFM force mode has overcome some limitations and is capable of 

gaining quantitative information on cellular interactions at the single-molecule level. Studies 

concerning sample stiffness and viscoelasticity, cell adhesion, signal transduction and 

receptor mapping were made 19.  

III.3.2 Scanning ion conductance microscopy (SICM)  
Scanning ion conductance microscopy (SICM) is another scanning probe technique that can 

surmount the light diffraction limit and visualize the topography and local changes of living 

cells.20 An electrolyted-filled nanopipette scans the sample and the ion current is measured. If 

the nanopipette is close to the cell surface, a non-conducting surface, the ion flow from the 

pipette opening is hindered. This relationship between resistance (ion current) and distance 

can be used to generate a three-dimensional topographical image of the sample surface. 

Different scanning modes have been developed which differ in speed and surface roughness 

that can be captured by this technique without destroying the probe 20. The spatial resolution 

depends on the opening diameter of the nanopipette (resolution is roughly 3/2 of the diameter 
21) and values as low as 5 nm have been reported. Detailed three-dimensional SICM images 

enabled investigation of the morphological response of living cells on different stimuli, such 

as cytokines, corticosteroids, nanoparticles, shear stress or even surface changes after 

stimulated exocytosis. From the 3D image of the cell also information on the cell volume and 

volume changes can be gained. 20 The electrical distance control in SICM avoids mechanical 

damage of very soft and delicate samples such as living cells and unlike with AFM, it is 
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possible to image very fine and lose structures of cells, such as cell extensions, without any 

distortion. 22  

SICM can be combined with various other detection methods and act as a multifunctional 

tool: combination was reported with optical methods such as scanning near field techniques, 

fluorescence microscopy and even FRET; as well as with electrochemical recordings, such as 

patch clamp and ion-selective microelectrodes. Single-molecule fluorescence microscopy and 

SICM can reveal information on protein functions 20 as well as insights into cell membrane 

organization and function. 23 Combination of SICM and FRET can be used to elucidate 

pathophysiological mechanisms as was done to gain insights into the role of the redistribution 

of the β2-adrenergic receptor in heart failure 24 Combination with patch clamp with two glass 

pipettes can be used to generate functional maps of ion channels. 25 When the same pipette is 

used to first scan the cell surface with high topological resolution, and then for ion channel 

recording it is called "smart patch clamp” as the nanodomain for creating the seal with the 

surface can be chosen with high precision. 26  

The scanning tip can further be utilized to deposit molecules onto the surface or modify the 

local ion concentration. Such biochemical applications of SICM have been reviewed 

elsewhere. 27, 28 

III.3.3 Atom probe tomography (APT) 
Atom probe tomography (APT) provides three-dimensional maps of ion compositions and 

was classically used to map metals and semiconductors with a sub-nanometer resolution. 

Recently, Narayan et al. were able to record cellular ions and metabolites from unstained, 

freeze-dried mammalian cells. Thereby, the reconstructions of cellular sub-volumes at high 

resolution revealed a surprising amount of spatial heterogeneity of specific chemical species 

within the cell 29. APT is based on the field evaporation. Thereby, ions are desorbed from a 

needle-shaped sample by application of a very intense electrical field of several volts per 

nanometer under vacuum and at cryogenic temperatures, followed by the detection with a 

single-ion sensitive detector. The combination of APT with time-of-flight measurements 

allows the chemical identification of these detected ions in a mass spectrum.  

III.3.4 Scanning electrochemical microscopy (SECM)  
Scanning electrochemical microscopy (SECM) is suitable to monitor the electrochemical 

events on or in close proximity to a surface. Although, SECM cannot provide the same 

topographical resolution as atomic force microscopy or scanning electron microscopy, it is a 
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powerful analytical tool for the imaging of surface topography and the mapping of 

electrochemical activity of living cells on a sub-µm scale 30. 

The key element of SECM is a small scaled electrode serving as a mobile probe and recording 

changes in electrochemical potential. This so-called ultramicroelectrode is characterized by its 

enormous sensitivity (enabling the detection of even trace amounts of analytes), its short 

response time and the high spatial resolution. It consists of an electroactive material (e.g., 

carbon, platinum, gold) and can have different shapes (e.g. disks, rings, bands, cylinders, 

spheres, hemispheres) depending on the application. Due to the electron transfer reactions of 

the detected analytes at well-defined potentials the electrochemical detection is highly 

specific. The small size of the electrode, which ranges from micrometers to nanometers, 

allows for an unhampered approach to cells and provides high lateral resolution for imaging 
31.  

Different imaging modes can be used, e.g. constant-height and constant-current mode. 

Constant-height mode imaging is the traditional scanning mode where the distance between 

the tip and the sample is stable and the tip scans across the surface in the xy plane. However, a 

feedback-based guidance system is required to maintain this distance. In the constant-current 

mode the device attempts to maintain a constant current by changing the substrate to tip 

distance. For more details see the review by Bergner et al. 30  

The use of ultramicroelectrodes to study single cells requires appropriate dimensions, stability 

during the whole experiment, high analyte sensitivity and selectivity and a high signal-to-

noise ratio. Furthermore, biomolecules from the cell culture medium or even cells themselves 

can bind irreversibly to the electrode and consequently reduce the sensitivity. These 

requirements and handling problems still hold potentials for improvements. 

SECM offers several advantages compared to other methods: (1) in contrast to fluorescence 

microscopy (section III.8) no staining or labelling is required and (2) unlike the AFM probe, 

the SECM probe does not need to touch the cell, thus time-lapse measurements without 

mechanically scratching the cell are possible 30, 32. Nevertheless, most SECM imaging 

experiments were conducted with the addition of a certain redox mediator which is usually 

non-physiologic and undesired. However, Zhang and co-workers introduced dissolved oxygen 

as the redox mediator in the medium solution which provides an opportunity of label-free 

imaging of cellular morphology. 32 Quantifying the flux of molecules entering or leaving a 

cell, studying ion transport in channels, probing the local electrochemical reactions at and 

inside living cells are possible application fields of SECM. Furthermore, membrane 

permeability and the presence of metabolites can be detected and enzymatic activities can be 
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evaluated 31, 33. Zhao and colleagues successfully detected reactive oxygen species (ROS) 

released from living macrophages 34 as well as single human bladder and kidney epithelial 

cells 35 by means of SECM. Real-time filming of the movement and morphological changes 

of living cells was performed via time-lapse SECM 32. For a detailed insight into the 

application of SECM see the following reviews 30, 31, 33. 

In addition, simultaneous investigations of (living) samples are possible by combining SECM 

with other biosensing techniques. Microfabrication techniques hold promise in supporting 

SECM-based investigation by providing fluidic-based culture platforms that can control cell 

environments at well-defined length scales. Integration of an inverted fluorescence 

microscope allows simultaneous or subsequent evaluation of the state of the cells following 

SECM measurements 31.  

SECM in combination with optical microscopy is a powerful analytical tool to receive 

multidimensional information on complicated cellular processes. Therefor, integration into 

optical fibre probes, near-field optical microscopes, atomic force microscopes and confocal 

(laser) microscopes is carried out. The construction of a smaller optical fibre probe will enable 

electrochemical and optical imaging with nm-resolution 33.  

III.4 Raman spectroscopic imaging 
Raman spectroscopic imaging is a hyperspectral imaging technique that can provide 

information-rich chemical images in a non-invasive and non-destructive manner. Raw data of 

Raman spectral images include spatial xy-information as well as a spectral dimension which 

gives the vibrational signature of the overall molecular composition, e.g. from proteins, 

nucleic acids, lipids, carbohydrates and inorganic crystals. Addition of a spatial z-component 

is also possible. Spectra from different points of an image can be acquired in point, line or 

map mode depending on the applied optics and the capacity of the detector, which allows for 

different temporal resolution. The Raman effect is based on inelastic photon scattering of 

incoming monochromatic laser light on molecular vibrations. As almost all molecules are 

Raman active, no external label is required. However, since Raman scattering is a very rare 

event, detection of Raman spectra requires highly sensitive detectors. Although the technique 

had long been applied in chemical research, it was introduced only in 1990 for studies on 

single cells.36 Raman spectra from mixed samples such as biological cells are very complex 

and require statistical analysis for meaningful interpretation. Up to now, Raman spectroscopy 

is an uncommon method in cell biology, but slowly entering the field. Improvements in 

detector technology 37 and data evaluation procedures led to some interesting Raman-based 

studies during the last decade which should further increase its relevance in single cell 
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research in future. Raman micro-spectroscopy could depict cell morphology and 

compartments such as nucleus, cytoplasm and vesicles.38 Cytochrome dynamics have been 

studied during apoptosis.39 Lipid droplet dynamics and composition were addressed in 

hepatocytes40 as well as hepatic stellate cells41. With the help of Raman spectroscopy is 

possible to distinguish different cell types and build classification models which can assign 

the cell type based on the spectral characteristics 42-45. For such single cells classification 

models, it is important to perform proper sample size planning and take random testing 

uncertainty into account. 46 Furthermore, Raman spectroscopy was used to identify 

pathological states of the cells, follow differentiation, transformation and viability as well as 

provide insights into metabolism and chemical reactions 42, 47, 48. Also single cells in the tissue 

surrounding could be identified by means of Raman spectroscopy in combination with 

statistical analysis methods 49. 

In combination with microfluidic Raman spectroscopy can be used to sort individual cells 

(Raman activated cell sorting, RACS). 50, 51 However, the achieved throughput is by far less 

than for fluorescence activated cell sorting (FACS) (see also section VIII.3).  

One reason for that is the inherently weak Raman scattering efficiency. Several methods have 

been developed to increase Raman signal intensity. In resonance Raman spectroscopy the 

wavelength of the Raman excitation light matches with an electronic transition of the 

molecules of interests. The Raman bands of the vibrations that couple to that electronic 

transition experience an increase in intensity by 4-6 orders of magnitude. 50 Resonance Raman 

spectroscopy was used to study hemoproteins and monitor oxygenation state of red blood 

cells. 52 Furthermore, the technique was utilized to follow beta caroteine loaded nanoparticle 

uptake in living cells as possible drug carriers 53 as well as to follow differences in 

internalization via patch clamp between free haemin and peptide capped haemin into living 

HEK cells. 54  

Another method which can increase the observed Raman signal intensity is surface-enhanced 

Raman spectroscopy (SERS). In the close vicinity to a rough metal surface (mostly gold and 

silver are used), an increase in intensity of up to 14 orders of magnitude is reported. 50 The 

used nanoparticles play a crucial role. 55 They can be functionalized and their uptake by single 

cells can be tracked.56 Surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy has been used to detect cancer 

cells and investigate treatment efficiency. 3. Multiplexed optical sensing using SERS was 

reviewed by Rodriguez-Lorenzo et al. 57  

If the SERS-active particle is reduced to a single tip and combined with an AFM (see section 

III.2.1) one can speak of tip-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (TERS). By means of TERS 
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the surfaces of single cells can be investigated with a high spatial resolution (down to 10-20 

nm) 58 

 
The complementary vibrational spectroscopic imaging technique, IR absorption 

spectroscopy, uses light in the mid IR region to characterize the sample. The diffraction 

limited resolution is on the order of a few micrometers, the same size as single cells. 59 

Therefore, IR spectroscopy is mainly used to study large cells, such as skin fibroblasts, giant 

sarcoma cells 60 and oral mucosa cells 61. Using single spot measurements from individual 

cells it is possible to follow cell-cycle dependent variations 62 and conformational changes in 

DNA 63. Furthermore, IR spectroscopy is successfully applied to identify single cells in tissue 

slices 64. 

 

III.5 Nonlinear optical imaging 
A thousand-fold improvement in the Raman signal intensity can be reached by generating 

coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering (CARS). Thereby, a target molecule is irradiated 

via two short-pulse laser beams (pump and Stokes beam). The frequencies of these beams 

must be tuned so that the frequency difference corresponds to a vibration of the target. In that 

case, coherently vibrating molecules in the sample volume will scatter the probe beam, 

resulting in a coherent signal 65, 66 . This multiphoton process offers intrinsic three-

dimensional sub-µm resolution and an image contrast, which is obtained from inelastically 

scattered light by the vibrations of endogenous chemical bonds 67 

CARS is suitable to examine live cell dynamics with its high chemical specificity and its 

label-free and non-invasive character. However, the complexity and the high costs of the laser 

systems prevented a widespread application of CARS microscopy so far.  

The major asset of CARS is the delivery of high signal intensity from lipid C-H bond 

stretches. Therefore, the majority of CARS applications involve lipid imaging and lipid 

quantification which have been real challenges in analytics before. This is because lipid-

specific markers for fluorescence microscopy are difficult to produce and the labelling 

process often affects lipid localization and function. 67 Although, at first glance, the analytical 

focus of CARS microscopy on lipids may seem like a limitation, the ability to image them has 

provided valuable insight into a numerous diversity of biological processes in which lipids 

play an important role, e.g., in biological membranes, as energy storage molecules or as 

messengers in cell communication. 43, 65 Lipid vesicles inside HeLa cells, membranes of lysed 

erythrocyte cells, the growth of lipid droplets in live adipocyte cells, the organelle transport in 
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living cells as well as lipid storage in the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans have been readily 

visualized by CARS microscopy. The composition and packing of individual cellular lipid 

droplets has also been imaged using multiplex CARS microscopy. For more details see the 

review by Krafft et al. 43 

In addition, by tuning the CARS laser into amide I vibration, protein distributions in epithelial 

cells were visualized. Using the OH-stretching vibration of water, cellular hydrodynamics 

have been investigated with sub-second time resolution. The C-D stretching vibration also 

gives raise to a strong signal. Therefore, deuterium labels are used in many CARS 

experiments. 43 Furthermore, monitoring of dynamic cellular processes, such as lipid 

metabolism and storage, organelle movements, tracking of molecules within cells and 

imaging of exogenously added probes or drugs have been successfully accomplished. 65  

The CARS setup can be combined with other methods, e.g. microfluidic devices (CARS flow 

cytometry) 43 or two-photon fluorescence microscopy. These multimodal instruments pave the 

way for further applications. 67 

Stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) is another label-free imaging method, which overcomes 

some limitations of CARS microscopy. It is characterized by an energy difference between 

pump and Stokes photons, which is resonant to the vibrational frequency of a special chemical 

bond in the molecule. Following, non-linear interaction the excitation of that molecular 

vibration is stimulated. This is accompanied by energy transfer from the pump beam to the 

Stokes beam resulting in the intensity loss of the pump beam and the intensity gain of the 

Stokes beam. In case that the energy difference between the two laser beams does not match 

with the target molecule vibrational frequency, a non-resonant background appears. 68  

SRS allows imaging of biological molecules in living cells with a high resolution, sensitivity 

and speed. Lipid measurement, drug delivery monitoring and tumour cell detection are only 

some of the application fields of SRS. 68 This year Wei and colleagues demonstrated for the 

first time imaging of newly synthesized proteins in live mammalian cells with high spatial–

temporal resolution via SRS combined with metabolic incorporation of deuterium-labelled 

amino acids. Importantly, this method can readily generate spatial maps of the quantitative 

ratio between new and total proteomes.69 

Second harmonic imaging microscopy of biological specimens exploits a nonlinear optical 

effect known as second harmonic generation (SHG), where the energy of the incident 

photons is scattered via a process of harmonic upconversion, instead of being absorbed by a 

molecule.70 In detail, an intense laser beam passes through a polarisable material with a non-

centrosymmetric molecular organization. A nonlinear mixing of the excitation light then 
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results in the generation of a wave at twice the optical frequency.67 SHG strongly depends on 

the polarization state of the laser light and the orientation of the dipole moment in the 

molecules that interact with the light.71 It is a label-free technique, which is typically used to 

detect collagen in the extracellular matrix. A major disadvantage of SHG microscopy is that 

the signal from cellular components is generally weak. However, second harmonic generation 

imaging can reveal the non-centrosymmetric and inhomogeneous structure of the object.71 

Reshak and co-authors detected strong SHG from the granal regions in the starch free 

chloroplasts of single cells. Upon illumination the chloroplasts changed their orientation, 

which affected the SHG signal.71 So far, only a few studies of SHG on single eukaryotic cells 

exist. 

III.6 Nuclear magnetic resonance imaging (NMRI) 
Nuclear magnetic resonance imaging (NMRI) represents a further non-invasive imaging 

method. This technique is based on the molecular fingerprint resulting from the chemical 

shifts of resonance frequencies of nuclear spins within a strong magnetic field. 72 Therefore, 

NMRI is well suited to follow nanoparticles for cell localization in organs and tissue. Specific 

molecular probes that concentrate on target cells after their injection into living organisms can 

be localized via targeted NMRI, e.g., antibodies linked to ultra-small super-paramagnetic iron 

oxide nanoparticles that bind to tumour cells. 73, 74 The first NMR microimages of single cells 

were obtained from frog ova with a spatial resolutions in the order of magnitude of 10 μm 75 

due to a combination of small-diameter radio frequency coils and high magnetic field. In 2000 

Grant and colleagues demonstrated for the first time the feasibility of NMR spectroscopy to 

localize osmolytes and metabolites within single neural cells from the sea hare Aplysia 

californica76. Lee et al. acquired compartment-specific spectra of an oocyte from Xenopus 

laevis and monitored the uptake kinetics of an externally applied drug into the individual 

subcellular compartments in vivo77. Technical improvements, such as small-volume NMR 

probes, and an accompanying enhancement of the detection limit enables the investigation of 

samples with the sizes of typical eukaryotic cells. 73 

III.7 Mass spectrometry imaging (MSI) 
Another label free method for successful chemical characterization is mass spectrometry 

imaging (MSI), which is well suited to image and profile individual cells and subcellular 

structures. Similar to other imaging techniques, e.g. Raman mapping (section III.4), one 

spectrum is acquired at each point of a spatially defined grid. In MSI this spectrum contains 
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mass information from that particular spot. Ion images showing the distribution of the 

selected peak can be generated by applying mass filters to the collected mass spectra.2 

MSI offers several advantages compared to other imaging techniques: (1) it has a high 

chemical specificity; (2) no pre-selection or even knowledge of the analytes is necessary prior 

to the analysis and, (3) the number of co-registered ion images is, in theory, only limited by 

the number of distinct detected ions and the resolution of the spectra. 78 Nevertheless, mass 

spectrometry is an invasive method necessitating further advances in sample preparation and 

data analysis as well as sensitivity improvement for cell-scale experiments. 

For an extensive review concerning mass spectrometry imaging of single cells see the one of 

Lanni and co-authors78 or the one of Masyuko et al.2 

To answer the broad range of analytical as well as biological and biomedical questions 

secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) and matrix assisted laser desorption/ionization mass 

spectrometry (MALDI MS) are the two most established mass spectrometry techniques to 

obtain morphology related chemical information from single cells.79 SIMS is a surface 

analysis method providing chemical information from the first few nanometers of the sample 

surface. SIMS can routinely reach the highest spatial resolution at the sub-micron level (< 50 

nm) in comparison to other MSI techniques. In addition, it delivers useful quantitative 

information. 80 Thereby, the detectable ions are limited to a small mass range of a few 

hundred Dalton. With this technique it is possible to localize analytes in two- as well as three 

dimensions within single cells. 78 

SIMS can be divided into dynamic and static SIMS. Dynamic SIMS is usually combined with 

other high-resolution imaging techniques, e.g. electron-, atomic force- and fluorescence 

microscopy.78 High-resolution mapping of endogenous and exogenous ions and molecules 

provides unique insights into single cells: the localization of proteins and nucleic acids by 

detecting elemental sulphur and phosphorus is possible81 as well as the localization of iron in 

diseased cells (which found applications in Alzheimer research) 82, 83. Due to the detection of 

endogenous inorganic ions, e.g., Na+ and Cl-, information on the physiological state of the cell 

including mitosis, membrane potential and transport can be derived. 84 Furthermore, 

localization85 and evaluation86 of the efficiency of pharmaceuticals as well as direct cancer 

detection87 are possible. For detailed insights into the applications and capabilities of dynamic 

SIMS the interested reader is referred to the article by Chandra in “The Encyclopedia of Mass 

Spectrometry” 84.  

Static SIMS (also known as time-of-flight (TOF) - SIMS) is conveniently combined with a 

TOF analyzer acquiring full mass spectra for each pixel. Static SIMS is characterized by an 
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undamaged surface after measurement due to a limitation of the primary ion fluence of less 

than 1013 ions per cm2. Due to this static limit, the application to cellular imaging is confined 

to membrane-localized molecules including membrane phospholipids88 and other small 

molecules, e.g. cholesterol and vitamin E78.  

One of the most important efforts was achieved by Steinhauser and colleagues, who 

developed multi-isotope imaging mass spectrometry. This SIMS-based technique applied to 

individual cells from diverse organisms (Drosophila, mice, humans) allowed the measurement 

of stable isotope-containing functional tracers. Subcellular spatial resolution and quantitative 

information are among to the methodological achievements of this work. 89 

Matrix assisted laser desorption ionization (MALDI) MS is well-established for tissue-based 

studies, but has become routine for subcellular investigations. Usually, ultraviolet lasers are 

used for laser desorption ionization. 2 MALDI MS is the most versatile and easy-to-use MSI 

technology in order to identify the molecular signature of pathological phenomena 90. This 

technique offers a large mass range, a high sensitivity for detection of analytes and is also 

suitable to investigate complex mixtures. Thereby, the sample preparation is easy, although 

the lack of appropriate matrix application methods, which limits the resolution of imaging, 

leaves room for improvements91-94. For MALDI MS measurements the sample is embedded in 

a matrix of organic substance crystals or liquid crystals and scanned by a focused, pulsed or 

continuous laser beam. The analyte molecules are (1) desorbed due to the energy absorption 

by the matrix, (2) ionized, (3) extracted from the source, (4) analyzed by their mass-to-charge 

ratio, and finally (5) detected. Thereby, a localization of metabolites, proteins, peptides and 

lipids as well as DNA and RNA is possible. MALDI MSI was successfully applied in single 

cell and organelle profiling studies (reviewed by Lanni et al.78). Improvement of the spatial 

resolution for cellular and sub-cellular investigations was one the main challenges in the last 

few years. Optimizations in the instrumental setup of MALDI MSI achieved a routine 

working resolution between 4 and 7 µm. 95-98 Spengler and Hubert were able to reach an 

imaging resolution between 0.6 and 1.5 µm via SMALDI (Scanning microprobe MALDI).99 

The capability of SMALDI was shown by imaging human renal carcinoma cells with a 

resolution of 2 µm and detecting masses up to 5 kDa100. Combination of MALDI MSI with 

other methods, e.g., Raman spectroscopic imaging, infrared imaging or Fourier transform ion 

cyclotron resonance MS, would truly benefit MALDI MSI informative value 90. Also, 

combination of other MS-based techniques, e.g., matrix-free laser desorption/ionization MS, 

with fluorescence and Raman microspectroscopy gains relevance, as it was shown by a 

multidimensional chemical analysis of Euglena gracilis and Chlamydomonas reinhardtii.101  
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Furthermore, three-dimensional cross-sectional images of rat brain and plant tissues could be 

constructed by laser ablation electrospray ionization (LAESI) MS combining two-dimensional 

lateral imaging with depth profiling. Shrestha et al. demonstrated in situ cell-by-cell imaging 

of plant tissues. Chemical imaging of the metabolite cyaniding (purple pigmentation in onion 

epidermal cells) using single cells as voxels reflects the spatial distribution of biochemical 

differences within a tissue.102 

In addition, scanning near-field optical microscopy (SNOM) MS, laser ablation-inductively 

coupled plasma (LA-ICP) MS and nanostructure-initiator mass spectrometry (NIMS) have a 

high potential as future methods for subcellular investigations since they work under 

atmospheric conditions and are therefore capable to image living cells78.  

III.8 Fluorescence microscopic imaging 
Fluorescence microscopic imaging is a commonly used approach to visualize cells and 

organelles, and to study intracellular interactions. A wide range of organic fluorophores and 

fluorescent proteins is available that can be selectively inserted into a cell or even expressed 

therein. During the last years also luminescent heavy metal complexes 103 and quantum dots 
104 were made biocompatible to be used in live cell imaging. Quantum dots have the 

advantages of being chemical and photo-resistant reporters with a narrow and tuneable 

emission ranging from UV to NIR. 104 They could even be used for single biomolecule 

tracking inside living cells. 105 

Two main challenges are faced in the field of fluorescence-based microscopy. On the one 

hand high spatial resolution is of importance if nearby molecules inside or on top of the cell 

shall be separated. On the other hand temporal resolution is limiting if dynamic events in 

living cells are of interest. An essay emphasizing critical aspects for live cell imaging was 

published recently by Sung106. 

III.8.1 Confocal Laser Scanning Microscopy (CLSM)  
To achieve spatial resolution in z-direction confocal laser scanning microscopes either 

equipped with a single pinhole or a scanning disk for faster data acquisition are still widely 

used. The principle of confocality is based on the conjugation of the sample plane, where 

incoming light from the objective is focused and a pinhole in its optical plane, where emitted 

light from the sample plane arrives. The review by Stehbens et al. 107 describes recent 

developments of confocal imaging setups.  

An intriguing recent application is the detailed observation of lamina associated domains 

(LADs), the missing of their heritability and their spread after mitosis. LADs are sites of 
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contact between DNA and nuclear lamina. Imaging is based on enzymatic adenine-6-

methylation in DNA in case of its contact with the lamina and subsequent fluorescence-

labelling by the fragment of another enzyme. The modifications work as an event memory. 

Both active proteins are only expressed after transfection. While the authors state randomness 

of LAD establishment, the study also points to possible influences of LADs in gene 

regulation.108 This represents another hint for the plasticity the cell type concept has to fulfill. 

Others concentrated e. g. on the elucidation of the moment of nuclear pore formation during 

reestablishment of the nuclear envelope. Evidence was found that all components join in the 

nascent envelope and therefore, against the assembly or maintenance of a prepore complex at 

endoplasmatic reticulum membranes.109 

Also in the field of cytoskeletal research confocal LSM still reveals valuable information. 

Dunsch and collegues e.g. reported on spindle orientation during mitosis depending on a 

special dynein light chain110. 

III.8.2 Revealing of molecular interactions: FRET and FLIM 

Fluorescence or Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) experiments have been applied 

to study inter- or intramolecular interactions since decades 111, 112. For a recent review read 

e.g., the one by Zadran et al.113. FRET exploits a radiationless process transferring energy 

collected via excitation from an electronic ground state to the first excited state by a first 

fluorophore, called the donor, to a second fluorophore, called the acceptor, which emits a 

photon while relaxing back to its electronic ground state. The photon emitted by the acceptor 

is red shifted compared to the photon that would have been emitted by the donor without the 

occurrence of FRET. Donor and acceptor constitute a FRET pair. There are several 

requirements to be fulfilled for FRET to happen. First of all, the emission spectrum of FRET-

donor and the excitation spectrum of FRET-acceptor have to overlap. There are several FRET 

pairs commercially available. For a list of widely used fluorescent proteins, represented also 

in FRET pairs see Wiedenmann et al.114. In addition, the orientation of the transition dipole 

moments of the FRET pair influences FRET efficiency. Illustrative DFT calculations 

concerning several FRET pairs where published by Ansbacher and colleagues115. Finally, the 

characteristic making FRET a valuable tool for interaction studies is its distance sensitivity. 

Since the efficiency of FRET decreases proportional to the sixth power of the distance 

between donor and acceptor, FRET is known to occur only within a molecule distance of 1 to 

10 nm. Nowadays, FRET is applied to whole cells to study e.g. HER2-EGFR dimerization116 

or spatio-temporal kinase activity117. Cyan fluorescent protein (CFP) – yellow fluorescent 
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protein (YFP) FRET tools were presented furthermore, to sense cellular energy state via 

adenosine triphosphate (ATP) recognition.118, 119 Notably, ATP action as an energy transition 

quencher is disputed by a more recent work assigning the ATP effect rather to interaction of 

ATP and the FRET-donor.120 The adaptability of FRET experiments is still limited due to 

strict spectral requirements for fluorophore combinations challenging the synchronous 

detection of parallel events in the cell. Methods like compartmentalization or the coupling of 

one donor to different acceptors to overcome these confinements are discussed in a recent 

review by Depry et al.121. Geißler and co-workers even described the possibility to distinguish 

acceptor emissions of five different FRET acceptors in one experiment by employment of a 

single donor (Tb complex) for energy transfer and advanced spectral crosstalk correction, 

although not in single cells but in serum.122 Ouyang and colleagues were able to study Src 

kinase and MT1-MMP activation simultaneously upon stimulation in living HeLa cells using 

two completely different FRET pairs.117 

FRET enables not only the detection of the fluorescence of an acceptor fluorophore that has 

not excited by the incident laser beam but also shortens the time the donor is in the excited 

state. This results in a decrease of its fluorescence life time. Thus, interaction can also be 

concluded from changes in donor fluorescence life time when an acceptor is e.g. coupled to an 

enzyme substrate or a receptor ligand. Studies of intra-molecular changes in living cells are 

also possible. As an example, the epidermal growth factor receptor conformations in free and 

ligand-bound form were examined only recently to address its ability of self-inhibition.123  

The fluorescence lifetime is sensitive to changes in the molecular environment. Thus, 

information on ion concentrations, pH-values or oxygen presence can be derived from a 

change in fluorescence lifetime. The possibility to distinguish several fractions of a certain 

fluorophore inside one cell makes fluorescene lifetime imaging microscopy (FLIM) 

especially advantageous. 124 For a detailed description of FLIM and further exemplary 

applications in living cells see Sun et al.125. For an overview of different FLIM techniques and 

their microscope implementation see Becker. 124  

III.8.3 Following motion inside the cell: FRAP and FCS 

Fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) allows time resolved observation of 

molecule dynamics. It requires the molecule of interest to be tagged or fused to a fluorophore 

and the photobleaching with intense (laser) light of a region of interest. After the bleaching 

event, reoccurrence of fluorescence in that area is detected. Furthermore, it is possible to flip 

the experiment around by bleaching an area adjacent to the observed field and to follow 
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fluorescence loss postbleaching. For a review covering the fundamentals of FRAP see the one 

by Reits and Neefjes126. For a critical, more recent review with focus on nuclear protein 

dynamics the one by Mueller et al.127 is recommended. Recently, FRAP e.g. served to 

visualize H-Ras exchange in free diffusion between B- and T-lymphocytes via membranes of 

tunnelling nanotubes128 or heat shock factor 1 dynamics129. Advancement in measurement 

precision by combining FRAP and fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) was 

described by Im and colleagues130. Both techniques complement each other with respect to 

sensitivity and speed of the detectable reaction kinetics.129, 130  

In brief, for FCS a defined volume, the focal volume, is laser illuminated and the resulting 

fluorescence is detected continuously. Fluctuations in the fluorescence read out over time 

allow for the calculation of the diffusion coefficient of the fluorescing particle. Binding events 

and dissociation constants can be concluded from FCS measurements, in addition. For an 

exhaustive description of the FCS principle the review of Elson is recommended 131. FCS is 

beneficial for single cell application, as is demonstrated by a number of FCS-based studies on 

molecule mobility, e.g. on nuclear receptor DNA binding132 or signal transducer activity in 

cellular stress response129 as well as on apoptosis onset based on caspase activity 

assessment133, 134. A dual-colour version of FCS is fluorescence cross-correlation 

spectroscopy (FCCS). For FCCS measurements two spectrally distinct fluorophores are 

required. Diffusion dynamics are measured for each of the fluorophores as in conservative 

FCS. However, the results are cross-correlated afterwards, thus, revealing simultaneous or 

independent movements. The fluorophores can ,e.g., be situated at two members of a protein 

complex or both on one target molecule of an enzyme on the different sides of the restriction 

site. Transcription factor association135 or enzyme activities136, 137 were studied that way. For a 

review on FCCS, dealing also with further examples, see the one by Bacia et al.138 

III.8.4 Superresolution fluorescence microscopy  
Confocal laser scanning microscopy is limited in lateral and axial resolution by diffraction. 

However, quite often it is of interest to observe also smaller structural detail and features in a 

cell. Several microscopy techniques evolved to gain resolution beyond the diffraction limit. 

Stimulated emission depletion (STED), structured illumination microscopy (SIM), photo-

activated localization microscopy (PALM) and stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy 

(STORM) are famous representatives. For a generalized application oriented review the ones 

by Ball et al.139 and Schermelleh et al. 140 are suggested. 
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Spatially addressed modulation:  
Stimulated emission depletion (STED) 

In STED de-excitation of fluorophores is exploited by de-exciting a ring-shaped area using 

stimulated emission and detecting remaining spontaneous fluorescence in the avoided central 

space afterwards. A lateral resolution down to 50 nm was reported by Jans et al. 141. However, 

due to point by point scanning and fluorescence detection the acquisition of a STED image is 

time consuming.142 The panel of applicable fluorophores is limited as well.142 A related 

methodology exploits reversible saturable optically linear fluorescence transitions 

(RESOLFT) using special photo-switchable fluorophores which can be kept in the non-

fluorescent state for prolonged time, thus allowing for lower laser intensity for the on to off-

switch. 3. STED was applied to study neuronal architecture events on synapses.143, 144 

Distribution of TOM20, a component of the translocase of mitochondrial outer membrane 

(TOM) complex, was addressed by Wurm and colleagues. They found it clustered and in 

varying quantity depending on cell position in a colony.145 In a recent contribution by Jans 

and co-workers the resolution capacity of STED served to study the organization of MINOS 

complexes in mitochondria. The authors report on highly ordered mitofilin, MINOS1 and 

CHCHD3 structures.141 TOM20 and MINOS abundance differences with respect to 

mitochondrial nuclear distance were uncovered in either study.141, 145 For a review concerning 

STED and further high resolution microscopy techniques see Tønnesen & Nägerl146 or Lidtke 

& Lidtke147. 

 

Structured illumination microscopy (SIM) 

Another approach to improve the spatial resolution in light microscopy is pursued by SIM. 

For this full-field fluorescence method structured excitation light, exhibiting spatially varying 

intensity is used instead of homogenous illumination. Multiplicative meeting of incoming fine 

structured light with the fine structural details of the sample leads to specific patterns of 

emitted fluorescence, called Moiré fringes. Back calculation of the originally light emitting 

sources, meaning sample structure, from the measured data is possible as far as enough 

images under different illumination conditions are available. The required number of images 

depends on the pattern of the excitation beam. Each image has to be acquired with a different 

phase of the excitation light.148 A two fold increase in resolution compared to wide-field 

imaging was simultaneously achieved in lateral and axial dimension.140, 148 A resolution of 50 

nm in a fluorescent bead sample has been shown for saturated SIM which involves a non-

linear modulation pattern.149, 150 For a review of super-resolution microscopy methods 
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containing especially informed knowledge on SIM see the one by Schermelleh, Heintzmann 

and Leonhardt.140 3D-SIM led to unprecedented accuracy in replication foci quantification, 

revealing a three to five fold higher number than CLSM-based counting and a decrease in 

amount during cell cycle S phase.151 Moreover, stratification between space occupied by 

nuclear pore complexes, nuclear lamina and chromatin was visualized impressively, pointing 

furthermore to a strict separation of nuclear pores and chromatin.152 In addition, perfect 

matching of 3D-SIM and fluorescence in situ hybridization has been shown by Markaki and 

co-workers who report on diverse examples concerning the spatial extend of heterochromatin 

interaction in interphase.153 

Stochastic modulation: Point‐localization super‐resolution microscopy  
The term point-localization super-resolution microscopy or pointillism – as suggested by 

Lidke et al. 154- comprises amongst others PALM and STORM. The techniques share the 

strategy of repeated stochastic fluorophore activation followed by wide field image 

acquisition and calculation of exact fluorophore positions from a set of such images acquired 

from the same field but with stochastically varying fluorophores in the “on” state. These 

calculations are based on precise fits of detected single molecule emissions. As a review 

focusing on point-localization super resolution microscopy strategies and their background 

that also contains application examples the one of Sengupta et al. 155 is recommended. 

A derivative method introduced by Dertinger et al.156 is super-resolution optical fluctuation 

imaging (SOFI) which relies on flickering fluorophores. For SOFI a number of images have 

to be acquired as well. In SOFI higher-order fluctuation statistics is exploited without the need 

to localize individual molecules. A simple variance projection is an example of a SOFI image 

of order two. SOFI was already shown to improve resolution and contrast and to suppress 

background in living HeLa cells also in a two-colour version.157
  SOFI typically works with 

relatively dense concentrations of simultaneous emitters, but yields only moderate resolution 

(100nm typically). Accepting the confinement of several possible solutions for molecular 

assignments in dense data led to the development of 3B (Bayesian analysis of blinking and 

bleaching) which enables live cell imaging of podosomes at 0.5 Hertz with a resolution of 

around 40nm 158. Using the example of those small podosomes (diameter 0.5-2µm), which sit 

like small “adhesive bowls” on the outer membrane of macrophages, Figure 2 illustrates the 

spatial resolution power of a few of the introduced high resolution approaches compared to 

widefield microscopy and confocal laser scanning microscopy.  
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Figure 2: Illustration of the spatial resolution of the different microscopy techniques using the 

example of the podosome ring of actin associated proteins in THP-1 cells (macrophages). The 

membrane-cytoskeletal protein vinculin was labelled with Alexa488 (A-C, E) or ATTO-647 (D) for 

visualization. All scale bars are 2 µm. (Figure adapted from Walde et al. 419 and Cox et al 158). 

A: Widefield image of a macrophage. The cylindrical actin-rich podosomes (0.5-2µm in diameter) can 

be seen as bright circles against a blur background. (section III.8)  B: Confocal image, as the 

podosomes are very thin structures with only minimal depth profile (they form a flat sample with all 

the podosomes close to the cover slide surface) the sectioning difference between widefield (A) and 

confocal (B) is relatively small. (section III.8.1) C: SIM image. (section III.8.4) D: STED image 

recorded on a commercial instrument. Even better resolution can be achieved with home-build STED 

systems. (section III.8.4) E: 3B image. No background fluorescence interferes with the signal from the 

podosomes. (section III.8.4) 

 

III.8.5 Hyperspectral fluorescence imaging 

While the techniques described above are suitable to achieve a spatial resolution down to 50 

nm (lateral resolution achieved by STED)141, they suffer from time consuming pointwise 

fluorescence detection (CLSM, STED) and the necessity of repeated image acquisition (SIM, 

PALM, STORM, SOFI), respectively. If different fluorophores are of relevance, acquisition 

time raises accordingly and in addition, due to the necessity of mechanical configuration 

switches. Acquisition of hyperspectral image maps overcomes this problem. Hyperspectral 

means the detection of spectral regions covering emission ranges of different fluorophores on 

a CCD (charge coupled device) at ones instead of a narrow part to avoid overlap of emission. 

Information about the presence of a certain fluorophore at a point has to be derived from 
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deconvolution afterwards. Uhr and co-workers employed a hyperspectral imaging device for 

quantitative assessment of 10 independent markers in individual breast tumour cells from 

solid tumour tissue as well as circulating tumour cells. A tumour molecular signature for solid 

tumour is stated.159 An image mapping spectrometer for fluorescence measurements avoiding 

the scanning obligation was described by Gao and colleagues160. It enables to acquire maps 

with 285 x 285 pixels at a time rate of 7,5 frames per second (fps). Simultaneously, the full 

spectral information (60 channels with an average sampling interval of 3.3 nm) is projected 

from each sampled pixel position onto a large format CCD detector. Thus, data acquisition at 

a single moment in time results in a 3D matrix (data cube) containing x- y- and λ-

information.160 In a recent contribution Elliott and colleagues report the use of an adapted 

version to study intracellular cAMP and Ca²+ concentration dynamics simultaneously in living 

representatives of a pancreatic β-cell line at 2 fps upon glucose stimulation. They reveal anti-

correlation of the concentration oscillations of these signal transducers.161 As an additional 

advantage, Leavesley and colleagues state the superiority of hyperspectral fluorescence 

detection compared to the narrow band mode with respect to sensitivity and specificity of 

GFP positivity determination of single cells against highly fluorescent background in 

pulmonary tissue.162 

III.8.6 Total Internal Reflection Fluorescence Microscopy (TIRFM) 
A possibility to study the distribution of molecules in- and outside the cell body is total 

internal reflection fluorescence microscopy (TIRFM). It is based on light refraction at the 

interface of media with unequal optical density. If the incident beam passes from the medium 

with higher refractive index to the one with lower refractive index, there is a certain critical 

angle depending on these refractive indices from which any light can pass 3. Nevertheless, a 

non-propagating electromagnetic field exists, the evanescent wave, which excites 

fluorophores close to the phase border. Since the field strength decreases rapidly with the 

distance to this border excitation within the field is highly selective avoiding out of plane 

fluorescence reliably.3, 163
  Several of the afore described super-resolution microscopy 

techniques are applied preferentially in TIRFM mode because of the accompanying improved 

signal to noise ratio. 3, 157
  Due to the same effect TIRFM is restricted to studies of cell surface 

molecules as E-cadherin164 or intracellular events taking place close to165, 166 or at the cell 

membrane like vesicle fusion on the other hand. Synaptosomal-associated protein (SNAP) 

dynamics involved in exocytosis for instance where addressed by Wang et al. in an approach 

combining FRET and TIRF.167
  For further insights and recent instrumental advances as well 
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as more application examples see the section dedicated to TIRFM in the comprehensive 

review by Stender et al.3  

 

III.9 Imaging techniques just around the corner: SPRI, XRM, XAS, XRF 
Despite of the impressing insights super-resolution fluorescence microscopy, electron 

microscopy and the other previously described advanced imaging techniques revealed up to 

now, each of them suffers from its own limitations. A step further or deeper always promises 

interesting new aspects – there is an unlimited demand for improvements and new 

developments. That is why two not that established single cell imaging techniques shall be 

shortly presented here. 

A method promising to observe single cell reactions in real time and to be furthermore 

applicable in medical diagnosis is surface plasmon resonance imaging (SPRI). The surface 

plasmon resonance effect, the attenuation of light reflection at a phase border, results from 

resonance of an evanescent wave with a metal plasmonic field. A simple SPR setup might 

consist of a prism with a gold film on top. The evanescent wave develops if light passes from 

a medium with higher refractive index at an angle above a critical angle to a medium with 

lower refractive index. The plasmon is derived from electron gas movements in the metal 

layer. SPR happens at a specific angle of incoming light beam and phase border, the 

resonance angle. This resonance angle is highly sensitive to changes at the surface disturbing 

the plasmon which was exploited for long time in binding assays. 168 Capturing of cells based 

on surface molecule expression was described. 169 Recently the capability of SPR 

measurements to sense variations in single cell refractive index was reported and different 

SPRI devices were described 170, 171. A review concerning the technique and its potential for 

allergy tests is available from Yanase et al. 168 

Insights into the presence, distribution and oxidation state of trace metals can be derived from 

X-ray microscopy (XRM), thus X-ray absorption measurements (XAS) and X-ray 

fluorescence (XRF). 172 Due to the availability of synchrotron radiation sources and 

improvements in X-ray optics, it is now possible to address subcellular compartments. XAS is 

based on the ejection of an electron from an atom shell at a certain energy amount which is 

reflected in the absorption spectrum. To enforce such an event sufficiently high energies are 

needed. The resulting electron hole is refilled by an outer shell electron which leads to 

element characteristic X-ray fluorescence (XRF) in addition. XAS can be operated in 

transmission or fluorescence mode. 173, 174 XAS images providing 50 nm lateral resolution and 

visualizing several organelles without the addition of contrasting chemicals have been 
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published. 175 Further advances might be associated with the inset of nanoparticles 176 and 

lensless setups 177. XRM convinces with respect to resolution, intrinsic contrast and 

tomographic capabilities. 178 However, X-rays will always be harmful for live. Thus, 

prolonged live cell studies stay unfavourable. 

 

III.10 Multimodal imaging: correlating results from different 
approaches 
Electron and X-ray microscopy allow high spatial resolution and excellent intrinsic contrast; 

however, sample cells do not survive these procedures. Raman spectroscopy and MSI datasets 

brim over from chemical information; but it is necessary to assign biological relevance to the 

detected changes in chemical composition. The diverse fluorescence based microscopy 

techniques deliver colourful images; however, they rely on artificial labelling and are blind 

for non-labelled subcellular morphologies. The question arises, if the image they depict is the 

truth? 

Apart from the development of new and advanced methods in order to visualize finest 

structures and detect minimal molecule traces in front of overwhelming noise multimodal 

imaging approaches prosper. Multimodal imaging is the combination of at least two imaging 

techniques usually in a sequential manner. 2 That way, information derived from the cell is 

amplified at the one hand and integrated at the other one. Multimodal imaging faces its own 

complications. First of all, the desired techniques need to be compatible with respect to 

sample preparation requirements. Anyway, this will be often achieved by a reasonable 

technique flow. A fluorescence label will interfere with Raman measurements but a Raman 

measured sample is still suited for fluorescence staining. In general, the more invasive or even 

destroying method has to be applied as the final one. In contrast, the assignment of 

corresponding datasets derived from different imaging approaches is inevitable. The 

development of automated registration algorithms is challenging due to varying 

magnifications, fields of view and underlying physics for the differing imaging techniques. 2, 

179 Nevertheless, successful correlation of live cell confocal fluorescence imaging and SEM is 

described in a recent publication by Murphy et al. 179 Their multimodal approach alleviates 

feature identification in large data amount SEM stacks by registration of SEM data with 

fluorescing particles. Compatibility of Raman spectroscopic imaging and MSI was described 

by Li et al. 180 A recent review on correlative imaging focusing on the complementarities of 

the latter techniques is available by Masyuko et al. 2  
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IV. Mapping the genome  tracing back the cell origin 
The advent of DNA sequencing methods to identify the order of presence of the four different 

bases in DNA molecules opened the possibility to unfold the whole genome sequence of an 

organism. This facilitates the study of evolutionary relationships, genetic diseases and 

variations, and functional assignments of genes based on predicting their confirmation from 

their amino acid sequence. Genome sequencing of single cells only arose few years ago with 

the availability of less expensive and high throughput next generation sequencing techniques. 

Although mainly used to determine the diversity of non-culturable microorganisms in 

environmental samples 181, single cell genotyping can identify abnormal, mutated cells in a 

tissue or organism, which has a great potential for some diagnostic applications, especially to 

identify cancer cells or genetic defects in oocytes and sperms used for in vitro fertilization. 

The main difference of single cell genome sequencing in comparison to sequencing a cell 

population is that the cells need to be isolated and that the genome needs to be amplified to 

obtain enough DNA for the sequencing process. This is usually done by multiple 

displacement amplification (MDA) that uses the DNA polymerase from phage Phi29 to copy 

the DNA with high fidelity182 . 

New technologies, such as combination of sequencing with microfluidics, allow sequencing at 

a subcellular scale, for example by separating two homologous copies of one chromosome 

from a cell in the metaphase, in order to determine different allele variations and meiotic 

recombinations183. For cancer diagnostics based on single cell genotyping, genome copy 

number quantification can reveal clonal subpopulations184 , and sequencing of certain genes 

known to be often mutated in a special cancer type, can help to advance cancer diagnosis 

based on single cells185 . In this regard exome sequencing is especially useful, as it allows 

studying more cells in a shorter time due to sequencing of only the protein-coding exon 

regions of a gene. This makes it a convenient tool to study cancer development and the 

tumour biology in special cancer types in order to find common biomarkers and to identify 

frequently and less frequently occurring mutations186, 187.  

 

V An even deeper look at the molecular phenotype of a cell  

Classically, the phenotype is known to comprise all the visible values of attributes of an 

individual in contrast or reflection of its genotype (see section III), where these attributes are 

coded. Visible characteristics of cells enable to separate them into groups, as epithelial or 

mesenchymal or, with more specificity, e.g. as glial or neuronal. More pronounced 
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discrimination by presence or absence of certain molecules e.g. multi-drug resistance 

transporters, is also common and is especially important in pathology. However, the more 

molecular analysis techniques advance and the higher the throughput, the more attractive a 

separation according to the molecular phenotype becomes. The molecular phenotype, for the 

purpose of this review, is regarded as the sum of information concerning the presence of 

specific molecules (e.g. proteins, mRNA) as well as its overall chemical composition 

available for an individual cell. 

Differential expression of genes gives rise to the diversity of cellular phenotypes. The 

presence or absence of their expression products - mRNA and proteins – is of special 

importance to characterize the molecular phenotype. With respect to mRNA studies, 

polymerase chain reaction (PCR), a technique well known from multi-cell analysis, has been 

adapted to be performed on single cell level. Advances in RNA sequencing and fluorescence 

in situ hybridization (FISH), however, make these approaches serious concurrence 

technologies. Improvements in spatial and temporal resolution in fluorescence detection 

systems have been achieved for RNA FISH and for the analyses on protein level, enabling 

new insights into cell cycle, signalling, behaviour and further more. Accordingly, proteomic 

and metabolomic information become more and more accessible even though, they are hard to 

assess on single cell level because their constituents cannot be amplified as easily as nucleic 

acids.188  

A broader aspect, the overall chemical composition, is covered in the advancing field of 

biophotonics (section III). Spectroscopic data contain a spectral fingerprint of the cell, which 

also takes into account further cellular components as lipids in particular. In addition imaging 

of larger scenes with single cell recognition is possible. 

 

V.1 Single cell gene expression analysis 

The first step from genome to phenotype occurs at the level of transcription by copying the 

genetic information into a transportable messenger ribonucleic acid (mRNA) molecule. This 

mRNA then exits the nucleus and enters the translationary machinery of ribosomes in the 

cytoplasm in order to be used as a template for protein synthesis. This process is known as 

translation. Altogether, this gene expression process is pretty complex and the object of 

regulation at different levels and at several time points in various cell types underlining the 

importance to study gene expression on the single cell level. 
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There is a number of reviews concentrating on gene expression analysis at the single cell 

level, e.g., the ones by Tischler and Surani 189 or Stahlberg and Bengtsson 190 are 

recommended. 

Multicellular organisms and tissues of higher animals are composed of many different cell 

types with the same genetic information but highly specialised in function. Thus, all these 

cells differ more or less in phenotype, making it necessary to study them on a single cell level 

to assess their function in the tissue and to understand the effects of stimuli from other cells 

(of same and different) types in the surrounding tissue. However, there are substantial cell-to-

cell variations in gene expression even in cell populations of unicellular organisms with the 

same genotype.191 These variations have been first observed in bacteria, but later also in 

eukaryotic cells. The variations can be described as the result of (1) extrinsic stochasticity, 

which is variation due to different activities of different regulatory molecules, and (2) intrinsic 

stochasticity, which is noise from gene expression itself due to random effects.192 

Stochasticity has been analysed in eukaryotic cells as well, and this revealed that gene 

expression frequencies and intensities can differ a lot between different eukaryotic genes. 191, 

193, 194 Thus, single gene expression analysis is of utmost importance to identify gene 

regulatory networks by studying which genes are correlated in expression.195 This cannot be 

achieved by whole cell population or tissue analysis because the signal derived from 

individual cell expression patterns will be averaged. RNAs expressed only in a few cells will 

be diluted so that their presence might not even be detected, thus making it difficult to 

elucidate co-regulation patterns.196 

Single cell gene expression analysis is probably the easiest approach to obtain a 

comprehensive picture of the molecular phenotype of a single cell. This is due to the 

availability of very sophisticated and sensitive methods for the detection of RNA and the 

possibility to amplify the RNA amount in order to detect even low abundance RNA species.  

In principal gene expression analysis can include a) the detection of certain mRNA species or 

the whole transcriptome in order to know which genes are transcribed in a certain cell type 

under certain conditions, b) the study of gene regulation to elucidate the connections of 

different regulatory proteins and gene sequences (such as transcription factors, microRNAs, 

epigenetics) in a cell and identify how they interact in order to influence gene expression, and 

c) the analysis of translation of mRNAs to proteins which reveals posttranscriptional 

regulation and numbers of proteins that are produced from one mRNA copy. This is important 

for functional validation of gene expression.  
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Already on mRNA level several methods can be used for single cell gene expression analysis 

that deliver quantitative and qualitative information about the presence of certain or all 

transcripts and that use different approaches (Table 2). 

 

 
Table 2: Performance parameters of gene expression analysis methods. 

technique excessiblity of 
different transcripts 

information on 
spatial 
occurence 

single 
transcript 
sensitivity 

speciality 

RT‐qPCR about 10 no yes equippement from large 
scale RT‐qPCR applicable 

RNA‐FISH less than 10 yes yes super resolution 
microscopy necessary for 
advanced studies 

hybridization 
microarray 

several thousands (pre‐
amplifiaction assumed)

no no transcripts of high 
sequence similarity hardly 
discriminable 

protein based 
strategies 

less than 10 yes yes transfection required 

sequencing whole transcriptome 
(pre‐amplifiaction 
assumed) 

no no no pre‐definition of 
relevant transcripts 
required 

 
 

Reverse transcription quantitative real time PCR (RT-qPCR) and hybridization 

microarrays 

Single cell RT-qPCR is a highly sensitive method that in principle allows for the detection of 

only one mRNA molecule. The method is quite suitable for the quantification of certain, 

selected mRNA species in many different single cells due to its high reproducibility and wide 

dynamic range.190, 195 The cells are lysed, then, the released mRNA is transcribed into an 

identical DNA copy (cDNA) by reverse transcriptase, and finally, the cDNA is hybridized to 

a primer allowing its exponential amplification through DNA polymerase. The amplified 

DNA is detected in “real-time” by monitoring a fluorescence signal, either from a fluorescent 

intercalator or specific fluorescent tag. Since the resources and technical know-how for qPCR 

are widely established in many laboratories, RT-qPCR on single cells can be easily applied 

without high costs and efforts. For single cell analysis careful work is especially essential and 

any contamination in sample preparation must be avoided for an exact mRNA quantification 

due to the presence of only few mRNA molecules in one cell. Cell lysis should be efficient 

with maintaining the integrity of the RNA at the same time, and any RNA degradation in the 
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lysate should be avoided by the use of efficient RNAse inhibitors. Further, reverse 

transcription should be efficient to make sure that all mRNAs get copied to cDNA, and it 

must be ensured that no primer-dimers are formed or unspecific amplificates are produced 

during to PCR, since they can obscure the exact quantification because of the low detection 

limit.190, 195 Essential information for publication of qPCR results is given in the MIQE 

guidelines. 197 

An important drawback of single cell RT-qPCR in comparison to whole cell population RT-

qPCR is the fact that due to the non-correlated and highly variable expression of different 

genes in different cells normalization to reference genes cannot be applied. This makes 

accurate quantification for comparison between different cell types difficult. A solution could 

be the addition of a known concentration of spike reference mRNA190.  

Further, with single cell RT-qPCR only 5 to 10 genes can be analysed in one cell without pre-

amplification due to the relatively small sample size.190 This might be overcome in future by 

using digital PCR. With that method single cDNA molecules can be detected. The sample 

from a single cell is diluted within miniaturized microfluidic devices to yield either one strand 

or no cDNA in one cavity where sensitive, automatic and reliable high-throughput PCR is 

carried out. 198 Another recent advancement of expression analysis aims at the transcriptome-

wide analysis of the gene expression profiles by incorporating an universal PCR priming 

sequence via tagged priming and template switching.199  

To date, microarray analysis offers a good way to study thousands of different mRNA species 

in one cell at the same time. This usually occurs through hybridization of the cDNA to 

specific oligonucleotide probes bound on a chip, and the resulting fluorescence-signal as read-

out for quantification. Compared to PCR the disadvantages are possible cross-hybridizations 

and the low dynamic range, which can lead to falsification of the results.196 For both PCR and 

hybridization microarray, the need for pre-designed oligonucleotides and a priori knowledge 

about the mRNA sequences makes it difficult to detect unknown RNA species as well as 

alternative splice variants that are only expressed under certain conditions.196  

 

RNA Fluorescence In-Situ Hybridisation (FISH) 

The principle of FISH is to hybridize a fluorescently-labelled oligonucleotide probe to nucleic 

acids, DNA or RNA. As for PCR a nucleotide sequence unique for the gene or gene product 

of interest compared to the rest of the genome or transcriptome is required for a successful 

FISH experiment. Specificity results from probe-target complementarity, thus, the definite 

base pairing between adenine and thymine on the one hand and guanine and cytosine/uracil 
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on the other hand known from DNA amplification and its transcription into RNA is exploited. 

Possibilities to label probes directly or indirectly are diverse.200 Originally FISH was 

developed to visualize certain DNA regions; oligonucleotides spanned several hundreds of 

basepairs (bp) for this purpose. In this field it rapidly evolved to paint whole chromosomes.201 

Concerning mRNA analysis the key argument striking for FISH against PCR-based strategies 

is the delivery of spatial information. mRNA tracking from nascence to degradation would be, 

in principle,  possible that way and it also makes single cell resolution an intrinsic feature.  

RNA and DNA FISH can be performed next to each other, and also a combination with 

immunofluorescence labelling is possible. In a recent contribution Chatre and co-workers 

studied mitochondrial diversity in mammalian cells with respect to transcription and 

replication in that way and reported remarkable differences not only between individual cells 

but even between several mitochondria in one cell 202. This gives an intriguing proof for the 

relevance of down-sizing experimental setups to single cell resolution. 

The detection capacity of RNA FISH had been very limited until the end of the last century, 

due to fluorescence background noise. Singer and colleagues were the first who labelled short 

oligonucleotide samples (~ 50 bp) with up to five fluorophores to increase the number of 

fluorophores on a single mRNA target in order to detect it above the background.203 However, 

the technique suffered from reduced binding specificity resulting from the high fluorophore 

load relative to the number of nucleobases and a difficult separation of completely 

fluorophore-conjugated oligonucleotides against only partly conjugated ones.204 In 2008 Raj 

and colleagues described the possibility to shorten the oligonucleotide strand further, down to 

~ 20 bp. This allowed the hybridization of even more probes to one target mRNA and 

therefore, the coupling of only one fluorophore to the 3’ end of each probe. The reliability of 

probe binding was remarkably improved that way and diffraction limited single transcript 

visualization became reality. The simultaneous analysis of the expression of three different 

gene transcripts as well as the applicability in whole organisms was shown by these 

authors.205 Sample barcoding, as suggested by Singer and co-workers, could further increase 

simultaneous detection capacities.200, 203 Nowadays, single molecule RNA FISH serves to gain 

insights into reprogramming of fibroblasts to stem cells206 or to assess stem cell markers in 

mouse intestine 207, just to name a two examples. Nevertheless, the shortness of recent 

oligonucleotide strands impairs hybridization selectivity. This is because of the increased 

probability of binding to highly similar or even identical nucleobase sequences in mRNAs 

belonging to different genes. The problem of high sequence similarity is circumventable to 

some extend by locked nucleic acids (LNA).208 An approach to separate targets with single 
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nucleotide difference was described by Larsson and colleagues209. The detection of single 

miRNA with a single single-labelled LNA probe has also been reported.208 For more detailed 

information on single transcript FISH the review by Itzkovitz  and van Oudenaarden is 

recommended.204  

 

Fluorescent protein-based strategies 

By using fluorescent fusion proteins, gene regulation mechanisms in living cells can indirectly 

be assessed over time. One example is the genetic engineering of fluorescent proteins that are 

fused to a repressor protein and a target protein, respectively. The regulation of the expression 

of the target gene by that repressor protein can then be investigated by following the 

fluorescent signal intensities.210 Not only transcriptional regulation but also local translational 

regulation can be analyzed by using fluorescent protein engineering technology. Transfection 

of cells with mRNAs encoding fluorescent proteins can reveal the translational activity of 

these mRNAs in certain subcellular regions in polarized cell types. 196 

However, fluorescent fusion proteins tend to diffuse rapidly in the cytoplasm and can have a 

high stability, thus, making it difficult to study the temporal and spatial behaviour of gene 

expression in specific subcellular regions.211, 212 Firefly luciferase offers a good alternative 

due to its short half-life making it very suitable to monitor fluctuations in gene expression. 212 

Further, novel techniques were developed that allow direct fluorescent measurement of gene 

expression of single mRNA molecules.211 Such a technique is the MS2 tagging system, a 

reporter system using transfection of a cell with two plasmids: one plasmid codes for the 

fluorescent-tagged capsid protein of the MS2 virus and the other plasmid contains the gene of 

interest with MS2 binding sites that allows binding of the MS2 protein to the RNA stem loop 

structure of the binding site.211-213 Another example is the hybridization of mRNA using 

molecular beacons, single-stranded oligonucleotides tagged with a fluorophore and a 

quencher, that separate and thus give a fluorescent signal as soon as the oligonucleotide binds 

to the target RNA.211, 214 Further, modified and new, improved fluorescent proteins with 

higher stability, less cytotoxicity, photoswitchability and near infrared excitation wavelength 

have been developed in the recent years allowing to monitor gene expression in vivo212. 

Together with the advancements in super-resolution microscopic techniques below the 

diffraction limit (see section III.8.4), these methods have great potential for high-resolution 

single-molecule studies in order to analyse the dynamics of gene regulation in single cells in 

the future. 
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RNA-sequencing 

RNA sequencing (RNA-Seq) with the currently available next-generation sequencing 

approach is probably the method of choice to analyze the complete transcriptome of a single 

cell 196, 215. To ensure that no sequences are missed the RNA must be pre-amplified either 

through exponential amplification by PCR or through linear antisense amplification using 

primers with a binding site for T7 polymerase that ensures the maintenance of the relative 

mRNA amount. 215 Although the computational analysis and sequencing chemistries still need 

to be improved, the existence of specific algorithms for RNA-Seq data analysis already allows 

the extraction of usable information from the data.196, 215 This and the additional functional 

validation of the transcriptome data are important for future applications such as the 

identification of potential therapeutic drug targets for the treatment of certain diseases 215, 216 

or dissecting the transcriptome heterogeneity of mouse oocytes in order to understand the 

underlying developmental biology for advancements in stem cell research. 217 Furthermore, 

molecular labelling of each single mRNA in a sample with unique molecular identifies 

(UMIs) allows absolute and exact quantification of all mRNA copies by RNA sequencing 

because the quantitative information is reliably maintained during amplification by PCR.218 

This efficient combination of qualitative and quantitative mRNA determination holds the 

potential to powerfully advance transcriptome analysis in single cells. 

 

Integration of gene expression analysis approaches 

Currently, a decision has to be made between high-dimensional information on gene 

expression (array-based strategies or RNA-sequencing) where the cell has to be destroyed in 

advance and spatially resolved data on mRNA presence (RNA FISH or fluorescent protein-

based approaches), that detect only few mRNA species at a time. Transcriptome wide and 

spatial information are combinable only if several cells are included, either in a bottom-up or 

a top-down way. Bottom-up means to start with knowledge on a confined number of 

transcripts and to build up a whole network, e.g., relying on interactions in a signalling 

cascade. While top-down refers to the in depth study of several transcripts whose relevance is 

concluded from transcriptome wide information derived at the beginning. For a confrontation 

of both strategies see Tischler and Surani 189. 

Gene expression analysis on the single cell level was shown to advance studies that correlate 

small genetic variations with gene expression differences by showing differences not only 

between but even in the same individual 219 or that directly assess small nucleotide variations 
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in RNA transcripts to analyze allele expression differences in single cells220. Ultimately, this 

may help to understand individual differences in organ functions and associated diseases.  

 

V.2 Single cell proteomics  
Although measurement of mRNA can already give a good hint on the protein expression 

diversity in a cell, it cannot tell about the quantity, location, protein-interactions and post-

translational modifications of proteins 221. This can be realized by the direct measurement of 

the protein composition in a cell. Whereas plenty of methods are available for efficient cell 

population protein analysis, single cell protein analysis is much more difficult, because of the 

small amount of proteins in a single cell that needs highly sensitive methods for detection. 

Especially the elucidation of the whole proteome is challenging due to its high complexity 

resulting from different organelle locations of the proteins (membrane-bound, nuclear, 

cytosolic proteins etc.), diverse post-translational modifications, protein translocations, and 

differing levels of activity 221. 

Probably the most suitable method to analyse the whole proteome in this regard is mass 

spectrometry (MS), since it is label-free and can basically detect all proteins, post-

translational modifications and peptides in one cell 221, 222. In addition, MS-based proteomics 

allow the identification of endogenous protein interaction and modification during signalling 
223. For example, MALDI-MS (section III.7) and electrospray MS (see also section V.4) have 

been used for the analysis of certain proteins or peptides in single cells already. 224-226 Though, 

mass spectrometry has the disadvantage that it is not sensitive enough yet to allow detection 

of low abundance proteins. However, this can be improved by selective enrichment of cell 

subpopulation or cell fractionation, for example using microfluidics or FACS (see also section 

VIII.3/4). 221, 222. Progress has been reported with respect to the successful proteome analysis 

of such pre-sorted subpopulations to answer specific questions (see Altelaar et al. 222 for a 

review of the studies). 

Methods that employ separation of proteins are readily used on bulk protein samples; however 

they are difficult to apply on small protein samples from single cells. Microfluidic and 

capillary electrophoresis are able to overcome this problem 221, and successful attempts in this 

direction have been made, e.g. there are microfluidics available now to quantify low-

abundance proteins. 227  

In contrast to proteomics, studying single proteins in single cells is more advanced: methods 

like flow cytometry or mass cytometry use specific antibodies and allow to study several 

proteins at one time (see also section VIII.3). Fluorescence-based arrays with antibodies 
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bound to the surface can bind several proteins at the same time. This has been used to 

quantify intracellular signalling proteins in a cancer cell line 228 or to detect cytokines secreted 

from single cytotoxic T cells and other cells 229, 230 or mononuclear cells 231. Further, a 

combination with microfluidics to allow trapping, lysis and protein measurements in one 

system has been established and optimized recently as so called microfluidic antibody capture 

chips 232, 233.  

In contrast to whole proteome studies, there are already numerous and multifaceted studies on 

the analysis of only a few, specific proteins in single cells. Those examples won’t be 

discussed here, instead the reader is referred to the review of Wu and Singh.221 

V.3 Single cell metabolomics 
 
Single cell metabolomics addresses fundamental biological questions and is capable to 

observe metabolic phenomena in heterogeneous cell populations 234, 235. The cell metabolome 

usually includes all intracellular and membrane-localized small molecules/metabolites with a 

molecular mass less than 1 kDa, e.g. lipids and carbohydrates. The metabolits can be 

exogenous, originating from outside the cell (as known as xenobiotics), or endogenous. 

Metabolites are involved in many intracellular functions and provide information of the 

physiological condition of the cell. Over the past few years metabolomic approaches 

developed rapidly and a number of useful databases, which store, manage and analyse the 

metabolomics data, occurred. The review by Go provides an overview of the recent progress 

in databases employed in metabolomics. 236 The most common techniques to measure the 

untargeted metabolome of tissue and other biological samples is the separation combined with 

mass spectrometry (MS) and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy 237. Beside 

these detection techniques, the analyte extraction from the target cell becomes a crucial 

experimental step 73, because there is only a minute quantity of analytes in a single cell. Even 

the detection limit has been lowered from femtomoles to a low attomole range for single cell 

metabolomics 238. Quantification is still problematic due to the need of conserving the original 

metabolome, which is often difficult because of the presence of enzymes in the sample and 

the fast metabolic turnover rates. 239 Microfluidics, gas and liquid chromatography and 

capillary electrophoresis as separation techniques in combination with detection methods like 

(laser induced) fluorescence or MS are the most promising techniques for single cell 

metabolome studies.  

Mass spectrometry (MS) is an indispensable research tool in metabolite and peptide 

characterization. The capability to detect metabolites on a single cell level was partially 
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described in section III.7 concerning mass spectrometry imaging (MSI) techniques. The 

workflow during MS measurements is almost the same: The analytes are transferred into the 

gas phase, ionized, separated and analysed by their mass-to-charge ratio and finally detected. 

In addition to MSI methods, great affords in recent metabolomics studies based on MS 

techniques were made (reviewed by several authors73, 234, 237). Furthermore, Heinemann and 

Zenobi give an interesting overview of the current MS-based approaches for single cell 

metabolomics relating to their advantages and disadvantages 239.  

One example for the increasing capability of single cell metabolomics via MS was shown by 

Nemes and co-workers by combining intracellular small volume samples with capillary 

electrophoresis (CE) and electrospray ionization (ESI) MS analysis. Thereby, over 300 

distinct peaks were obtained in individual neurons. Furthermore, the identification of 36 

intracellular metabolites and their quantitative analysis highlights the versatility of this 

technique240. For a detailed description of the CE-ESI-MS measurements of multiple 

metabolites including classical neurotransmitters (e.g. acetylcholine, histamine), energy 

carriers (e.g. adenosine) and osmolytes (e.g. betaines) among others in individual neurons 

from the sea slug (Aplysia californica) and rat (Rattus norvegicus) see the protocol from 

Nemes et al.241 Intracellular sampling and high resolution ESI-MS detection of metabolites 

from single plant cells was done by Lorenzo Tejedor et al. 242 Oikawa demonstrated the utility 

of a large single cell model for an investigation of the metabolome and determined functional 

changes in the metabolite profiles of subcellular regions via CE-MS.243 For more details 

concerning CE-MS see the review by Klepárník. 244 

In addition, flow cytometry (FC) with an extremely high throughput in single cell 

measurements in combination with MS detection offers the possibility to increase the number 

of independent measurement channels237. Mass cytometry, FC- Inductively coupled plasma 

(ICP)-MS, can use molecular probe labels containing rare earth elements245. Recognition of 

proteins with specific antibodies containing these elements, e.g. ytterbium 171 or neodymium, 

and their analysis via ICP-MS allows cellular antigen detection. Furthermore, a simultaneous 

quantitative analysis of more than 34 parameters, e.g. binding of 31 antibodies246, cell 

viability, DNA content, and relative cell size at up to 1000 cells/s becomes possible237. Mass 

cytometric detection of metabolites as well as drugs including cases where the marker atom is 

incorporated into the analyte molecule itself, instead of in the affinity probe247. 

The combination of microfluidic devices and MS is seen as the method with the highest 

potential to deliver relevant data for systems biology. Thereby, single cell organisms are 

processed on the microfluidic chip for a quenching, lysis, and separation of the metabolites 
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from the other cell components. Afterwards, a transfer to the MS devise takes place. Coupling 

of the microfluidic device to an ESI-MS is also possible. 239 The newest approach is the single 

cell elemental analysis via femtosecond laser ionization time-of-flight MS. 248 

Following mass spectrometry (MS), nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy is the 

second most common technique to detect metabolites, however, so far mainly established for 

multicell analysis. Nevertheless, NMR can also be applied in vivo 72, 249. The minimal sample 

preparation offers high-throughput studies. By its information-rich, reproducible and highly 

reliable character it is also capable to detect low-molecular-weight metabolites. For more 

details concerning metabolomics by NMR spectroscopy see the following reviews by Zhang 

et al. 250 and Gebregiworgis and Powers.251  

However, due to its relatively low sensitivity NMR spectroscopy has reduced application 

possibilities on single cells. The studies by Grant et al.252 and Lee et al.253, which were 

already mentioned in the section III.6 concerning NMR imaging, are the most prominent 

investigations of NMR spectroscopy applied on single cells. Furthermore, achievements with 

new small-volume probe technologies, e.g. microcoils and microslot waveguide probes, 

enhance the detection limit and therefore potentially allow the characterization of cell-sized 

samples 73. In conclusion, further efforts are needed to render NMR metabolomics 

applications of single cells.234  

Furthermore, fluorometric metabolomics assays exist, which are generally based on the 

presence of fluorescent tags and a readout with an established technique, e.g. with 

fluorescence microscopy. The key advantages of fluorescence detection of intracellular 

metabolites include the high sensitivity, the capability to perform concentration dynamic 

studies, the nondestructive character and the high-throughput. Nevertheless, only a few 

metabolites can be analyzed directly in single cells by autofluorescence. In most of the cases a 

difficult labelling is required limiting the application capability. Especially fluorescent probes, 

which are expressed in living cells, can lead to an alteration of the native physiological status 

on the metabolome level of the cell - a further limitation of its applicability. Although 

nanosensor probes can be specific for different analytes, the number of simultaneously 

detectable components is limited as well. 234  

Electrochemical detection shows a high sensitivity making it capable for single cell analysis, 

even for quantitative studies. A label-free detection of intracellular and extracellular 

metabolites is possible. However, only electroactive species can be analyzed, which makes 

the electrochemical methods applicable only to targeted studies of metabolites in single cells. 
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Nevertheless, monitoring of various physiological processes, e.g. release of catecholamines 

and oxygen, could be measured.234 

Autoradiography and spectroscopic methods (Fourier transform infrared and Raman 

spectroscopy, see section III.4) are also applicable to analysis metabolites in single cells. 

In summary, single cell metabolomics is still at the beginning of development and no in 

routine used method, as it is for macroscopic samples. Overcoming the listed limitations is the 

main challenge for highly sensitive, comprehensive and quantifiable single cell metabolomics 

assays. In most of the cases different techniques are available and can be also combined. One 

example is the detection of nitric oxide (NO), which is involved in a wide range of biological 

functions. There is an increasing interest in following nitric oxide synthases (NOS) activity 

directly by monitoring NO production, its function and metabolism 254. Therefore, 

fluorescence imaging, CE–laser induced fluorescence and NO selective electrodes were 

successfully used for single cell NO production. Other methods, e.g. chemiluminescence, gas 

and liquid chromatography-MS were also applied, but are not as commonly employed for 

cellular and subcellular NO levels. In addition, the analytical techniques complement each 

other, e.g. electrochemical detection was combined with fluorescence imaging to study NO 

production in living systems with spatial and temporal specificity 254. 

VI. Cell physiology and mechanics 
Biophysical properties of cells can serve as label-free markers of the cells’ physiological state. 

Understanding the changes in biophysical properties in single cells can contribute to 

understand human diseases. 255 

 

VI.1 Electrical properties 

Electrical properties of a cell depend on the morphology of the cytoplasmic membrane, its 

lipid bilayer composition, thickness, and size as well as the ion concentration in the cell. Early 

models depicted the cells as a spherical body of cytoplasm confined by a thin dielectric 

membrane. 255 

Electrical properties of cells can serve as the basis for counting, trapping, focussing, 

separating and characterizing single cells. 255 Dielectric properties of a cell can be assessed in 

a non-invasive and label-free manner via alternating current (AC) electrokinetics and 

impedance measurements.255, 256  

AC electrokinetic methods study the behaviour of the individual cells in an inhomogeneous 

electrical field. The cells experience a force and move (dielectrophoresis, DEP). If the phase 
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of the electrical field is anisotropic the cell will also experience a torque and start rotating 

(electrorotation, ROT).257 ROT is the only method which can determine intrinsic electrical 

properties of the cell such as specific membrane capacitance and cytoplasm conductivity and 

permittivity. 255 It was successfully applied to characterize leukocytes and human cancer 

cells.255 Drawbacks of this technique are the slow speed (30 min per single cell) and the 

limitation to low conductivity sucrose buffer solution. Physiological buffers cannot be used 

due to their high conductivity. 255 

The principles of impedance analysis of particles and the state-of-the-art in the field of 

microfluidic impedance flow cytometry can be found in a review by Sun and Morgan258. 

Impedance analysis can be carried out on flowing as well as on trapped cells. The Coulter 

counter was the first cytometer which could count and size individual cells based on their 

electrical properties (different resistance than the surrounding conducting fluid). It is still the 

dominating approach in the field258 and was implemented into haematology analysers which 

are nowadays used in the clinics.255 Miniaturized microfluidic Coulter counter entering the 

market now. However, those are unable to characterize the cell’s electrical properties.  

Microfluidic single cell impedance flow cytometry can reveal physiological information such 

as viability and membrane potential changes 259 as well as membrane capacitance and 

cytoplasm conductivity.260 It has already been successfully used to obtain a differential count 

of leukocytes. 255, 261-263 However, up to now, it is difficult to correlate the observed electrical 

property changes to physiological changes in the cell. 255 

Microelectrical impedance spectroscopy (µ-EIS) probes the current response across a trapped 

cell.255 Different techniques have been developed to trap the cells. Dynamic monitoring of 

electrical properties of the cell during growth or interaction with other substances is possible 

using either a microhole chip design or microelectrodes where single cells are directly grown 

on electrode holes or the electrodes themselves, respectively. 264-266 Different designs of such 

electrode traps are also possible. 267 However, the obtained parameters still depend on 

electrode size, cell trapping mechanism, cell volume and interactions between the cells.255 

VI.2 Ion concentration, channel proteins and patch clamp 
The effective ion activity in and around a cell plays an important role in determining the 

membrane potential and the rate of physiological interesting reactions. Therefore, the cells 

have the ability to actively modify the ion distribution by membrane channels and 

transporters. There are different methods to determine the ion concentration and follow the 

ion transport across the membrane involving radio-labelled tracers, ion-sensitive fluorescent 

indicator dyes, and ion-selective microelectrodes. 268 Ion-selective microelectrodes are glass 
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capillaries with an ion-selective liquid membrane at the tip. These electrodes can be placed at 

the cell surface or inserted into larger cells. In combination with vibrating probe technologies, 

these electrodes can be even used to measure net ion fluxes. 268 (see also section VI.3) For 

small single cells ion-selective microelectrodes are not the method of choice, but rather 

fluorescent dyes are used instead.  

The gold standard method to study cellular ion channels is patch clamp which can provide 

highly accurate and rich information on ion channel activity and action potential via direct 

measurements. Whole cell patch clamp capacitance measurements can be used to study single 

exocytotic events in neuroendocrine cells, and was also combined with voltage clamp pulse 

stimulation and with stimulation by photorelease of caged calcium. 269 Further, ionic 

conductance in red blood cells was found to be mainly involved in pathophysiological 

scenarios.270 Many modifications of the original patch clamp technique led to improved 

efficiency and previously unavailable data which is extensively used in cardiac cellular 

electrophysiology. 271 The application of electrophysiological methods to study transporters in 

native cellular membranes was recently reviewed by Grewer et al. 272 In combination with 

perturbation deep mechanistic information can be obtained. 

In recent years, several attempts were carried out to improve throughput and make the 

technique available for characterizing drug – ion channel interactions. Innovative ‘lab-on-a-

chip’ microtechnologies that modify design, fabrication, as well as enable microfluidic 

integration have been reviewed by Yobas. 273 

VI.3 Assessment of further physiological properties 
For the sensing of biological relevant molecules such as O2, NO, H2O2, ascorbate, glucose, 

dopamine, glutamate and ethanol microelectrode based approaches have been developed. 274 

Further developments in this field do not only enable the determination of static 

concentrations, but also of the dynamic physiological flux. As this approach has been 

developed by several groups in parallel, it has many different names, such as vibrating probe, 

self-referencing microelectrode, microelectrode ion flux estimation and microelectrode flux 

estimation techniques.19, 275, 276 Different variants include self-referencing amperometry where 

the analyte is either reduced or oxidized and self-referencing biosensors where 

electrochemically coupled enzymes are involved. 277 

While the electrode based techniques are limited to detect concentrations in the close vicinity 

of the cell, intracellular probes based on luminescence quenching are available for the 

detection of oxygen concentrations as well.179 Very popular are luminescent metal (Pt, Pd, Ir, 

Ru) porphyrins whose luminescence lifetime and intensity can be quenched by molecular 
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oxygen. 278 Also π-conjugated polymer nanoparticles have been proposed as fluorescent 

oxygen sensors. 279 These can be internalized into the cell by phagocytosis (especially 

investigated with macrophages), transport systems, such as microinjection, electroporation 280, 

liposomal transfer, facilitated endocytosis 281, gene guns or with the help of special ligands 

that allow cell penetration 172, 282-284. Application examples as well as a discussion of 

advantages and shortcomings of the different techniques have been given by Dmitriev and 

Papkovsky. 278 Multichannel biochips are under development for a parallelization of these 

techniques with the aim of achieving a higher sensitivity 169. 

Calcium is an important mineral and calcium ions (Ca2+) play an important role as signalling 

“molecules”. Therefore, elaborate techniques exists that can reveal calcium concentration and 

distribution inside living cells using confocal and two-photon fluorescence imaging (section 

III.8). Small molecule fluorophores that can chelate calcium ions or genetically encoded 

calcium indicators based on green fluorescent protein (GFP) are typically applied. 285 Calcium 

imaging is especially used to study neurons and neural activity. An extensive review is given 

by Grienberger and Konnerth. 286 Successfully calcium imaging in whole organisms was 

demonstrated within the commonly studied model organisms (see also see also section VII) 

Danio rerio (zebrafish) 287 and Drosophila melanogaster (fruit fly). 288  

Organic metal complexes have the potential to sense several other analytes as well. However, 

so far most of these studies were carried out under non-physiological conditions and cellular 

experiments have been limited to up-take experiments. 289, 290  

Maintaining the right pH in the cell and in the organelles is essential for the proper function of 

the cell. The intracellular pH can range from 4.7 in lysosomes to around 8 in mitochondria 
291, 292. Measurements of intracellular pH mostly utilize pH sensitive organic probes or 

fluorescent proteins that can be functionalized for specific cellular compartments. 292-294 

Another approach uses SERS nanosensors 295. 

Several other assays have been developed to detect and quantify analytes inside a single cell. 

The technology spectrum ranges from fluorescence to radiometric and enzymatic approaches 

employing different labelling and direct and indirect detection strategies. A detailed review of 

those techniques is beyond the scope of this review.  

VI.4 Cell mass and water content 
Refractometry, a technique relying on the refractive index, of a cell is done in a label-free 

way. In first approximation, the refractive index is dependent on the partial concentration of 

molecules in the cell. It has to be determined by a kind of titration of immersion liquid 

containing a known solid concentration against the cell compartment of interest. Under a 
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phase contrast microscope the compartment will vanish as soon as the solid concentration in 

there equals that in the immersion liquid. Already in the 1950s refractive index measurement 

has been successfully introduced to cell biology for the study the cell mass and water 

content.296 Thus the refractive index serves to assess key physiological parameters. 

Refractometry has received certain attention during the last decade. Hilbert phase contrast 

microscopy which is used to acquire the refractive index map has been coupled to confocal 

reflectance microscopy which serves to extract information about the physical thickness of the 

specimen in order to improve the accuracy of refractive indices.297 Furthermore, a 

tomographic three dimensional mode was introduced by Choi and co-workers that at the same 

time avoids keeping the cells in non-physiologic immersion substances.298 The possibility to 

assess the chromosome mass by a derivative optical tomographic approach in a quantitative 

manner has been described recently.299 Related to refractometry, Reed and colleagues 

implemented interference microscopy into this approach and studied the effect of drugs on a 

cancer cell line by quantifying the cell mass in a time dependent and high throughput 

manner.300 A different setup, called spatial light interference microscope, was used by Mir 

and colleagues to measure the cell mass in relation to the cell cycle. Their development is 

applicable as an ad-on for a commercial microscope system allowing for combination of mass 

assessment and fluorescence acquisition.301, 302 

Intrinsic physical properties of the cell, such as refractive index, composition, size, and 

deformability determine how a cell will react in an optical gradient field. Time-of-flight 

(TOF) optophoresis is used to probe the speed differences between different cells and by this 

to distinguish cell lines and drug-treated cells 142.   

Suspended microchannel resonators were developed to determine the mass of a bacterium in 

water with sub-femtogram resolution 303. Channel height limitations have been overcome so 

that now also eukaryotic cells can be weighted in such channels. Over 30 minutes the growth 

of individual cells (Saccharomyces sp. and mouse lympohblasts) could be followed by 

measuring the buoyant mass. Observing individual cells it was found that heavier cells grow 

faster than lighter cells. 304  

Furthermore, different mechanical resonator systems can be used to determine the mass of a 

cell placed on the surface of such a resonator 305. The density of a single living cell can be 

measured by recording the mass of the cell of interest in two fluids with different density. 255 

This was successfully applied to distinguish red blood cell associated disease such as malaria, 

sickle cell disease and thalassemia. 306 
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VI.5 Mechanical properties 

Cellular membranes, the cytoskeleton composition (both, structural proteins and cytoskeleton-

associated proteins play a role) as well as size and density of the nucleus determine the 

mechanical properties of the cell such as its deformability. Local measurement techniques, 

such as atomic force microscopy (AFM, see section III.2.1) 307, magnetic bead-based rheology 

or optical tweezers (see section VIII.1) 308, 309 and micropipette aspiration 310, 311 make it 

possible to probe mechanical properties of individual single cells also in liquids which 

resembles their natural environment. A summary of the functional range of different 

techniques to probe cellular mechanics is given by Loh et al. 312 A useful parameter to 

describe the elastic properties of cells is Young’s modulus which, however, is dependent on 

various other factors. Therefore, same experimental conditions are crucial for comparability 
313. Probing intrinsic biophysical markers, such as elasticity does not require costly labels or 

extensive sample preparation.  

Most research was done with cells for which deformability is of physiological relevance. 

Those are red blood cells (RBC), leukocytes and also cancer cells (potential circulating 

tumour cells) that have to squeeze through small blood vessels. Characterizing the cell’s 

stiffness and deformability might give insights into different cell states and several human 

diseases, such as cancer, malaria, leukaemia, sickle cell disease, sepsis, hereditary 

spherocytosis, and diabetes. 255 Several studies proved alterations in mechanical properties 

such as cellular deformability to be useful to differentiate non-malignant and malignant cells. 
313 

A simple way to squeeze cells is to force them through constriction channels which have a 

smaller diameter than the cells. High speed imaging can be used to follow transit time, 

elongation and recovery time. Electrical impedance measurements give transit time, 

impedance amplitude ratio and impedance phase increase. When only electrical readout is 

necessary the technique can be as fast as 100 cells per second. 255 Fluorescence measurements 

of labelled cells in the constriction channel can help to correlate mechanical deformability 

with already established cell surface markers. 255 One technical problem that might affect the 

measured values is that the friction between cell membrane and channel surface cannot be 

determined yet.  

In order to study the deformability of soft and flexible cell types like erythrocytes, fluid shear 

stress in larger capillaries can be used. 255 Furthermore, optical stretchers were used to 

characterize the deformability of RBCs 314, human cancer cell lines and patient’s oral 

squamous cells. 255 A dual beam trap acting as a cell stretcher was used to create controlled 
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cellular deformation 315 and study the viscoelastic properties of the cell membrane in red 

blood cells. Malaria-infected RBCs were found to have increased rigidity due to the 

internalized parasite Plasmodium falciparum. 316  

When hydrodynamic stretching is applied to the cells, they are completely surrounded by 

liquid and do not have contact to the channels. High strains can be exerted on the cells which 

are easy to visualize. Gossett et al. successfully demonstrated the potential of this technique 

for the characterization of pleural fluid to determine leukocyte activation and cancer 

malignancy. 317 However, costly and bulky high speed cameras are needed that produce huge 

image data which require high computational effort for data analysis. Other potential 

applications of mechanical biomarkers in medicine are summarized by Di Carlo 318. However, 

so far biomechanical markers hardly made it to clinical and biological applications. Further 

research needs to be done to better understand cell deformability changes as a function of 

environmental conditions and to improve the currently only poor correlation between cell 

deformability and the widely established biochemical markers. 255 Microfluidic developments 

will help to automate the analysis and enable high throughput. The different mechanical 

stimuli that can be implemented and probed in microfluidic systems to assess the cell 

deformability, including working mechanism, key observations and throughput have already 

been reviewed. 255, 319 They include, e.g., electroporative flow cytometry, DEP force as well as 

compressive forces applied through a thin membrane. The latter can be utilized to monitor cell 

viability and to induce mechanical lysis and in further modifications to reveal information 

about the viscoelastic properties of cells. 320 

The formation of bulges on the cellular membrane can be correlated to the cytoskeleton 

quantity inside the cell and used to distinguish breast cancer cells and normal cells 321.   

VI.6 Binding and intracellular interactions down to a molecular level 

In the previous sections a wide range of techniques has been already discussed that are able to 

investigate cell-substrate or intercellular interactions. Atomic force microscopy (AFM, section 

III.2.1) can measure inter- and intramolecular interaction forces with pico-Newton resolution. 

It could be successfully applied to measure interactions at the single-molecule level, e.g. to 

follow fibrinogen-platelet binding and fibrinogen-erythrocyte binding interactions which have 

relevance during cardiovascular disease. 322  

To monitor in vivo single molecule interactions, such as protein-protein interactions at the cell 

surface, single-molecule fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) (section III.8.2) and 

fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) (section III.8.3) can be used 323, 324. Further 
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single-molecule mechanical assays are proposed to measure the in situ binding kinetics on the 

surface of live T cells. 325 

An immunohistochemical method for the detection of proteins and protein interaction is the in 

situ proximity ligation assay (PLA). Affinity reagents, such as antibodies, with an amplifiable 

DNA reporter molecule are used to visualize the protein of interest. 326-328 Steps towards 

automation in microfluidics have been taken recently. 329 

Surface plasmon resonance (SPR) (section III.7) combined with a special sensor and detector 

can be used to study the cell’s response to stimuli, such as antigens, and follow the binding 

interactions. SPR imaging found already application for allergy screening by studying the 

response of human basophils to different antigens such as pollen antigens, mite antigens or 

sweat antigens 330 or by studying of rat basophilic leukaemia cell to immunoglobulin 

stimulation 171. 

Another emerging field are targeted nanomaterials that are equipped with organelle-specific 

carriers and an effector molecule, e.g. designed nanoparticles for drug delivery. Important 

questions arising with such nanodeliverers are: Are there specific binding interactions? Are 

other parts of the cell also interacting with the target? Confocal fluorescence microscopy 

(section III.6.1) and high resolution TEM (section III.4) were utilized to visualize the 

interaction between drug-loaded nanoparticles and cancer cell nuclei. 331 Many further 

examples of nanoparticle-cell interaction exist. 

A well-defined control can be gained over certain proteins such as light activated channels 

and enzymes by a technique called optogenetics. By genetic manipulation light-sensitive 

proteins are brought into the cell of interest which can then be switched on and off on a time-

range of milliseconds. This allows the perturbation and subsequent detailed analysis of 

physiological processes. 332 Optogenetics is now widely adopted in neuroscience. 333 

Microfluidic developments (see section VIII.4) enable the measurement of many interaction 

forces of all kind, especially mechanical interactions can be characterized easily. Traction 

forces on microposts arrays can be used to estimate the strength of mechanical cell-substrate 

interactions as a function of morphology. 255 Furthermore, cellular response to external and 

internal forces can be followed in a time- and space resolved manner.334, 335 Other 

microfluidic channels with fluid shear forces can be used to study adhesion forces of different 

cells, such as mammalian fibroblasts, activated and non-activated neutrophils and human 

breast cancer cells. 255 

A few other examples are given in other sections of this review (VI.2, VI.3, VIII) and can be 

found in the literature.  
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VII. The single cell in the multicellular organism 
In a multicellular organism single cells have to act on an advanced level of cooperation. Often 

synchronization is of highest relevance, e. g., for productive heart muscle contraction and 

relaxation. Deviations may occur between in vitro and in vivo findings. An example is given 

by Yoo and co-workers who described differences concerning in vitro data and results derived 

from Danio rerio in in vivo studies regarding the position of the microtubule organizing 

complex in migrating neutrophils.336 However, in agreement with in vitro data, recent 

publications bare intriguing variance in the molecular phenotype of cells belonging to the 

same tissue or sharing the same fate, respectively. Liu and colleagues described an approach 

based on mRNA recognition by fluorescence-labelled proteins to assess a cell position 

related gene expression heat map in Cenorhabditis elegans for 93 genes in 363 cells. They 

described differential gene expression between cells even belonging to the same syncytium in 

dependence of their respective lineages.337 The single molecule mRNA-FISH approach 

described in section V.1 was as well shown to work in Drosophila melanogaster and C. 

elegans.205 Variations in mRNA expression of a certain downstream effector (mec-3) for 

proper touch receptor neuron development in dependence of genetic background (alr-1 wild 

type and mutant) were studied in C. elegans larvae.338 

Visualization and tracking of single cells in organisms becomes possible with new 

development in microscopic technique called selective plane illumination microscopy 

(SPIM) and its derivatives. For a review concerning SPIM see Weber and Huisken339. Due to 

special objective configurations which illuminate only a single object plane at once, SPIM 

avoids photodamage. In addition, time consuming scanning is evaded or at least reduced in 

dependence of the beam shape. SPIM application, though, requires the samples to be as 

transparent as possible to minimize photon scattering. It has already been used for detailed 

observation and visualization of neuron outgrowth during C. elegans development.340 

Furthermore, Krzic and co-workers tracked several cells during D. melanogaster development 

for five hours covering two cell division cycles.341 Further improvements especially with 

respect to resolution, signal to noise ratio and artefact circumvention are highlighted in a 

recent contribution of Gao and colleagues describing their combinatorial approach of Bessel 

beam super-resolution structured illumination microscopy. They illustrate, e. g., in vivo 

karyotyping on the surface of a D. melanogaster embryo and mention the possibility to 

distinguish nuclei down to 20 µm in the sample.342  
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Single cell analysis in multi-cell surrounding mostly requires labelling of a cell type of 

interest. For a recent contribution reviewing several advanced labelling strategies see the one 

by Progatzky et al.343. 

Several intravital microscopy approaches were shown to be applicable for single cell 

observations as well. Especially two-photon microscopy gained relevance. It is based on the 

nearly simultaneous absorption of two photons by a single fluorophore. Both photons have to 

possess half of the energy that is necessary to raise an electron of the fluorophore to a higher 

energy level. Accordingly, photon wavelengths are doubled compared to single photon 

excitation of the same fluorophore. This has the advantage that the applied infrared 

wavelengths enable deep tissue penetration. The requirement of two photon absorption at 

once leads to intrinsic high confocality of two-photon fluorescence microscopy without the 

need for special optics.344 In particular cells of the immune system have been the objective of 

single cell two-photon fluorescence microscopy.345-347 As the basic review on two-photon 

laser scanning fluorescence microscopy the one by Denk et al.344 is suggested for further 

reading. Concerning single cell studies by intravital microscopy a comprehensive review by 

Weigert et al.284, containing a number of examples, is available and recommended.  

A technique improving penetration depth of imaging is photo-acoustic tomography (PAT). 

It is accordingly especially interesting for in vivo application. PAT exploits the transformation 

of an incoming electromagnetic wave to a density wave by an absorber, the opto-acoustic 

effect. A penetration depth of 5cm in tissue is enabled while a lateral resolution of less than 

1mm is retained. For less penetration depth single cell observations are generally feasible if 

contrast is sufficient. 348 So far, PAT demonstrated its use for real single cell studies 

especially with respect to erythrocyte observations. By PAT based flowoxigraphy real-time 

oxygen release from erythrocytes in mouse brain was observed. 349 For a review on PAT and 

its subdivisions to complement optical imaging see Wang 348. 

 

VIII Micromanipulation of single cells 

Most of the micromanipulation techniques of single cells employ some sort of microfluidics 

because this enables an automated and user-friendly manipulation 350. Quite often several 

manipulation tools are combined to comprehensively characterize and study single cells. 

Figure 3 schematises the most common applications which will be explained in more detail in 

the following paragraphs.  
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Figure 3: Overview of single cell microfluidics applications. 

VIII.1 Trapping of single cells 

There exist several methods to trap cells in solution and to keep them stable in space. Those 

methods apply optical forces using lasers, acoustic or ultrasound waves, dielectrophoretic 

forces or magnetic fields as well as hydrodynamic flows. 351 

 

Optical traps and tweezers 

Lasers are able to exert forces in the range of femto Newtons to nano Newtons with a force 

resolution of 100 aN (sub-pN) and a time resolution in the range of µs. 142 These small forces 

are sufficient to manipulate inter- and intracellular processes and also to move microscopic 
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cells. 142, 352, 353 In order to trap the cells, the surrounding medium should have a diffractive 

index less than that of the particle. 315 When applying lasers it is important to adjust the right 

parameters to avoid photodamage. Anaerobic conditions to avoid the formation of reactive 

oxygen species and the use of cold buffer to prevent heating effects were found to be 

beneficial. 142  

A single beam trap confines individual cells near the focus of the laser beam. Such traps can 

be easily combined with optical microscopy and various spectroscopic and optical imaging 

techniques such as fluorescence or Raman to further analyze the trapped cells. 315, 354 

However, often traps use IR light which is not so suited for optical analysis and therefore, a 

second lasers is still needed.142 Digital holographic microscopy was successfully applied to 

image optically trapped cells and to monitor their interaction with selectively moved particles 

with a temporal resolution of a few milliseconds. 355 

Dual fibre optical traps with two counter-propagating light beams cannot only trap larger cells 

than the single beam trap, but furthermore exert mechanical stress on the cells. Such traps can 

be easily implemented in microfluidic with orthogonal viewing. 315 This enables the study of 

mechanical properties of cells (section VI.2) or certain properties of cells under mechanic 

stress, such as, e.g., calcium signalling of human embryonic kidney (HEK) cells. 356 

Multiple optical tweezers can be combined to control the spatial position in 3D of hundreds of 

cells at a time to improve throughput. Methods to create multiple traps have been reviewed by 

Ramser and Hanstorp. 142 

Holographic optical tweezers can be used to create specific cell arrangements to study the 

influence of a certain position or interaction, 142 and to orient the cell or some of its 

organelles. It was, for example, possible to arrange the nuclei of different individual cells all 

in the same plane or move free-lying vesicles in the cytosol of NG-108 cells 357. Movements 

of beads functionalized with secretory molecules towards neural cells can be even used to 

stimulate the neuronal growth. 358 In addition, single molecules (e.g. kinesin molecule) inside 

living cells can be monitored with optical tweezers. 359 

Not only lasers can be used to generate optical fields, but also arrays of gold micro-pads. 

When light couples to the surface plasmons, cells can be trapped with those surface plasmon 

tweezers. 360-363
 

 

Acoustic trapping  

Ultrasonic waves were also successfully used to position cells in the centre of microwells and 

further investigate them there. 364-366 
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Other, non-optical trapping methods make use of the hydrodynamic flow (hydrodynamic 

trapping) which can be implemented in three-dimensional microfluidic system, or electric 

fields (Dielectrophoretic trapping, DEP). For the latter one, the electric field should not be 

too high in order to keep survival rates high. Magnetic tweezers employing magnetic 

nanoparticles can be used to manipulate individual molecules inside a single cell. 367 

 

VIII.2 Invasive manipulations 

Optical scalpels: Pulsed UV-laser or NIR laser light can be focused with high precision on 

certain organelles or even molecules. If the energy of the laser is high enough it can act as an 

optical scalpel which can knock out molecules or irreversible impair organelles.142 This was 

applied to damage DNA to study subsequently the DNA repair mechanisms, to photoporate 

cell membranes for transfection experiments (References in 142) and to disrupt individual 

mitochondria in living HeLa cells 368. Small holes in membranes induced by UV illumination 

can be used to study the diffusion of small fluorescent molecules and probe 

compartmentalization. Furthermore, targeted lysis of very small cell regions is possible with a 

high precision in space and time. 142 

Electroporation can be used to introduce foreign molecules (DNA, proteins) into cells by 

temporarily disrupting the cell membrane by a voltage shock 255 

Single cell lysis can be achieved by different stimuli: laser pulses, electrical pulses and other 

electrical pertubations, sonication, detergent/surfactant, and chemicals. The characteristics of 

those techniques regarding time, platform and denaturating influence on cellular structures 

and features have been reviewed by Brown and Audet.369 

 

VIII.3. Separation and sorting 

Optical traps can be arranged to generate optical landscapes in which cells experience 

different optical forces according to their shape, size and refractive index. These forces can be 

used for passive, light-induced separation of cells. 142. This technique worked fine to separate 

red and white blood cells. For very similar cells the low sorting efficiency can be improved by 

binding dielectric microspheres to the cells of interest. 142 
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Electrophoresis is an electrokinetic phenomenon exploiting the movement of dispersed 

particles in an electric field. This technique has been first employed to separate small 

molecules, but is now also used for single cell experiments and to profile the many different 

analytes in a single cell. 370 Parallel detection of more than one analyte is possible in a large 

dynamic detection range, opening the way to functional metabolomics studies. 371 

With capillary electrophoresis (CE) only low sample volumes are required and a fast and 

efficient separation of the components within single cells can be achieved.372 The technique is 

portable and very versatile and can be coupled with microfluidics. Common analysis methods 

used in combination with electrophoresis are fluorescence (laser-induced (native) 

fluorescence: CE-LINF and CE-LIF, respectively), electrochemistry (EC, amperometry, 

voltammetry, and conductivity), and mass spectrometric detection; less common methods are 

based on radionuclide and nuclear magnetic resonance.372 

 

Flow cytometry is a high throughput technique that uses cellular characteristics such as 

morphology or fluorescence (labels) to sort, count and purify cells and to determine the 

cellular phenotype. Detection is mostly done optically or electronically. Furthermore, flow 

cytometry enables quantitative analysis of protein expression, protein epitopes, protein 

phosphorylation state, nucleic acids, and ion concentrations in single cells. 373 However, only 

a snapshot in time is acquired, continuous monitoring of individual cells over time is not 

possible. Nevertheless, the high throughput of the technique enables to investigate the 

heterogeneity among a cell population. 374 Flow cytometry is already routinely used for 

diagnostics in haematology and immunology, as well as in cell-based basic research. Cell 

function and cell properties, such as abundance of special proteins 375, occurrence of reactive 

oxygen species, viability state and others can be determined.  

 
Fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) 

The acronym FACS is a trademark and was introduced by the company Becton Dickinson, 

but is nowadays often used in a generic sense. 376 FACS uses the light scattering and 

fluorescence properties of the cells to sort them into subpopulations relying on user defined 

criteria374. Polychromatic flow cytometry uses more than 6 colours at the same time. 

Nowadays, with the help of fluorescence labels 18 different proteins per cell can be quantified 

at a rate of >10 000 cells/s. 377 This can yield deep insights into immune cell subpopulations 

and immune cell function.  

 
Magnetic affinity cell sorting (MACS)  
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As FACS also the acronym MACS is a trademark (by the company Miltenyi). Instead of 

fluorescence labels magnetic beads are selectively attached to a specific antigen or cell 

surface marker of the selected cell subpopulation. The cell separation and purification can be 

carried out in positive selection mode (selected cells carry the bead) or negative selection 

mode (selected cells do not carry the bead). 

 

Single cell mass cytometry  

Mass cytometry is a relatively new version of flow cytometry that combines it with mass 

spectrometry. Theoretically, it is possible to differentiate 70 – 100 parameters in a quantitative 

and specific manner over a high dynamic range with high throughput (1000 cells per 

second).245, 377 Instead of fluorescence labels, purified, stable (non-radioactive) isotopes of 

non-biological, rare earth metals (typically lanthanides) are tagged to antibodies and/or DNA 

intercalators and used as reporters. For analysis, the cellular material of a single cell is 

nebulized and analyzed with a time-of-flight mass spectrometer. Unlike conventional flow 

cytometry methods, single cell mass cytometry is not suitable for work with living cells and it 

is impossible to recover live cells back after the mass cytometry experiment. Further 

comparison of fluorescence based and mass cytometry can be found in the review by Bendall 

et al. 377 Applications lie in the field of immunology, stem cell research and haematology.246 

VIII.4 From microfluidics to labonachip 

Microfluidic systems usually consist of a structure of channels (typically in the micrometer 

range: 10-100 µm) that can be designed individually for each experiment and equipped with 

functional structures (capturing elements, antibodies, electrodes, etc.). Functional assays or 

the combination with other experimental cell analysis techniques are thus permitted. 142 

Common names for these integrated microfluidic concepts are lab-on-a-chip systems or 

micro-total analysis systems (µ-TAS).  

Microfluidic systems have many advantages for single cells studies and therefore, have 

undergone a fast technical development during the last years. Only small sample volumes are 

necessary saving expensive reagents; increased (multi-step) integration and automation 

capabilities make the assays user friendly; fast response and increased sensitivity bring 

reliability and statistical information and environmental parameters (pH, salt concentrations, 

drugs, temperature and others) can be controlled precisely. 255, 373, 378 Ultimately, microfluidic 

systems might mimic certain in vivo situations in an in vitro setting. It is already possible to 

follow dynamic events and cell-cell interaction.   
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Many of the single cell analysis techniques described in this review have been transferred into 

microfluidics where sub-cellular information can be analysed by various high-contents 

analysis methods under defined cellular environments and stimuli. 379, 380 Single cell gene 

expression measurements including measurements of expression dynamics, high-throughput 

single cell RT-qPCR, transcript multiplexing, single cell whole genome analysis, protein 

analysis, signalling response and growth dynamics analysis as well as biophysical 

measurements could be already successfully incorporated into microfluidics. 255, 373, 381 

Intracellular protein expression and the release of cytokines and effector molecules can be 

visualized by combining microfluidics with single molecule imaging, fluorescence imaging as 

well as with miniature antibody arrays. 228, 373, 382 This was shown first for bacteria but could 

be transferred to eukaryotic cells as well. Protein abundances were found to vary from 0.1 to 

104 molecules per cells. Furthermore, mRNA and protein abundances seemed to be rather 

uncorrelated indicating a rapid degradation of mRNA. The real-time monitoring of the release 

of signal molecules such as NO, insulin, Ca2+, neurotransmitters or histamine from single 

living cells in a microfluidic set-up has been reviewed. 383 Observations of single cells in 

microfluidic systems can further help to set up detailed kinetic models for cellular reactions 

and metabolics as was shown for the dynamics of glycolytic oscillations in single yeast cells. 
384 

In a special version of lab-on-a-chip technologies, called droplet microfluidic, single cells are 

encapsulated in individual liquid containers which can act as carrier as well as microreactors. 
385 Within those picoliter-sized droplets that can be generated within a few milliseconds with 

high monodispersity, otherwise undetectable signals of single cells, such as rare secretions, 

become concentrated to measurable levels. 385, 386  

Despite all the progress, in most examples, sample preparation for microfluidic analysis is still 

carried out off-chip on the benchtop, requiring instruments such as centrifuges to separate 

cells from surrounding body liquids etc. 387 This extra working step requiring extra man 

power and causing irreproducibility in the results so far prevented the entry of microfluidics 

into routine diagnostics. First attempts to integrate all sample handling steps could be shown 

for RT-qPCR on microfluidic chips achieving a throughput of 300 cells/run 388 and for on-

chip cellomics.389 

Applications of lab-on-a-chip systems range from basic research in proteomics and 

immunocytometry to haematology, human haplotyping, drug discovery and development, 

biosensor applications as well as stem cell and cancer research. 373, 390 Clinical impact could 

be generated from predictive gene expression and intracellular signalling protein signatures. 
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Furthermore, cellular heterogeneity could help to predict disease progression, optimal 

treatment strategy as well as patient survival and outcome for cancer patients. 373, 382 

Furthermore, the organization of cells in complex arrays for the creation of synthetic tissue 

seems possible. 142 

 
Microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) have been developed to study the 

mechanobiology of living cells in microengineered platforms under close to in vivo 

conditions. 311, 391 This shall help to elucidate underlying sensing mechanisms and force 

transduction of cells under various mechanical stimuli which can occur in a human body, such 

as muscle action, heartbeat, lung action or shear stress in blood vessels, but also during cancer 

cell dissemination. 311 Ultimately, this will lead to a more complete understanding of how 

cells function. Several strategies for cell-biomaterial interactions have been developed to 

assure biocompatibility of the MEMS material. 392, 393 Advancements in MEMS technology 

allow the fabrication of cell size matching devices such as microscale electrodes and arrays 

for precise manipulation with spatially and temporally variable stimuli and quantitative 

evaluation of cellular response. 311, 391, 394 

 

IX. Classification or what characterizes a cell type 
The amount of different data collectable from an individual cell is incredible. If the techniques 

available for in vitro studies are combined in a reasonable sequence, values on its mass, 

chemical composition and expression level of hundreds of genes are detectable. Making 

concessions at the number of gene products accessible time resolved studies on the impact of 

manipulations are possible. Thus the detailed molecular phenotype for each cell of interest is 

available in principle. But what is the excess value? What one can conclude from high end 

statistical analysis? As discussed before, there is no cell like the other, there is always 

biological variation. This biological variation is observed for all measured parameters, like 

size, mass, gene expression patters with different amount of transcripts and synthesized 

proteins, as well as different levels of metabolites or the slightly different reaction on certain 

stimuli. This raises the questions, how big has the difference between two cells to be in order 

to define a new cell type? How big is the acceptable variation in morphology and phenotype 

within one cell type? What is just stochasticity, or noise, in gene expression due to different 

transcription rates, regulatory dynamics and genetic factors? 

For very different cells the belonging to different cell types is widely accepted, e.g., for 

healthy cells, that are integrated in the optimized function of the organism and tumour cells, 
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that ill-behave and perturb normal function. Several analytical methods are currently 

researched and established to differentiate and sort such healthy and malignant cells based on 

relative drastic changes in metabolism and gene expression upon the acquirement of 

malignancy. Polymerase chain reaction (PCR, section V.1) 395, hybridization microarrays 

(section V.1) 396, hyperspectral imaging (section III.8) 159 Raman spectroscopy (section III.4) 
354 as well as refractometry (section VI.4) 397 were effectively applied for discrimination, to 

name just a few examples. 

The situation of differentiating cells into different cell types gets more complex if we have a 

closer look at, e.g., lymphocytes and their various subpopulations. Immunologists use 

different surface markers to distinguish a huge variety of different cell types based on 

different surface marker expression patterns. Variations and a high heterogeneity are also 

observed if the interaction of e.g. isolated and purified natural killer (NK) cells and target 

cells is investigated. While some NK cells exhibit high cytotoxic activity and killing 

efficiency others show less or even no killing activity. Based on the interaction behaviour the 

NK cells could be divided into further subgroups. 398 Up to now it is not clear what 

determines those activity differences on a phenotypic level.  

In order to elucidate the critical difference between two different cells and identify what is 

only a less important detail and could be assigned to biological variations, statistical data 

analysis methods can be applied to search for inherent structure in the data set. Unsupervised 

statistical algorithms, such as principal component analysis have been successfully applied to 

cluster results of single cell analysis methods, such as e.g. vibrational spectra and gene 

expression profiles. Looking at primary mouse astrocytes unsupervised analysis of gene 

expression profiles revealed two distinct astrocyte subpopulations. 399 In the same study, gene 

correlation algorithms were used to identify differences in the activity of important 

transcriptional pathways. 

During lineage pursuance classification is also of interest, and was done in whole organism 

context in C. elegans based on gene expression analysis by Liu and colleagues 337 Again, the 

same intriguing question of single cell classification arises: How huge does the difference in 

molecular phenotype between two individual cells have to be, to assign them to be of unequal 

cell type? From the opposite perspective: Up to which degree of difference in molecular 

phenotype it is just a sign of variance of one cell type? Probably the answers to these 

questions won’t even be the same for each cell type. There may be cells of high specialization 

that are highly similar one to the other, inner ear hair cells might serve as an example. On the 

other hand, e.g., hepatic stellate cells are known for a dramatic phenotype transition when 
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they switch from quiescence to activation which is reflected in gene expression400 and 

vibrational spectroscopy data41.  

So far, a convincing concept how to handle the cell type term in the classification context 

does not exist. It is expected, that with a better understanding of single cells, their 

organization and function, we may better define new markers and characteristics that allow 

classification of cell types and a sub-types.  

X. Single cell analysis for diagnostic use 
Single cell research shall not only bring new insights into the mechanisms of life, but there are 

also some hopes that the results could be utilized in medicine. The advantage of basing the 

diagnostics on single cell analysis is that only minimal sample (e.g., very tiny biopsy) is 

required from the patient and point-of-care devices for personalized medicine might become 

feasible. While some of the presented single cell analysis techniques are already quite 

advanced and are in or close to medical applications, such as single cell gene expression 

analysis (see section V.1), other techniques still struggle for medical relevance, such as the 

biomechanical markers (see section VI.2). Microfluidic developments, advances in imaging 

industry and hardware based image processing are expected to help with automated analysis 

and higher throughput providing the necessary statistical accuracy for an ultimate clinical 

diagnostic application. High expectations are also raised to integrated analysis techniques 

where two or more of the presented techniques are combined to provide an even deeper 

insight into the single cell characteristics.  

Key fields of application that can be seen from today are oncology, especially in the field of 

tumour diagnostics and circulating tumour cells, haematology, regenerative medicine (pre-

implantation diagnostics and embryonic stem cell research), drug development and 

immunology. A few examples from those fields will be highlighted in the following. 

Circulating tumour cells (CTC) can be found in the peripheral blood of cancer patients with 

metastasising primary tumour. It was shown that the number of CTC can give valuable 

insights into disease severity; change in number can report the success of therapy, while the 

identity of the CTC could lead to the primary tumour. Different detection methods for CTC 

from blood have been developed within the last years. 401 Single cell polymerase chain 

reaction (PCR) (section V.1) can distinguish and determine different tumour cells such as 

CTC, but also cancer stem cells and thus, help to find the best therapy for the patient. One of 

the problems with CTC is that they are only present in low number in a heterogeneous sample 

(the patient’s blood) together with many other non-tumour cells. Therefore, high throughput 
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techniques are needed. Statistically meaningful data require the analysis of large cell numbers. 

Lab-on-a-chip technology made huge advances in the last years and now allows efficient 

capture, separation, enrichment, detection and count of different CTC with high throughput 

rates and different subsequent analysis methods. 402-405 

Not only for freely circulating tumour cells which already exist in the single cell state, but 

also for solid tumours and tumour research, single cell analysis proofed to be beneficial and 

to hold clinical potential. For tumour diagnosis only a very small biopsy, which has only 

minimal impact on the patient, has to be taken if single cell analysis methods are employed 
195. Insights into tumour heterogeneity resulting from genetically and phenotypically different 

tumour cells can be gained by means of single cell gene expression analysis.195 Promising 

examples are the use of single cell analysis for the discrimination of colon cancer tissue from 

healthy epithelia by RT-qPCR 406, and the RNA-Seq transcriptome analysis of circulating 

tumour cells from solid melanoma. The latter study analyzed CTC heterogeneity and aimed to 

identify potential biomarkers 407. Different approaches for tumour analysis on the single cell 

level have been reviewed by Bendall and Nolan 408  

In regenerative medicine, the analysis of pluripotent stem cells that are used for 

differentiation into certain cell types for treatment of diseases is of utmost importance. It is 

necessary to check their homogenous differentiation into the desired phenotype.195 For 

example, concerning the heterogeneity among different neuronal progenitor cell types the 

transcriptome can give significant information about their cell fate and development. This is 

fundamental for the development of future stem cell based therapies. 409-411 Similarly, 

assessing the transcriptomal heterogeneity in single cells can be used to track and understand 

the regulation of the differentiation process of hematopoetic stem cells.412,413 Single cell PCR 

is already widely used for pre-implantation genetic diagnosis to identify embryos with genetic 

diseases or abnormal chromosome numbers.195 Not only transcriptome based analyses find 

application, but also the real-time tracking and fluorescent ratio imaging of sperm motility 

and energetics are carried out in automated systems in human fertility clinics and animal 

breeding farms 414 Manipulation of single cells with optical tweezers is conceivable for in 

vitro fertilization, stem cell research, and single cell transfection. 142, 353 

Single cell analysis can also have an impact on drug discovery. Integrative ‘systems 

pharmacology’ strategies use the complex response (e.g. gene expression, metabolic states or 

cellular phenotype) of a single cell to understand the action of a drug. Bioinformatics methods 

are able to extract information about the drug’s targets, mechanism of action, metabolism and 

toxicity from these multi-parametric readouts in data-driven computational approaches. 415 
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Single cell transcriptome analysis provides detailed new insights into intercellular variability 

of the RNA profiles and thus, helps to identify previously unrecognized drug targets. 215 For 

example, RNA-Seq transcriptome analysis of neuronal cells, which are highly specialized and 

polarized cells 196, is of great benefit for the field of neuropharmacology, because it can be 

used to identify new receptors and channels as potential drug targets in neurological diseases. 
216 

Also mechanical characteristics of a cell (see section VI.2), such as the simple deformability 

which can be probed label-free, i.e., without costly antibodies, have a high potential for drug 

discovery and personalized medicine. Measure of cytoskeletal integrity could enable 

screenings for drugs interacting with actin or tubulin of the cytoskeleton, as well as the 

detection of resistances against those drugs in biopsied samples.317 

Applications of single cell analysis methods in the field of immunology comprise, amongst 

others, gene profiling of induced T or B cell subsets of the adaptive immune response for the 

discrimination of special vaccination-induced CD8+ T cell subpopulations.416 Furthermore, 

several flow cytometry based assays have been developed to determine the immune status of 

transplantation patients. 417 Research that could translate into a better understanding of the 

immune response and therefore, into the improvement of therapy designs, includes the study 

of the immune activity of single natural killer (NK) cells against target cells (virus-infected or 

cancer cells). Significant differences in the number of contacts between NK cells and target 

cells as well as in the killing efficiency could be revealed. However, those results are still 

waiting for an ultimate answer. 398, 418 

 

XI. Conclusion 
Studying single cells offers valuable insights into spatio-temporal dynamics of biological 

processes and interactions, even down to the molecular level. An amazing variety of different 

techniques and methods already exists to visualize morphology, phenotypic characteristics 

and gain insights into the genome of a single cell. Despite all the advances, many interesting 

questions remain unanswered, such as detailed signal transduction or the exact role and timely 

arrangement of all the involved molecules, clusters and organelles in different interaction 

mechanisms. In order to answer those questions further technological development and 

advanced data evaluation strategies are required. The combination of different single cell 

analysis methods is evolving which can provide global, integrated and multi-parameter 

information from an individual single cell which is necessary to understand the complex 

organization of life. Microfluidic systems already bring together different sampling 
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techniques to collect biophysical and biochemical information. Further promising 

combinations could involve super-resolution microscopy, and novel biochemical and single-

molecule kinetic measurements with an improved temporal resolution. In order to efficiently 

utilize all the different techniques a vivid interdisciplinary exchange among specialized 

scientists is required to enable the physicists and engineers to design valuable tools and 

devices which are able to answer the exciting biological questions of life scientists. Extensive 

computational effort is also required to extract the important correlation and information from 

the data flood and the noisy and complex signals that show such high cell-to-cell variations. 

System biologists will contribute valuable models that describe the complex interaction 

networks observed in the experiments and help to understand which parameters determine the 

reaction and in the end the fate of the cell. 

All future technological improvements have to bear in mind that the amount of sample from a 

single cell is limited, therefore, asking for sophisticated detection performance. In addition, 

since intrinsic variability between cells is large, high-throughput techniques are a pre-requisite 

for reliable conclusions to be made from the analysis of large numbers of individual single 

cells. Finally, the realization of single cell studies in the natural cell niche, such as within 

tissues, is desirable. 

Ultimately, the results from single cell research and analysis have great future potential for 

application in personalized medicine with new point-of-care devices that make use of novel 

prognostic and predictive biomarkers. This might help, for example, to identify key mutations 

in cancer genes or physiological parameters of certain disease states. 
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